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1. A Statement of the Problem Stujdied

The main objective of this research is to apply recent advances in
kinematics, utilizing fundamental models of dynamics, coupled with experi-
mental observations in order to develop methods capable of predicting the
performance as well as motion characteristics of certain basic, finite-dwell
type of intermittent-motion mechanisms including Geneva mechanisms, ratchets
and escapements, which are useful in industry and military applications.

The contract was originally awarded for a two-year period. Later, it
was awarded an additional year to extend the theory developed earlier under
this contract to two related areas of mechanism design problems, namely, the
momentary-dwell type of intermittent-motion mechanisms and an investigation
on the workspace of a robotic manipulator system.

2. A Summary of Significant Accomplishment

As it was mentioned in the preceeding paragraph, the project involves
an investigation of the dynamic as well as the kinematic characteristics of
mechanisms of the following three types:

* Intermittent-motion mechanisms of the finite-dwell type

* Intermittent-motion mechanisms of the momentary-dwell type

* Robotic Manipulators

Results obtained from this project, which are believed to be new and
significant pertaining to the above three catagories, are described next.

(a) Kinematic and Dynamic Analysis of Intermittent-Motion
Mechanisms of the Finite-Dwell type

A mathematical model of impact has been formulated for the
intermittent-motion mechanism. The model, which includes clearance,
damping, mechanism elasticity and material compliance is basic to the
determination of the dynamical response such as force amplification, dynamic
load and the stresses of mechanisms with intermittent-motion.

The theoretical model developed has been applied to several practical
mechanisms, the Ceneva mechanism, the ratchet and the escapement mechanism.
These are popular indexing devices and have been widely used in many pro-
duction machinery and automatic weapon systems. A computational procedure

7 incorporating the dynamic model with the finite-element approach is deve-
* loped for the Geneva mechanism. fynamic load can he calculated and is sub-

sequently used for the estimate of stresses. An automatic mesh generator
for finite-element approach is presented for the Geneva wheel, although not
simple, due to the complicated geometry of the wheel. The computer-aided
procedure makes possible, for the first time, to accurately predict the
performance as well as durahility of an intermittent-motion mechanism with
respect to its oprational speed.
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In the theoretical development, a new approach in the modeling of sys-
tem damping is presented. Instead of using damping ratio, which is diffi-
cult to estimate accurately, a new damping function is introduced, which
characterizes the speed and load dependent nature of damping. Two types of
damping functions are proposed and both of their corresponding damping
forces satisfy the expected hysteresis boundary conditions. A comparative
study of the present model with conventional dynamic models is performed.
It demonstrates the characteristics of the proposed model and its useful-
ness for the study of the dynamics of intermittent-motion mechanism.

Experimental data on stresses of the Geneva mechanism under both dyna-
mic and static loadings have been obtained using MTS machine on a 4.54" o.n.
Geneva wheel (AISI 2340 Steel). Ream stresses at the tip and root are
determined using strain gauges. The results check well with the theoretical
prediction using finite-element methods.

The result of this part of the project has technological applications.
Since most automatic weapon systems involve intermittent-motion mechanism as
their nain indexing device, the work represented here may he used to predict
the dynamic response of the weapon system and, ultimately, used for a dura-
bility and life-cycle analysis of the system.

(h) Analysis and Synthesis of Intermittent-Motion Mechani",ns of the
Momentary-Dwell Type

A general approach for the kinematic synthesis of the momentary-dwell
mechanism has been presented. The approach involves using the solution of
first-order dwell criterion as an initial estimate and the development of a
computer-aided procedure to subsequently readjust the mechanism proportions
for a closer match to other dwell criteria by optimization. The proportions
thus obtained provide an approximation of the high orders of dwell and, for
most practical purposes, the solution is useful and acceptable. The ap-
proach has been illustrated by two examples, a six-bar linkage and a
chain-and-coupler-link mechanism. These mechanisms are selected because
they represent the general characteristics of most momentary-dwell mecha-
nisms which are difficult to analyze and design. It has been shown in this
investigation that on the design of these momentary-dwell mechanisms, ana-
lytical approach alone is not possihle, and a joint consideration using a
numerical optimization technique, therefore, becomes necessary.

(c) On the Kinematic Characteristics of Robotic 4anipulators

This part of investigation concerns an analytical investigation of the
kinematic characteristics of robotic manipulators. It includes two parts.
The first part deals with the study of manipulators constructed with
revolute joints in series and having open kinematic chain configuration.
The second part treats the problem of a maneuverable platform mechanism with
closed kinematic chain configuration.

In the first part, the kinematic relationship between consecutive re-
volute joints with both unlimited and limited rotatabilities are formulated,
and subsequently, the manipulator workspace is analytically derived and
represented by a set of recursive equations. Two of the basic character-
istics on manipulator workspace, i.e., the existence of hole and void, are

I.
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investigated in great detail. Based on these theories, Algorithms and
computer program for quantitative evaluation of the volume of workspace and
for outlining the boundary of the workspace are developed.

Furthermore, an important theorem on manipulator workspace is pre-
sented. It is found that for a given manipulator structure, the ratio of
the volume of the workspace to the cuhe of its total link length is a
constant. This theorem leads, therefore, to the introduction of an effec-
tive manipulator performance index. Rased on this index, an algorithm on
the optimization of manipulator workspace has been developed. It is shown
that for a popular commercial robot configuration, an optimum structure can
be found through both analytical and numerical means. An interesting com-
parative study with human arm proportions is also provided.

In the second part, the number synthesis of the n-SPS platform mecha-
nism is first performed (S and P denote the spherical and prismatic joints,
respectively). It is shown that the 6-SPS mechanism is the only platform
structure which has six controllable degrees-of-freedom and can be used as a
general manipulating device. Analytical formulation for the kinematic
analysis, synthesis and control of the mechanism is presented. Cross-
sections of the workspace on three primary planes are constructed. Conse-
quently, several basic kinematic problems are investigated. These are:
the analysis of a planar 4-bar with adjustable link lengths; the rotata-
bility of a ball-and-socket joint; and the possible interference or locking
phenomenon during the motion of the platform. An algorithm and a computer
program to outline these cross-sections have been developed.

The results of this research, it is believed, have contributed toward a
basic understanding of the kinematic characteristics and design of robotic
manipulators.

3. A List of Publications and Technical Reports

A. Journal Articles

*1. Yang, D.C.H. and Lee, T.W., "Optimization of Manipulator
Workspace," Robotics Research and Advanced Applications,
Ed. by W.J. Rook, an ASME Publication, pp. ?7-34, 1992.

*2. Lee, T.W. and Yang, D.C.H., "On the Evaluation of Mani-

pulator Workspace," Journal of Mechanisms, Transmissions
and Automation in Design, Trans. ASME, Vol. 105, No. 1,
pp. 70-77, March 1983.

*3. Yang, D.C.H. and Lee, T.W., "On the Workspace of Mechan-

ical Manipulators," Journal of Mechanisms, Transmissions
and Automation in Design, Trans. ASME, Vol. 105, No. 1,
pp. 62-69, March 1983.

*4. Yang, D.C.H., and Lee, T.W., "Feasibility Study of A

Platform Type of Robotic Manipulators from A Kinematic
Viewpoint," to appear In Journal of Mechanisms, Trans-
missions and Automation in Design, Trans. ASME, Vnl. 16,
No. 1, March 1984.
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*5. Lee, T.W., "Automated Dynamic Analysis of Chain-Driven

Mechanical Systems," Journal of Mechanisms, Trans-
missions and Automation in nesign, Trans. ASME, Vol. 105,
No. 3, pp. 362-370, September 1q83.

*6. Lee, T.W. and Wang, A.C., "On the Dynamics of Inter-

mittent-Motion Mechanisms, Part I: nynamic Model and
Response," Journal of Mechanisms, Transmissions and
Automation in Desi gn, Trans. ASME, Vol. 105, No. 3,
pp. b34-540, September 1983.

*7. Wang, A.C. and Lee, T.W., "On the Dynamics of Inter-

mittent-Motion Mechanisms, Part I: Geneva Mechanisms,
Ratchets, and Escapements," Journal of Mechanisms,
Transmissions and Automation in Design, Trans. ASME,
Vol. 105, No. 3, pp. 541-551, Septemher 1983.

B. Ccnference Articles

1. Lee, T.W., Wang, A.C. and Niederoest, G.R., "On the
Dynamics and Stress Analysis of Intermittent-Motion
Mechanisms," Transactions of the Twenty-Seventh Con-
ference of Army Mathematicians, ARO Report 8?-1,
pp. 401-431, 1 q82.

2. Dahdough, F.D., Ma, C..H. and Lee, T.W., "Automated
Dynamic Analysis of Cascaded Chain-Driven Mpchanical
Systems, - Chain Gun," Proceedings of the Third U.S.
Army Symposium on Gun Dfynamics, may 1482.

*3. Wang, A.C. and Lee, T.W., "On the Kinematic Synthesis

of Dwell Mechanisms," Proceedings of the Sixth World
Conuress of the International Federation of Theory of
Machines and Mechanisms, New Delhi, India,
December 15-20, 183, pp. 155-159.

Articles marked with an asterisk are included in the Appendices.
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On The Dynamics of
Intermittent-Motion Mechanisms

Ting W. Lee Part 1. Dynamic Model and Response
Associate Professor

Mem ASME This paper deals with a basic prohle'ni regarding intermitent:-motion ,nechunistris.
namnely. how t irirmutla~te a prc'divatize miodel for the study of the d namnics oJ

A. C. Wang these mnechanismns. A mnahentatial mnodel is developed in this investigation. The
9 model, which includes clearance, dlumping, nateriul compliance. and mnechanism

Research Assistin? 'lastic-itt', is hasic to the de'termnation of the dynamical response 5uch as Jorce

Oepartnient of Mecnanricai ana Aerospace amplification and mnotioni characteristics c -vechanisms with intermittent ,,loton.
Engineering 4 new approach in the modeling of.%ysio ar-ping is presented. Instead of using

Rutgers University. damnping ratio, which is difficult to estjr accuratel' , a new damnping function is4
New Brunswick. N J 08903 introduced, which characterizes the spet -. load dependent nature of damping.

Two types of damping fuini.'ioms are I- 'used and 1)oth of their corresponding
daniping fiorces satisfy the expected resis boundary conditions, i.e.. zero
danping force at zero and maximum . displacement of contact. A comi-
paratit'e study of the presemnt imodel v It vent., nal dynamic models is per-
Jormned. It demonstrates the characteris,.., and the usefulness of the proposed
mmiidel lor the .sudi ol the mlsnainics of intermnittent -motion mnechanisi.s.

I Introduction

Intermittent -mot ion mechanism,, play anl important role inl consideration. Damping which has anl imnportant role oil the
modern technology and indusir. file%. ire the essential dynamics ol the mechanism is especialls' difficult to model. It
elements inl many machinery and automatic weapon systems. is generally known that damping depetnds upon load as well as
A variety of intermnittent-motion mechanisms have been speed. Uhec conventional way ot modeling requires anl ac:curate
described in the literature I . Basicallh, there are two typves: estimate of (the damnping ratio which is diffictult ito attain. The
One gives a finite dwell, such as the standard external Geneva problem is therefore complicated and needs special at tention.
mechanism 12). the other provides instantaneous or The purpose of this investigation is to develop methods
momentary dwell (31. From the point of siew of mechanism capable of predicting the performance as well as the motion
structure. itntermittent -motion can be generated either from characteristics of certain basic mechanisms which generate
single or compound mechanisms. Geneva mechanisms, camn- intermittent -motion and are of general interest in practice. In
follower systems, and linkage 14) are exatmples of the single particular, the objectives are: 1) to fortmulate an analytical
type;, compound Geneva mechanisms (5, 61 chained linkage model for a certain class of intermittenit-motion mechanisms,
171. and geared linkages (31, belong to the compound in- and 2) to present a new damping function in the model, which
term ittent-mot ion mechanisms. characterizes system damping and which can be quant itatis ely

Of particular interest and concern in this investigation is the estimated. The result of this invecstigation, it is hoped. w ill not
study of the dynamics of high-speed intermittent-motion only provide a predictive dynamic model and a computational
mechanisms of the finite-dwell and of the single type which package for the dynamics of intermit tent -mo1t ion
are more difficult to analyze. There are many reasons at- mechanisms, hut also an added ad% antage - a deeper un-
tributing to this fact. First, the mechanism is characterized by derstanding of' the dynamic load on intermnittent-motionl
inherent shock loading. that is, the presence of essentially mechanisms and a physical insight to the dynamic charac-
discontinuous forces, masses. selotcities and potential teristics of these mechanisms. Such an investigation is
energies, and second, because of this special loading con- believed to be trustworthy, and to the authors' knowledge.
dition. as well as the inertia loading due to high speed has not been reported in the literature.
operation, the effects of material compliance, mechanism We begin by discussing the background of the dynamics of
elasticity, clearance and damping have to be taken into the intermitt ent-miot ion mechanism and its relationship with

the well-insestigated field of clearance in the mechanical
joints. Ani analytical model suitable forinemte-oin

(,,nirnhuted t'% the %teduhnisms ( orrmmitie and prescnie.J at the I)"iflr an mechanistins is formulated and its solutions are derived. A
Produoitin tEngineeting Technical Confercrice. W'ashingtomn. t).C.Septieb
12-15, 1"2. Ofr tii1 AIFNICAN S4 It TV( 4 AKA ENdlNFERS comparative study of hei p)roposed model, with the con-
Slantiwcript receiuet at ASN11 Headtjuarers. tunc Ii. 1482 PprNto 82 -etoa dnic oick is performed. 'ie results.
111 M~ whenever possible. itec ilhsimatcd by graphs which may otter

534 IVol. 105, SEPTEMBER 1983 Transactions of the ASME
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NII- I4 I ' I C tii ls. t it 'l dm Iit I IV I. wetc I IV I. .1111i I t'I I, t', IfIl
clear anlce. I lie external loading applied oni Ithe dri inmg Iclevncii

it,, l~~,his oiitswcsiigantirie systemi st A'es, A, I% iisrndeld f's
M24I0 single spiring% ii, series. III addito oit) the sifltIaic on)ii

a not her sprinrg represented by t he ineiaii n lIasiici i IAp.atc (A isiihi nlddi lunss~ oe 1
M I considered. l-olloss ing IDuhowskv and 17IrudenSICIn 1111, thle

suirface conlipliaiict: is Iutodeled using fite linear tied expr essioni
I of liert/ contact ihcorl, l-or instaince. fit the case otl aX f csfindrical p)itt conltcting w~ith a flat sujrface. tic hase the

Fig. i The dynamic model for intermittent-motion mechanisms deflectiort.

smphsclisgtinto the behavior of' the intermittent- (K, + K,( lit III/ 2 ( I)

motion mechanism. Applications of' thre present model are
extended to practical mechanisms such as (jeneva mechanisms
and ratchets, and the results are reported in Part 11 of this where thle subscripts I and 2 refer ito thie paranieters associated
investigation. The result of this investigation, it is believed, with the element,, I anid 2, or the driseti anid dris ing itenibers.
%-ill represent a contribution tow~ards the more efficient and respctivclv. Parameters a anid h arc the hall length ofI the pin
economical design anid analissis of mechanical systems in- and the natural base. Thle linearized sntifnesis of flert/ con-
%ols ing high-speed intermittent motion. tact, . , .represents the slope on the load arid dctlectrion citrie

cftarIact cr Ii ig I hie conIttact pteiioi net I he Ns sIettI II tff Iitt is

All intermnittent-niotion mechanisms share some commonA
characteristics. F-irstI, there exists gcnerall shock or impact I A'loading which ntaN be inherent in the mechanism, or as a K ,
result of' external loading. In the dy narnic anialy sis of the During contact stages the relationiship, irepresented Its
mechanism-,. therefore, not onfN the kinematics but also the e a o 2.atog ti c1 ersnttoftasaf n
load and driving characteristics have to be taken into cont- linear. ifierefore. the system stiff ness has essettt ails a
sideration. Secondl) . clearance or backlash is unavoidable in peeielterctrceii shc t\b idt oe
any mechanical j oinit or connect ion ss ftich mia kes possible a copic ed on li ear ceh i orc of btter inse i) moel.
loss of contact bet w ceo the nem hers. fills may lead to cmiate oni l i eahr thad e ia tf til c,)t sn111ile c1i'ogf
subsequent impacts vwhich would give rise to vibration. The 'ehiin.(Iteoleradquin(21 sp coILf
study of the dJ namnic response of intermnittent-miotion dtan es% atem fid l can he iust stt1 en its tltesonse foe
mechanisms at fhigh speed is therefore analogous to thle 'it- d .tii Nset sif ipl tru.sil strioicfre

sestgaton o th dyamic ofmechnicl s'st~ns ~~h The damping of' this system is imodeled throughf a tress
clearances - a field v% hich has become important and active in damping function introtduced in fthis ilvsigation, as 1). arid
the past decade. will represent the major content of our discussions lin thle next

fess sections. The equation of motion f'or the model, sftol, it inMlost of the irisestigattons relating to mechanism clearance Fig. 1. rrtaN be easily wAritten ats,in olse the formiulation of nmathemnatical mnodels of imipact as
a basis of their stud). Essentially simple systems of sprtngs A'lA' +DLX, +AK, A, = P ( tf1(3
and dashpors -A i,h clearance are used to siniulate the complex
and nonlinear phenomnena of mechanical connections. Somec where M represent- the equivalent nmass of M, and W., 1) and
of the notable models Aere presented by Langer 181, Johnson Kc denote the damping function and equivalent systent
191, Kobrinski% and Babitik% I1101. IDtbovsky' and stiffness, respectivrely, and X, represents tfire relarise
Freudenstiin [1ll, Hunt and CrossleN [121. Herbert anid displacement between X, and X_. A simple riurtlericat lin-
MicWhannell 1131, etc. A useful outline of the background to tegration scheme, for instance, the Runge-Kutta scme, cart
this field of insestigatiom is gilset by Duboss sky anid Geardner be used to yield the solution of equation (3).
[141. Recently Haines 1151 gase a cotnprclmctsise: review of the lin the modeling of damping, it is conv enient ito imodel it 1b>
subject. viscous damping using a damping ratio sshich is gcnrerall

In this study a inathenfiatical model has been formulated to known to be speed and load dependent. Ho%%eser. a- accurate
investigate the dynamic response of the intermittent -motion estimate of' this ratio is difficult. This is apparent fin mart> fl
mechanism. The physical model itself is basically taken from the prelsionts investigations on the stud> of the dynalnics of a
the one proposed by DubowskN and Freudenstein 1111 onl their mechanical system, such as mechanical joints 1111.
thought ful stud,. of clearance in the mechanical joints% The In this investigation, one of our purposes Iisto model
differences, howecver, lie on the mathematical modelin- of the damping in a way that some of the modeling parameter " Could
stifftness atid danmping of the system. These are mcnanismn be estimated front either empirical or published espeimrinaf
elasticity and most importantly, a ness. approach which in- data. This is done by introducing a damping function. father
volses a damping function introduced in the modeling of' than the damping ratio, and to express it in tettils of the
system damping. Twou types of damping functions are product of' a damping factor and another function. Ihe
proposed and their corresponding damping forces both satisfy former call be derived from the coefficients of' restiution
the especied hysteresis boundary conditions%, i.e.. iero which cait be found experi ment ally arid sucht 't ita are
damping force at iero and maximtum relaise displacement of' available in the literature 1161. The latter depends, more or
contact. less, o.n a heutristic choice such that thre resulting damping

The physical model used in this investigation is shown in force wlould represent the required dynamic characteristics (if
Fig. 1. The constants Al, and M2z represent the equivalent the system, such as the boundary conditions onl the Itysteresms
masses of the driven and the driving elements, respectively, loop. Two types, of damping functions are presented lin this
For instance, they may correspoind to the Geneva wheel and study. It "Ill be shown later that the ntoditicd siscotis
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damping approach is pretferred.W %c 1C11 %%'III hie I irsi %%here 1 , col espoicds to thle timoe at tile mc dccii t hat IWO
damcping tunctici. bodies ait. sef afating. Rewt iling equat in (It). e oblacin,

.3 F'irstI Damping F'tnctiiits, 1  Q' it ) IA. 121 2%1
let 1), represenlt the first dlamping function, we then4

define. I- (12)

D, = (V C, ) (4)
LIcviatiiig tlce cocIlice' cieto like powers tit [, ltinl equlationts

%here C,~ represents a damping factor and T,(X, ) i% a (7) anid 112). %% obtaill.
displacement tict 101).

3.1 Displacement Function. 7,(N,). rhle displacement
function is essentially a surface defleocon function. Following 0.7 05 It,A', W1)

the approach of Hunt and Crossley ( 121. instead of using a 5K, '11

displacenti functioni which is a powmer series, swe simply '1%

choose a linear function. i.e., Equation (13) shows that the damping factor. C,. is

T,(X', X, (5) proportional to surface stiffness, and the coefficient or, which

The function, TljX, j. represents the simplest form of a agrees with the findings reported by Hutnt and Crossley (121
surface deflection function whose corresponditng damping uses ant energy balance based onl ant estimated dissipated

force can satisfy the expected boundary conditions of the zero energy of impact bodies.
damnping force at X' =0andX ~* VThe first dampinig function can therefore he represented as

3.2 1Ihe Dlamuping f actor. C1. lic damping factoir., .is 1) .,K. )X. 14

dertied lii Ow e Il ticietit of restitutiont hi. IIN representing Itecaltsecc II[ic dip~ i Ieti ddoct.l tie le is ed dtt)i

1) as a polynomial itt terms of the relatise approaching velocity func~tiont, equation (14), Wlli gise a dattipitg force sittiSiVItIg
tit 1%o Impal~ct hokl'ies obt ainted fronm thle eperineinal data thec reqi ied hIticrcs.is ccontdit icns.
anid equating it to the calculated s aluc front (the equation ti1
motion, an express'iont of C, can be derived. The procedure is
outlined in (the follossitig. 4 Stecond Dlamping Function, 1)2

1) B correlatii the data fromt a good account of' many Viscous damping has been commonl% used in the modeling
experiments j 161 conducted with different initial %velocities Of of system damping, sch as Dubo-Asky and 1-reudenstein's,
impacting bodies. sse can express 1) by mieans of a least mnodel 1ll). -1his approach. althoucgh convenient
square'. fit as: mathematically, has certain linmitationis. Ilir.t . it would lead to

a damping force which is maxinmum at the beginning of the
h 5 A- ( (6) impact process because of the use ofI a constant damping

A I coefficient, and second, this Would gise a negatise sum of
danmping and spring forces during tile returtn stoke of the

raking only the first ternm on the series. %%e then base, hysteresis loop. In addition, the svalue W~ould reach its peak

toc --I c1, (7) When the relative displacement between two bodies %anishes
repreents(Fig. 3). These situations are not realistic and often make the

%shere V ereet thle relative approachinig s elocity of two viscouls model itieffective. It is therefore desirable to develop a
m jxtZci ing hodies aMid IIA denoteI tie Ac CeffiAcints of tile a- ,,%%c approatch %% hi cl would satisfy tle hist cres is conditions of'

prostnaiti pos ncotal.impact as W&ell as preserve thle basic characteristics of v iscous
2) From the definition of classical mechanics the coefficient damping.

of restitution canl becclculated, The proposed second damping function, D., is a modified
6=- (8) viscous damping factor. It is the product of a dIamping factor

sshere X., represents thle relatise departinig selocity. and it can and a smoothing function, or a transition function. Instead of
be solt I'd trom the Cljiutfictit of ini on. treating the damptng factor as a constant throughout the

IThe equation tit motiotn, equation (3), can noW% be rewritten impact process, like thle conventional approach, a function
as. called the transition function, denoted as T~, is introduced. It

is essentially a smoothed step function. When it is multiplied
AIN, + (C V, )X K' A' =P!(I) (9) by the damping factor, C,, the resulting damping function

rhe analytical solution of equatiotn (9) is difficult to obtain would represent the behavior of systetn damping, especially in
due to the nonlinear term associated Asith the damping. the initial impact period. The derivation of the damping
H1osseser. a hccnicgencous solutiotn of equation (9) canl be factor. 1)2. follows a sitmilar approach as the first damping
obtained using the polynomial approximation. i.e.. factor. DI1.

~, ~ .,. , The transit ion fuccnt ion, shown in Fig. 2. is defined iii a
~c .1+ A Itransition /one specified by the region U sA. !!: %%here the

6%1 lower and uipper bounds correspotnd ito the initial atd final
stages of the impact process. There may' be varicous %Wa~s to

+ .,A1 +A 1*, + . 10)u define the transition function, one was ito represent is:

The relarise selocity alter impact ntay then be obtained as. T.(A',) '+'- exp [I(X, -c)-- II - (

A',(t, I (C V,4+ K. % here the parameter I. which has a utnit ol displacement.

2%!f defines the W~dth of transition zone. atid qj is a parameter
specifying the curve path within the transition zotne.

+(4C', t-A,) (C, V +AK, VI Figture 2 represents a graphical formn of equat iont (15). 1The
+24,1 ' transition futnction is zero when X', n-0.0 and is title \%hen
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., , I lie va ke o t ay tic atr, iV k scu, bil it II u... 0 0 .. .E " W

4 valily the lollow ing conditijos --
I - . ...... fi ll) , ,

and 0 ( 1
C2 T,(XA,)X, +K,.X, 0 (l7) S 1

Equalions (15) and (17) provide the conditions that guarantee a.
the sum of the damping and spring for, In be positive. i.e., F I 6

the hysteresis loop is within the first quadrant (Fig. 3).
C

4.1 Damping Factor. C,. The second damping factor is °

supposed to have the same characteristics as a viscous 0
damping coefficient, which can be calculated by knowing the m,

homogenous solution of equation (3) with zero transition
zone, and then following the same procedures as the
calculation of the first damping factor. It gives a 2 * ,

_______ai~.A~ft~(IN I' 2

( ~(i n b)C " = (In )+ (18) Fig.2 The trensltionfunction

Equation (18) can be used to estimate the damping factor of o )o6cm
impacting bodies due to translation. lI arger coefficient of 300
restitution means lower damping factor and stilfer surface
compliance leads to a larger damping factor or a lower
cotifficln of Ic~t'ilutiOt). I'he second damping function can
be written as 1), ', ,.'}(19)

The new damping function, D, gives a damping force r 0zoo
similar to the one predicted by I)ubowsky [III, except in the
transition zone. The damping ,aries exponentially in the C
transition zone and it is insariant elsewhere. The E N
corresponding damping force, therefore, is zero at the 31 i
beginning and the end of impact; and it reaches maximum or
minimum ,alue at X, =t depending upon whether the t0
damping process is in its working or returning stroke. With t t/-MDIIED)VISCOUS

this approach, the resulting hysteresis boundary conditions I DAMPING MODM1 (D,)
are st isfied. 1 I 1

lhe major dItlhe.icc betseei the two ptoposed damping I
functions is that the first damping function is a nonviscous I I
model while the second is a viscous model. Consequently, the 0o
damping force derived from the first function gives a much . 1 10
thinner hystercsis loop is compared to the second and it is
particularly thin during the high speed zone. This is a 0 5

drawback and will become obvious in our later discussions. MMSSIVl VlACEIM XI I

Fig. 3 Comparison of hysteresis loop of various viscous models

5 D.tnamic Load
In the design of high-speed intermittent-motion considered in the present model. The result of that com-

mechanisms. stress distribution on machine parts as well as parison will be presented in 1181.
the contact stress between two impacting parts are of major The dynamic load, P,, is defined as,
concern. In order to evlauate these stresses, the load must be P, =A,..X, (20)
known, but the determination of this load is not simple. DueP
to the inherent shock loading of the intermittent-motion The spring deflection, X,, is the solution of the equation of
mechanism and olher factors such :is backlash, elastic motion (equation (3)) and can be obtained niumerically,
delormations under load, imbalance, load and the inertias of depending on the geometrical parameters of the mechanism,
mechanism components, the resulting action is a variable the load condition P(i), and the initial Londitions, X, (0) and
dynamic load. Not many inestigations on the dynamic load X,(0). The spring deflection is also an implicit function of
of intermittent-motion mechanisms are on the record 1171. many factors such as clearance, equivalent mass, spring
Lee 1171 presented a simple dynamic model using the classical stiffness and damping, etc.
mechanics theory to predict the dynamic load of a Geneva The dynamic load ratio is a useful parameter and is in-
mechanism, and showed that the effect of the dynamic load is 'roduced and defined as follows:
significant, especially at higher speeds. It is therefore the p12
prim,-- concern in this investigation to apply the proposed Pro - (21)
model in order to predict the dynamic load of a general class
of intermittent-motion mechanisms. This parameter is dimensionless and is used to measure the

It is expected that the result would represent an im- dynamic effect of the mechanism. Almost similar in function
provement over lee's 117) since most of the dynamic to the classical "design acceleration factor" (81, which is a
characteristics of intermittent-motion mechanisms have been function of the weight of the part and its natural frequency of
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%lbi. 1tii ll l, Ihtic ti i.llll. load I.|iao g-, 1 'd i ,cd t,iscd till l"e
-,starting slocit conept which is considered to be more
accurate in tlie iodeling of high-impact shock problems. The
intidel is assLImed to he accelerated up it) sone finite velocity
in a negligible length of time and then maintains that velocity **s
during the initial and most important phase of the shock
motion. The parameter,. Pr, is useful in the design of in-
termittent-motion mechanisms.

6 Comparative Study _

The model proposed in this investigation has certain CRKN STRE AE,€ ST2CE

characteristics which make it especially suitable for the 0.,
dynamic study of intermittent-motion mechanisms. In this ,
section a comparative study of the present model with some of 0 i ~ 'h'
the known conventional dynamic models is presented. The J-I.d
purpose is to demonstrate these characteristics. . as

lhrec types of models which are representative and well-
known are chosen for comparative study. These are: _,

Dubovsky and Freudenstein's impact pair model [I l; Hunt
and Crossley's model L121 and Herbert and McWhannell's s'
model I11 ]; and the classical model of Johnson 191. Each of .'
these selected models has its osn characteristics and merits. I
Our investigation owes much to these previous investigators
shose results hase been an inspiration and have prompted -0.05
th is stu d y . AW r

Realizing the loading condition varies with different
mechanisms, for comparison purposes a harmonic forcing
function is assumed for all models. In addition, initial con-
ditions are the same Qzero initial displacement and all initial
velocity of 25.4 cm s). We are concerned essentially with the o.013
behavior of the following quantities %hich characterize a TIME CSCc

dynamic model. These are: the output motion characteristics; Fig.4 Motioncharacteristicsofvariousmodels
the hysteresis loop; and the dynantic load. We begin with the
motion characteristics.

6.1 Motion Characteristics. Displacement curve of
various models obtained numerically front the equation of
motion are plotted in Fig. 4. They represent the solution of a
complete cycle of a sinisoidal forcing function with same
initial conditions. We have the following conclusions:

I. Because of the impact forcing function and the initial
conditions, the displacement curves of various models have
the following three different modes: (a) contact mode - this is -:,. . /
found on the first half period ot the drising force due to low
initial ,elocity. and consequently, lo% kinetic energy, the
mass, At., in this mode, generally making contacts with the 10
mass. ,f . (h) free-flight mode -- it occurs when the driving
force changens its direction. In this mode. the mass M, loses
contact with the mass All and is ready to impact on the op-
posite side of the mass 8t1 . () impact mode - it occurs in the
second half of the period. A characteristic of this mode is that
the impact phenomena dominate and there are frequent ,
impacts and bounces. This is due to the high kinetic energy
resulting from the previous free-flight mode. 0of,

2. Besides having three modes, the displacement curve &
consists also of two components of frequency response. One Fig. 5 Hystoresis diagram using the first damping function with
component corresponds to the forcing frequency and the different damping factors
other, which is superimposed on the first, has a frequency
relating on the surface compliance, the equivalent mass and X, = 0. This shows that the second damping function is more
the damping of the system. realistic than the first damping function.

3. A comparative study of various displacement curves, as
shown in Fig. 4, demonstrates an interesting remark. The 6.2 Hysteresis I)lagram. A comparative study on
solution obtained from using the second damping function hysteresis diagram is of importance since it demonstrates the
(i.e.. the v iscous model) is more stable than the ones obtained damping characteristics of the dynamic model. The following
by nonuviscous nmodels, nancly. the first damping function, are the conclusious drawn from this study:
and the models of Hunt 1121 and iterbert 1131. This instability I. Ihe first damping function has certait characteristics:
is primarily due to the displacement-dependent nature of the First, the tysteresis loop is generally thinner than the one
nonviscous models which predict a low damping force at or predicted using the viscous model. This implies that lower
near the high speed region of the impact process, i.e., near dissipation energy is expected from the model. Second, the
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Fig. 6 Surface hysteresi loops preldicted by different dampin
function

hystereis diagram is thinner in the high speed region of the Fig. 7(b) without Clearance

impact process, i... near the origin . compared with F1. 7 Surfae hysteresi diefirams of various fodels

elsewhere. It remains to be thin even with the increasing
damping factor, as shown in Fig. 5. This is not realistic and

may be considered to be a drawback of the first damping 250

function, or he nonviscous model in general.
2. The second damping function is a viscous model which

relates closely to Dubowsky's model except in the transition . ,jT
zone. The required boundary conditions are now satisfied. --- ,_ , 200

i.e., the calculated damping force vanishes at the origin. .E .--
3. The difference between the first and the second damping 4 4 _:

functions is apparent (Fig. 6). The former is not a viscous r/ i ."-. 5

model and the dissipation energy predicted is always much 0

lower than the one predicted using the second damping
function.fI

Another way to see the difference between the two damping LS D2,

functions is to consider a special cas e when the clearance, r, .
vanishes in the physical model and ask what would happen to ',t\g t
the hysteresis diagram. As r approaches zero, the nonviscous

model (the first damping function) would present a number of _ _ ,,.%_,_____ o

eight-shaped hysteresis diagrams while the second damping Al 0

function would predict the expected elliptical shape (Fig. 7)

which conforms to the classical Kelvin-Voit model where
there is no impact at allnasi,- 

-T 0O

6 4K I1 Ilis 2 2S i03 M 4
6.3 Dy ec Load. From the designer's point of view, T t 111- 2

information on the dynamic load is of ultimate concern which ,/t2

leads to the evaluation of stresses on machine parts. In the Fig.$ .ynamicoadpfiles

fo llo w ing a co m p arative stud y o n d yn am ic lo ad u sing vario us 1 . T o g up of c r e ca s n , n o r s o d s t
models ioand e the oe reo ipit on its aas the the viscous model and the other belongs to the nonviscous

dynam ic loadlowe, rt e effecs of th a d n o n e m odel. It is show n that the first dam ping function gives a

Ayno wth te va s of the dynamic load e dynamic load profile between Hunt's en t2t and Herbert's 131

isemodels and all give a larger dynamic force compared to the

6.3. Dynam i Load r ofile, The dynamic load profile viscous model during most of the contact. This is due to the

will reveal much informaion regarding the dynamics of the fact that less energy is dissipated and uch i, being usd to

impact, such as the maximum impac forcte d dynamic contribute iimpact.

load f. the compressive displacement sX= h,./F) duration of 2. pehe rate of change of the dy7)ni load is higher at the

contact, and the distribution of dynamic force during impact initial period of impact for the present model using the second

A comparion of various dynamic load profiles is givenerpii ng fution than for the nonviscous models.

Fig. l. The following conclusive remarks may be drawn: 3. The contact time for the second damping function is less
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tabla I Eanemaw valuets oft he dynamfiic load Obtained from various petimnetially. A% inoi elictmnin.'nal dala litiomei artailt.Sble,.
models piedicativctdyiinttie ittosel call be established.

~~ 3. Out of the two proposed damping functions, the second
I )5~ ~ *~ ~, , damntig Itinction (viscous model) wich involve% a iraiisiioIn

function is favored. It oflers solutionis which ;trc mtore stable
.Fl- iE-AS St and realistic as compared to the first damping function or the

is.~S na 4 ~ionviscous damping model in general. Moreover thle second
- - -damping function would predict a hysteresis diagram %hich
I conforms with the classical Kelvin-Voigi model of nonimpact~~v, as the clearamce vii hs Basic theory and model prcsented

L -- J ___________I ~~here fifill he appli it) ifree practicaliitcinttmit iltI~ocr, .*. ,. .r.a. s ~ ,~,mechanismns. i.e., (ienecva mechanisms , ratchets. and
-s .,mvN~vescapement.,. the result s of which are presented in Part IL.

than the one predicted by the nonviscous models. [his is
because much of the energy is dissipated, and, therefore, the Acknoiffiledgmenls
system has less energy to do work in order to maintain The authors arc grateful to the Army Research Office for
contact. Separation therefore occurs earlier. the support of this research throught C :ontract L)AAG29-81-

4. The dynamic load profile of the second damping func- K-0016 to Rutgers University.
tion approximates most closely a half sine except at the initial
phase and the finishing stage of contact. References

6.3.2 Exvfreine I ulues of the Dynamic Load. It is in- I Bikfr. kIt .lr'cjianimn Joe Intermittent %I(Atrn. IrIdUsirtI1 Pre-,
teresting to examine the dynamic load predicted by various N 1'. 1972.
models under ait exitreniecondition. naieli the condition that I 'ii 1. I~ Wl I in t (cmt lifoo tttttm. KiI .- (tilt h"t

one of the impacting body, say, body 1, is considered ito be I cc.\ I an. hrt~ e%) It "Kniaw 45cttPanrIt
fixed. i.e.. Al1 = . This is essentially the infinite-mass Gear DtesC Itliti F'fres:ihCd IDaelt hIarj~jrisircs.. AMU-t Jounrnal of
assumption used by Johnson 191. The purpose is to give an MSechaicalflksrn, Iti. 4. No. 4,. t.8 67-698.

estimate of the maximum possible dynamic load range. The 4 "Steaningii the Hield for Idea%.- Machine' IDe'rn, tDe.& N. M6. p 194:

folios ing remarks can be made referring to Table 1: Ieioli lt~rgIa~~t i t) egsi tcnreIrrprs IIius

1.Comparing all models, Johnsotn's model gives the SYang. A. I , antd tim. I Mt. lrrttislrge (ieated GicSa Mlechanisn.''
highest maximum dynamic load range. This is due to the fact AStt AMuru hu SruncaIISDgn, VoL t101. No 1. Jain 1979. pit 41-46.

that his model does not consider dampitng. 6 1 eiiiili If t. 'juiles., Messhmiiri I oinnciicd i, Sowie.- ASMtt

2. The maximum dynamic loads predicted by the reset of JiPurni I i4iiirtiIn idr, \ '. 9". St, 2. \St, 19't. pp. W43 141
- (it. e I H I- I dit i ln vein: wr' ,'yh n tehvft-nafil c-itcen',, e. tuhie models fall into iso distinct categories. O n thle Category OfI , ~ , ,s,,', I hetic s int Vic. I it, . 'M . 1,1 1ifI I I

tscous models, thre saluc predicted by the second damping 8 t .iii. 11 t lev'sgri Ito U5 11i:saud fhItipil ttmit'I k ifadin,
function is %lightl\ higher than lDubosssks's model. Ilowescr Iioei \.tl Wt'. pp, I') 19'
both gisve much %marller predictions than the nonviscous 12,. I')' IN j. liarIos'inN'lar,.Sluit.I.'ei.ui
models.Koein n A IP ,1 and. ttlho/i,L % I . 1'ii'it t .', or ., hI.

7 Suimmary of Concusionsx til1. 19t4,., 14, 711~I

1.A dynanmic model %shich is especially formulated for s -Ir'ill, l lcriwcts~. l'ai It & tHt."xs -\,I .oinJfIeitrlel

intermit tcmt-mot ionl mechanisms is presented. D~ynamic jrnhutif, I c IY7i. pp. 30ltf .1WO.rO16iiit
12 Itin. K 11 . ont ( isle.I R I ." eitto icharacteristics of this, model are demionstrated. IV(Ill Cl . i.\ I rariirig i 1 httra'.' 51 %IN0 iIJ1."As IJimi pru/ o f I.tffih W Ill. i han

2. A new approach to model the %ssrm damping is )tite 19'5. fit 444) 441
presented by introducing a damping function rather than the 13 Iftrliri. R. (... and SIAV hauntci. 1) 1. slitaric inid I es~ucnm

conventional damping ratio used in the siiiscout. model. Two toirlmduitiiii Ait IY'lse trin r. p~ 51r 5\t r,,-5 t Irei,8r
types of damping functions are proposed: One represents a 4 tuti-,k. S. and (sarditei. 1. 's.. 'I)\t~niie linietao-ttii, iI link
nonviscous mod),el; the other represents a viscous model. tuaiis riiad C(kaine ( onriections iii Ilit \Icdiriilc iI Stens.- *SS~t
There are many advantages of the present approach: First, ieinrr,irtnisrrrgold, ~ , Mai 1975. fit 652 663

both of these functions predict a damping force sshich 15 lialie. H S. SIursC% 2Iincnsiinal ttiion antd lIiip.t at Hewtlaiei
Jomiri.' AI.'drunnnit anid %lachine Thertr. \oiii 15, 95(4. pp 161 A'llsatisfies the expected hysteresis boundary conditions. Second 16 (ioldsiti, %5 . Inirrdti. I award Arnold l id.. I .riilttr. t914

and more important, uinlike the damping ratio wshich is 17 teec. I W . ''Optimnitation of Higher Speved (icncsa WNlchitasr.' *Sxxat
difficult to estimate, these functions can be estimated JrnliI.fhnsukanJuly 1981. vol. 1113.pp fs.1-631.

systematically through a procedure outlined in this in- I$ Wang. A, . and teec. Ting W., 'On ihe tDYnannics Ii Irirtii~eni
Mtotion Ntechanisn'. Part 2: (jenes a Nteraiins Haichets arndvestigation. They are derived in terms of physical parameters. Isarrrr."ti su ASSlF Jirtst i (It- (HANIiSI. In AkNsMrIti'.s.4%1such as coefficient of restitution which call be obtained ex- A I OMAn110 1s jlt 1(;N. pp. 541 -51.
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On the Dynamics of Intermittent-
A. C. Wang Motion Mechanisms.

Research Asssanl.

T.W.Lee Part 2: Geneva Mechanisms, Ratchets, and
Assoc Pfotessor Escapements

Mem. ASME

Department of Mechanical and The theory developed in Part I has been applied to the determination of the
Aerospace Engineering. dynamic response of three typical t.ypes of intermilteni-motion mechanisms,

Rutgers University. namely, Geneva mechanisms, ratchets, and escapements. Insight into the behavior
New Brunswick. N.J. 08903 of such mechanisms can be obtained by studying the characteristics of the

mathematical model and by numerical experiments. The results, whet ,z'er possible,
are illustrated by computer-plotted graphs. A comparative study with some limited
current investigations on the same subject is provided.

Possibly the most significant result of this investigation is widely used in industry. Second, there are not too many in-
that a dynamic model and its associated new approach on vestigations of the dynamics of this mechanism on the record,
system damping, proposed in Part I, will exhibit the com- except in a very few cases (1, 21. The mechanism has been
plicated behavior common to intermittent-motion operated at high speeds regardless of its inherent dynamic
mechanisms. It is the purpose of this part of the investigation limitations, and as a result, pin wear and wheel breakage has
to demonstrate this finding. In the following, three in- often occurred. it is. therefore, necessary to gain deeper
termittent-motion mechanism% -Geneva mechanisms, rat- understanding of the mechanism anti to ohtaini some desigin
clhets. and ccapntlts -Ahich arc belicved to he. guideliines. Consequently, tle study of the dyllailic ot
representative and of practical interest, arc chosen for study. Geneva mechanisms for high-speed application is both of
In each of them, we are concerned with the motion and important and of practical interest.
dynamic characteristics of its components as well as its The Geneva mechanism design has been the subject of'
dynamic load. Information such as this is essential for design. investigation for many years (31. Much of the work concerns,
We begin first with the Geneva mechanism, however, the kinematics of the mechanism. This is mainly due

to the lack of a mathematical model which can adequately
Geneva Mechanism represent the difficult impact phenomena involved in in-

termittent-motion mechanisms. Recently Lee 141. using classic
I Introduction to Geneva Mechanism. The Geneva mechanics theory, presented a set of performance parameters

mechanism is a popular indexing device. It converts a uniform and applied optimum design on Geneva mechanisms. A
rotary motion to an intermittent rotary motion. The main simple dynamic model, similar to the one used on gear
advantage of the mechanism lies in its simplicity. However, dynamics, was first introduced to estimate the Geneva
the Geneva mechanism has two undesirable characteristics: dynamic load. In this paper, the model developed in Part I is
First, the output motion starts and ends with nonzero ac- applied to provide a more predictive dynamic model on the
celerations which usually induce shock loading and can dynamics of Geneva mechanisms.
produce vibration in the driven system; and secondly, there
exists high contact stress between the drive pin and the wheel 2 I)ynamic Response of Geneva Mechanisms. This section
slot, which can cause pin wear and wheel breakage. Both of begins with a description of the kinematics and the dynamic
these factors adversely affect performance and life, and modeling of the Geneva mechanism. Then, numerical ex-

impose severe constraints on high-speed operation. Despite its periments on the appication of the dynamic model are
inherent limitation, the Geneva mechanism continues to serve presented and finally a discussion is given.
as a common and useful indexing device, even at high speed. Figure I shows the motion graphs of a typical four-station

rherc are scscral reasons to choose this nechanism for (;enca mechanism. In ile study of the dynami,, o1 (iclieva
study. First, it is a popular indexing device which has been mechanisms, tlc model of Part I is used. Reterring to the lig.

I of Part I. the parameters M and M, represent in this casc
the eqimalc illas, of the Geneva wheel and ics epit t ivOl.

cmrslbulmll Ihe V Mhanism, C.rimiee and presented at the Dteun and the spring coefficient. A,., denotes the equivalent stil Iness ol
Producfion Engineering Technical (onfeience. Washington. ).C. , seemere m
12-15. t92 of TN. AuiltiAN SAxIFiTY (W MICHAPNOAL EWnWaF% the material compliance and the mechanism elasticity. A
Manuscrmpm reveived at ASME Headquartt' June 10. 19 2. Paper No. 112.LE11 simple cantilever beam approach which was employed by L.ee
65 141 was adopted again to represent the Geneva mechanism
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,.... S¢U I at tile i ial stige of either Ih wolkillp tor

3 The relative velocity curve shows that the velocity

( " ~ I~ - ~ ochanges abruptly at the initial stagc of both the working
stroke and the return stroke, and is then followed by a stable

I region of contact mode.

/ 2.2 Wheel Dynamics. The dynamics of the Geneva wheel
are shown in Fig. 3. Dynamic effects can be seen from the
figure, which cause certain distortions of the kinematic
profiles of wheel displacement and velocity (Fig. I). During

d k9 the noncontact period, the wheel separates fromi thle pin, and
- 0 moves essentially at a constant velocity due to inertia. In the

contact region, acceleration remains almost constant while the
velocity of tile whcel changes abruptly. Clearance has an
influence on the separation of the pin and the wheel. Con-
sequently. it has a dominating effect on the dynamics of the
Geneva wheel.

2.3 Geneva Dynatnw Load Rutw. In this section, the
dynamic load ratio of the Gecneva mechanism is Investigated.

d4(, The discussion includes: the effects of pin velocity, surface
compliance, and clearance on the dynamic load ratio. The
following gives a detailed discussion.

I Using different initial pin velocities, the calculated
dynamic loads are shown in Fig. 4(a). It shows that the
dynamic load is affected by the initial pin velocity on the
working stroke of the Geneva motion, while on the return
stroke the effect is not apparent. This is because of the viscous
damping function which can effectively absorb the impact.
Therefore, the starting velocity of the working stroke has

o essentially no effect on the return stroke.
O(. 2 The effect of surface compliance is shown in Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 1 The kinematics of the Geneva mechanism Two different values of stiffness are used, one using a surface
compliance of 3502.5 x 104 N/r, the other using a surface
compliance of 7005.0x 104 N/r. The graph shows that the

elasticity. TI'le modified siscous damping approach [i.e, ),) surface compliance has a dominant effILct on tile return stroke
presented in Part I is used for the system damping function, of Geneva motion. This implies that tile dynamic load ol a
D. The forcing function P refers to the applied load at the softer surface is generally lower than the dynamic load of the
center of the Geneva pin. The clearance r denotes the stiffer surface, and this is of course obvious from intuition.
clearance between the Geneva pin and wheel. 3 Figure 4(c) shows the effect of clearance on the dynamic

In the numerical experiments of the dynamic model, the load ratio. It has an important influence on the return stroke
equation of motion is solved starting at the contact mode with of the motion, but has no effect on the working stroke, and
a given pin initial selocity, say, 2.54 cm/s. The dynamics of this is reasonable. Moreover, it is of interest to note that in
the pin and Geneva wheel as well as the dynamic load ratio are increasing clearance, the peak of the dynamic load not only
obtained and given in the following, increases, but also delays on the return stroke. This is because

the clearance allows the pin to increase the kinetic energy.Therefore, the larger the clearance, the larger the dynamic
from a time-displacement plot. Figure 2 shows the pin load oithereturnstroke.
movement which consists of vibratory eff'ct duc to Geneva From the foregoing discussions, several conclusions can be
load. During the working stroke, the pin is usually in contact made: I) The dynamic load between the pin and the wheel is
with the wheel surface. During the return stroke, however, considered to be an important design factor, which depends
there is an observable period of free-flight mode (i.e., non- on many variables stch as initial conditions. surface cor-
contact). This is due to the high impact velocity introduced by pliances and clearance. 2) Clearance has a dominating role on
the clearance and the Geneva static load. the dynamic load. Therefore, both controlling clearance and

Certain obserations can be made from Figure 2. using a material with lower surface compliance are ad-
I The pit in general follows the behavior of the applied usng e rfce

load, Pit). The motion of the pill, as shown from the vanageous.
displacement plot, characterizes the superposition of two 2.4 Phase-Plane Plot. Figure 5 contains the phase-plane
effects, namely, the applied load and the vibration which is plot of the motion of the Geneva mechanism and is a result of
due to stiffness and system damping. numerical calculation. The phase-plane analysis presents a

2 The pin-displacement plots are characterized by a convenient manner of displaying and interpreting the tran-
successive sequence of free-flight and contact modes at the sient behavior of the nonlinear system. The following ob-
beginning of both the working and the return strokes. servations calt be made:
(a) J lie free-flight mode is catsed by the bounce of the pill it li tt initial stage of tile contact inod, the piin genrcally
which depends on the impacting velocity and the static load exhibits bouncitg. The bouncing depends Ulon tile initial
applied upon it. )uring the free-Ilight mode, the pin is driven ve'ocit) of ipact and tile driving load.
by the load P only, therefore, the pin velocity increases with 2 The driving load plays an important role on the dynamic
an increasing slope until it reaches a position where the load responses of the Geneva mechanism. Referring to the phase-
reaches maximum. plane plot, the graph is unsymmetric with respect to the line of
(O) At contact mode, the maximum relative displacement, zero selocity and is shifted toward the direction of the drising
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Fig. 4 The Gonaea dynamic loadS: (a) the effect of initial velocity; (b)
the affe1ct Of Outface compliance; and (c) the effect of clearance

50 Ratchets

00 C3 Introduction to Ratchets. The ratchet is a simple

mechanism and is also a versatile devie. A schematic diagram
S50 D of a ratchet mechanism is shown in Fig. 6. The mechanism has

many advantages, such as simplicity, Io* cost, and reliability,
A and it is also noted for its ability to carry a large load in

0 relation ito it% size. But there arc disadvantages also. It is
mainly an impacting mechanism and therefore has very poor

-50 dynamic characteristics. Although there were ways to reduce
UJ the impacts in certain versions, impact will almost alw4ays he
> present to some extent, and this can lead to noise, wear.

-o control, and stability problems unless the rest of the system is
ci properly designed. A major problem fits in Ihe fact that theI I forces resulting from impacts are amplified throughout

-150.various members of the mechanism, which may be well in
*-025 -019 0 .019 025 excess of the subsequent drive forces. The dynamics of rat -

REL. DISPL~ACEMENT (cm) chcts are therefore important and warrant our investigat ion,
Fig. 6 Pfase-pane pltof tthe Genova mochanism In this section, the model developed in Part I is applied to a

ratchet in order to predict its performance and motion
unstable vibration can be quickly stabilized after a few characteristics. To the authors' knowledge, a comprehensise
bounces. Therefore the system is a stable one globally, study on the dynamics of ratchets has not been performed and
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reported in literature, although some kinematics on ratchets
are available 161. This investigation, therefore, represents a
first attempt to treat the dynamics of ratchets. We begin by1. discussing the basic kinematics of the ratchet mechanism
using an analytical approach.

4 The Kinematics of Ratchets. The kinematic motion of a
ratchet mechanism generally can be classified into two modes:
(I) the free-flight mode, and (2) the contact mode. Each of
these modes is discussed in the following.

4. 1 Free-Flight Mode. The free-flight mode occurs when
the pawl does not make contact with the ratchet wheel (Fig.
6(b)), and consequently does not drive the wheel. Using
complex numbers, we can write the closure equation as

ce' + be" + he'O -ae' + d = 0 (I)

with h ss, and 0 = 0,, + 0 as the constraint conditions.
Rewriting equation (I), we have,

ccos4 + bcosa + hcost- acos5 + d= 0 Fig. 6(a)
(2)

csinO + bsina + hsinft -asin = 0

Expressing in terms of h, -

h2 = a2 + b2 +c + d + 2bcos(-O - a) - 2accos(O - 0)

- 2abcos(O - a) + 2djccoso + bcosa - acosfl (3) hh

The parameter h is a distance parameter which can be used
to define the region of various modes.

Referring to Fig. 6(b) and equation (3), if the parameter h
equals zero, the contact mode starts. At this mode the wheel
contacts with the pawl, and therefore drives the wheel. When
h is larger or equal to S, the pawl shifts to the next ratchet
tooth.

4.2 ('onlat' Mimde. When the pawl co11., into contact
with the ratchet wheel, the contact mode starts. Referring to
Fig. 6(b), the closure equation of this mode can be written as: Fig. 6(b)

ce
'
O + bel" - ae

:
; + d = 0 (4) Fig. 6 The ratchet mechanism and its schematic

Rewriting equation (4) into scalar equations,
ccoso + bcosa-acos, + d = 0 U.,) (9)

(5) Integrating equation (7) gi es the angular di,,placemcni of the
csine + bsina -asin = 0 wheel.

Rearranging equation (5), we obtain: F
a2 -b" + c2 + d -2accos( - J)+ 2dlcoso - acosl =0 (6) 2. (t-,) + ,.,,)+,, (l0)24I

The equation (6) is equivalent to the displacement equation 5.1.2 The Contact Mode. The equation of motion of the
of a planar four-bar linkage. However, instead of being a ratchet wheel can be expressed as
constant rotation, the input motion for ratchets undergoes 1. k a x P,n - (T,) 11)
mostly a nonuniform oscillating motion. Fqualions (I) and
(4) or equations (3) and (6) represent the motion charac- where n and k are unit vectors and a represents the moment
teristics of the ratchet wheel. They are useful in our study. arm vector.

The pawl load, P., is the normal force which acts on the
5 Various Models of Ratchet Mechanism. 5.1 The wheel and the tangential force is neglected. Equation Ill)

Classic Model. In this section, the dynamics of ratchets are gives the equation of motion of the ratchet wheel, where the
studied using classic mechanics approach. It is based on the pawl force, P,, is assumed to be known. The input force P,
assumption that the high-order effect caused by the elasticity may be generally expressed in the following form:
of individual members is neglected. Two types of modes are
considered: the contact mode. and the free-flight mode. P, = K + E (f,,sinmtn + g,,,cosot) (12)

5.1.1 The Free-Flight Mode. During the free-flight
motion, the wheel moves independently of the pawl. where Kf,. and g,, are Fourier series coetficients.
Therefore as a constant torque T acts on the wheel, the The solution of equation (I I), may, therefore, be expressed

equation of motion of the wheel is. as:

(7 €= a - -- + C,.05+ a

where I,. denotes the wheel inertia. 21. . -n-

The applicable initial conditions are: where C, and C. are constants depending on the initial~conditions.
,, ) = ,,(R) Figure 7 show% lie antgtlar displacttcntit (e('ition I 1). anid

S amlt tlhe plot of the aigulal vcltl y, ,, setu te
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.01 .02 .03
Fig. 7 Motion curves of the ratchet wheel trom the classic model

can be a spring, a solenoid, a cam or other pulse drisc, and
therefore each corresponding output motion of the %%heel %kill
be different. Some input forces may gi'e a high impact force
to tire ,.,heel and thi i caus losing it% ontrol. hcrtefore.

5.2 The Dy'nanic Model. The dynamic model presented in certain additional design refinements are required. In this
Part I is applied to ratchets. However, some physical com- section. output motion, of the ratchet ,heel predicted h's the
ponents of the model need to be modified in order to fit the dynamic model are presented. The %%heel d.namic load is alo
special requirement of ratchets. Again, Fig. I of Part I can be estimated.
used as the ratchet model for this investigation. In this model.
M, and M. represent the equivalent mass of the wheel and the 6.1 The Ratche Wheel Output Aotion. For numerical
pawl, respectively; K,, represents the equivalent stiffness due experiments the following conditions are used: 1) A periodic
to surface compliance and mechanism elasticity of the wheel forcing function. P,, = 444.8 (sin(80.0t - 1.0) - 1.0), is used to
and the pawl; D represents the damping function which is drive the system; 2) a viscous damping function based on a
used to model the system damping; P, denotes the driving given coefficient of restitution of 0.5 is used to repreent the
force that the pawl exerts to the wheel, and the constant load. System damping; and 3) different \sheel loads., P,. are used to
P, refers to the load applied on the wheel in order to study their effects on the wheel output motion. Based on these
maintain contact between the pawl and the wheel. The driving conditions, the following observations catl be made from Fig.
force. P, can e expressed as a Fourier series depending on 8 which provides the time-displacement and the time-%elocit,
the speciality of the ratchet. The equation of motion of the plots of the ratchet wheel.
contact mode can therefore he expressed as I The curves oif the wheel displacement and Nelocity are

MX, + DXMM+ K,.X, = A, -,piecewise nonlinear. This is due to the tree-flight mode
M, + , - P,, (14) associated with the contact mode.

A+ . + 2 The dynamic effects of the model can be seen from the
where X, represents the relative displacement between the wheel displacement and velocity curves, which cause certain
dri,,ing pawl and the wheel, distortions of the kinematic rrofiles of the wheel displacement

During the period of noncontact, the equation of' motion and velocity (Fig. 7).
can be expressed as: 3 The wheel velocity increases rapidly at the contact mode

xM 9, = 1% and decreases linearly at the free-flight mode referring to Fig.
(15) 9. Moreover, a small amount of ,clocitv decrease is observed

before the free-flight mode starts, This is due so the effect of
A numerical integration scheme, such as the Runge-Kutta the wheel load, P.

method can be used to yield soltlion. The following %ection% 4 The wheel load. 1., has certain effects on the duration
give a discussion of the dynamic responses of the ratchet, of frec-Ilight, the ttaxiniu wheel velocity during coitact.

and the slope of the wheel velocity during the fre'- flight.
6 l)yntmic Respom+es of Ratchels. The motion curves of 5 The wheel tends to remain in contact %%iln the pavsl at

the ratchet wheel vary widely depending Upotn ihe means used the final stage o the %orking sltokc. I lieelotre. thi, con-
1t Iower the drive pawl. ' he input lorceto drive tlie wheel tI btltes toa staible, inlteasug ol heI ,cloi l
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From the foregoing observations, it is found that the wheel
motion is generally instable at the beginning stage of the changes from 0.25 to - 0.12 m/s. At point B, a trec-Ilight
working stage and is stable at the middle and final stages of mode is followed and impact then occurs at point C. Finall%.
the working stroke. the pawl reaches point D. From the phase-plane plot. certain

6.2 Ratchet Wheel Dynamic Load. The dynamic load of conclusions can be made.
ratchet between wheel and pawl is important and is of I The classic definition of the coefficient of restt ution

practical concern. Our discussion here includes: I) the effect may be quantitatively evaluated using the phase-plane plot.

of initial veloity on the dynamic load of ratchet mechanismn. For instance, the relative velocity at points .1 and B are 0.25

and 2) the effect of the wheel load, P., on the dynamic load m/s and -0.12 mi/,, respectively. This, therefore, gi s a

of the ratchet mechanism. Each of these effects is discussed in coefficient of restitution of 0.5 for the impact of the ratchet.

the following. 2 The curvature of the phase-plane plot changes rapidl.

I Using different pawl initial velocities, the dynamic loads within the contact stage near point B. This is due to the wheel

calculated numerically from equation (7) are shown in Fig. load, P., which estends the duration of contact. Con-

9(a). It is found that the dynamic load is affected significantly sequently, the pawl speed is increased before the separation of

by the pawl's initial velocity at the initial stage of the working pawl and wheel.

stroke. The higher the pawl's initial velocity, the higher the 3 In the free-flight mode. the pawl speed starts from

dynamic load as well as the longer the duration of the free- -0.12 m/s and increases up to 0.2 m , at point C. lhc

flight mode. Therefore it may be advantageous if the initial change of the pawl speed depends upon: I) t lie speed at point

velocity of the pawl is set low in order to minimize the B, and 2)the pawl force, P,,.
dynamic load on the ratchet wheel. 4 The re!ative velocity at the terminal position of the pin

2 The ratchet wheel dynamic loads predicted from dif- stroke, point D. reaches a value of approximately 7cro. This

ferent wheel loads, P., are plotted in Fig. 9(b'). It is in- dletonsItrales thal the damping fitncion is effectisc and it

teresting to rind that the higher the wheel load, P.. the shorter therefore essentially stabilizes thc vibration between the pavl

the duration of the free-flight mode and there appears to be and the wheel at the final stage of the working stroke.

no increase on the dynamic load. Especially. at the end of the
working stroke, the higher the wheel load. P., the shorter the IFcapermenll Mechanisms
duration of the free-flight mode and a lower dynamic load. 7 Idrouctio, to E~apements. Fscapement is a

6.3 The Phase-Plane Plot. The phase-plane plot of the mechanism or device which is des'gned to alternaely grab and
motion of the ratchet is given in Fig. 10. The plot %tarts from release a rotating shaft, wheel, slide. etc. 161. In general, it can
the point A of the contact mode with a pItwl inilial s elocity he classified into threc t. pcl" actrdi ng io it tolnclions a td the
0.25 m/s. During the first contact stage,. the pawl speed manners of its operation. lhee types are: thc walch

Journal of Mechanlms, Transmlslons, and Automation In Design 1iEt'l t M[Ift l1t3, Vol 10!) 1547
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escapemuent. the inadhine, cscapentent. and the irtsersc IHJNI scet~ ipsrrequires tour thousandiiis of a second
escapement. They usually belong to a class t1 it' tnim to reach it% inaium displacement IxJ. Beodc'N being fast, it
designed for particular purpses. e.g., it ime keepver, or as a must be lxositise and reliable. and base milinmin tehound at
mechanical controller of a rotating shaft. or as a ratchet the end of an escapiement cycle. 2) Nlinimium impact force; in
performing similar or better function%. MostA of' the order to design the parts for adequate strength, the extreme
escapements are very simple kinematically; they are low%-cost, impact force must be determined; and 3) a predictable con-
rugged, and reliable. The mechanism offers many uses 16. 7). trolled escapement time.
They are used in clocks and watches, bomb fuses, typewriter Since the function of the escapement depends highly. on the
composer systems, counters. precision stepping drises. etc. preciseness of its motiotn. usually ins olsing high speedI

In the design of escapements, certain general functional operation, therefore, an insesigation of the d~,namnics of the
requirements of these mechanisms must be considered. Somne escapement is necessary. There are. hovweser, not many, in-
of the requirements are: 1) stability. the escapement has to be restigations on the record 19, 91, Los% en and Ilepper 191 did a
fast and capable of operating at high speeds. For instance the thoughtful, and beliesed to be the first of its kind in-

vestigation on the dynamics of' the pin pallet runaway
_____________________escapement. In their formulations, rigid body and momnentum

- balance approaches are used. In addition, the classic coef-
ficient of' restitutionl was employed to formulate the impact

cofr .010 t phenomena. It is thought worthwihile, in this insestigatioti to

apply the general dynamnic miodel of the itlterinitteni-mnotiosii mechanism des loped in Part I to the escapement mechanism.
U0b In our model. system damntg and material compliance are
< included. A comnparatise study with the rcsutli reported in 191

K & on thle dynamic responses and motion characite ics is
*performed.Q I.

1~ 8 ll)namic Responses of the Escapement. In this paper, a
4 T ~watch escapement sho.wn in Fig. I I is insestigaied. The

kinematics of the mechanism and a useful computer program
hase been developed in 191.

-- - - -- - he dynarnics oft the nwechanists ins sl' x three slavges.
These are: 1) The coupled muoation: In this phase, thie escape

TI ME JSEC) wheel is driven by a constant torque in the positise direction
of rotation. 2) The free motion: This stage follows the end of

F19. 12 Angular displacement of the escape wheel the coupled motion or w hen separation of contact occurs ahter

LJ
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F19.13 Angular velocity of the escape wheet
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Fig. 14 Dynamic load of the escapement mechanism

the stage of' impact. Ini (his phase, file %-heel anid thle pallet relative initial displacement 0.0
move indepctidertlv of each other in free motion ss here the ]'he impact %tage
motion of the pallet depends only on its initial conditions. 3) relative initial velocity =1. 55 m,
The impact stage: This stage follow% free mot ion and usutally
involves a rev ersalI of the Inot ion of thle palflet . U nder cert aini Dynamic responses of hot f the palle anr~d the %Ahl.i trc
circumstances. tempora, y motion reversal of the wheel is also give"i in thle following sections.
possible. 8. 1 tslotion C'haract'ristics of fre L~scaentent'n. Figurcs 12

In this investigation, the first two stage% of the motton and 13 give the outp~ut angular displacement and svloczii
follow essentially the formulations of [9). In the important curves, respectively, of the escape wheel. A comiparative stud)
stage of the impact, however, our dynamic model is applied. with the result of Lowen and Tepper 18) is also shosn. We

Referring to Fig. I of Part 1, /Vf and M,2 denote the discuss separately the following tso motion traes,.
equivalent mases of the escape wheel (the driver) and the I The Coupled Motion
pallet, respectively. The driving force, P, is calculated from The displacement predicted by this model and the one intx
the given torque with variable moment arms. Following [9), a agree well. However, if the relatiie velocits betseen the pallet
coefficient of restitution equal to 0.3 is used, and the wheel increases, dynramic effects due ito systemi

The initial conditions for the numerical experiments are damping as wsell as material compliance ssill lie %igniticai. fIn
specified as follows: t hat ease, rthe (levi ation bemt e the t ss o aproaches % oul if e
relative initial displacement =o.0 observable.

The velocity of' the wheel is found to he oscillating during
relative initial velocity -r 0.0 The coupled motion the initial stage. This is dlue to the sudden :upplicarii ot O

initial ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ %Ip (Ii n ti c . tinrinitg lorad and t06s os1 ,ll.itioiu dies .'iu .1,ic the unti
inaldivn lfe 53Nprogresses. I igttre 13 fhi) shoiw an errIlargem of thfe oi
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parison of' the result of this insestigation wsith that of [91. hand, is significant. rhe ntastmum \aluc i ' 56.2 N \klhtch
Blesides oscillations1, t here is general agreemntl onl tile 'locilv would he the main source c:ausing ses crc sbraionis it, the
culrse t itis stagco mtillition, %heel and (the pallet.

The output displacement curve shows a significant decrease 83TePaePaePo.Fgr 5%is(epac

of displacement due to impact. This agrees with our physical plane plot of the escapement. We have the tollowine oh-
intuition. The time duration of impact is calculated to be 80 Us sers attons.
which accountts for about 3 percent of the total coupled I During the coupled motion, the graph shows that the
motion duration. This time cannot be estimated with thle limit cycle is small and sanishcs itumediatel\ after a fc\%
approach o1 (91 and consequently it was neglected. Figure cycles. No bounce has been observed.
13(b) shows there is a sudden oscillation in the velocity curve, 2 The phase-plane plot of the impact stage is unstable.
and a decrease of velocity as a result of the imatThis is because the relative %elocity during impact is large. A

phenomena, significant bounce follows immediately after thle impact.

8.2 The Escape H heet Dviantic Load. The dynamic load Cnlso
between the escape wheel and the pallet has a significant effect
on the motion. the wear, and fatigue of thle parts%. Figure 14 The dynamic responses of' Cenevra mchlanisms,% ratchets,
gives lte dynamic load during tlie coupled motion as well as and escapements have been anals'?ed. It is sitossn that thie
the impact motion. The following conclusions canl be drawn. proposed dynamic model and its associated damping function

1) The dynamic load during the coupled motion is found approach exhibits a variety of dynamic characteristics which
to be of no major concern since it appears to be low. The are believed to be representative of intermittlent- motion
maximum dynamic load is only 1.78 N; the load reaches a mechanism. The dynamic load, obtained using thle prevent
final value of 1. 22 N. approach. is an importantt factor for lte stress analysis and

2) I lic dlyniiiiic load du ilig thle illipact stage, oil tilie ot hici thle design of these lliklauusiius
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On the kinematic synthesis of dwell mechanisms

WANG. A C. LIE. T.W

N.w~ k. NJ OK0 W. B'un-k. NJ OK403
USA. U S A.

SYNOPSIS This paper presents a general approach for the kineratic synthesis of r-wr,,tary-dwell nech-
anisms. The approach involves using the solution of first-order dwell criterion as an initial estimate
ind the developnent of a computer-aided procedure to subsequently readjust the ,echanis, proportions
for a closer match to other dwell criteria by optimization. The proportions thus obtained provide an
approximation of the high orders of dwell and, for most practical purposes, the solution is useful and
acceptable. An exainple of a six-bar linkage is used to illustrate this approach.

INTRODUCTION of the mechanism for lorGer life and higher speeds

1. Dwell mechanisms are important for their of operation. There have been many thoughtful
uses such as in nachine tools, packaging and investigations in this respect, and a su .:Tary of,Tany uesuhainnahntolpcaignd them can be found in [1,2).

textile rachirsery. Basically, there are two types.
One gives a finite (,well, such as the standard 3. Of particular irterest in this investigation
external Geneva mechanism; the other provides is on the kineratic synthesis of the ,orentary-
instantaneous or momentary dwell. The latter can dwell type of mechanisms. The purpose is to
be used for performing functions while machining develop analytical and computer-aided procedure
is in notion, for example in flying shears, on the synthesis of mechanisms with prescribed
labeling, closing of cans, etc. The fundamental dwell characteristics. The importance is on the
difference between these two types lies in the dwell cha nis s T h can psess
output motion. Mathematically. the displacement hesign of dwell aechanisms which can possess
function for the finite-dwell mechanism is a higher orders of dwell at one or more instants
constant within a defined dwell region. There- during the motion cycle. The develop.ent offore, the higher order derivatives of the motion design methods In this regard, however, has not
forche ghvoite acceervatiandtshocktarbeen easy. One primary reason is that the motion
such as velocity acceleration, and shock are of momentary-dwell mechanism is usually anzero within this region. In addition to these. algebraic equation of high order, having coefft-

at the boundary of starting or ending of a
finite-dwell, the motion are generally discon- cents which are nonlinear functions of mechanism
tinuous. For the motion of the momentary-dwell parameters. Dwell occurs due to the cancellationtechanism. the displaceent is a nonlinear of relative motions of one part of the mechanism
uhnction of the o rnt ia onglThier with respect to the other. Since the momentary-
function of time or input angle. The higher
order derivatives of motion generally do not equal dwell mechanism is usually made of compound

mechanisms (i.e., the combination of two or moreto zero , and equal or close to zero only at ansi p e m c a s s) w o e ot n ch r t r s i sinstant. i.e., the point of dwell. Furthermore, simple mechanisms) whose notion characteristics
the motion curves are continuous, therefore tere are generally not readily known, the derivationthe otin crve ar cotinuustheefoe tere of an explicit motion expression in terms of
is no exact ou,dary of starting or ending of a
mo, entary-dwel1. Physically, the finite-dwell design parameters and, subsequently, finding its
mr-chanism is stopped to have dwell by a locking solution can be difficult.
device, such as at the Geneva nechanism the 4. There have been several investigations on
locking position of the crank can stop the wheel the kinematic synthesis of rontvry dwell nech-
from moviig. On the contrary, mruientary-dwell ass ari sothemisolvint analical
mechanism does not depend on any locking device anisms and [ost of them involving analytical
to have dwell. treatm~ent [3.4]. As the co~nplexity of the :,ech-

anism grows higher, algebraic miethods of synthe-

2. Because of this basic difference on r:otion sis become more difficult to devclop in order to

between the two types of intermittent--motion satisfy precisely the dwell characteristics. On
rk-chanisms, the synthesis Petlods on these the other hand, for must practical purposes,
rechanisms, therefore differ. In the synthesis high order dwell criteria need not to be satis-

of finite-dwell mechanisms, much e;rJIasis is on fled exactly and they can be met approximately.
the mininization of sock, i.e.. on the irpreve- The following repreents an attempt to develop
f ent of the &Winat•c and dynamic characteristics an approach for the approxirite s)nthesis of

momntary-dwell r-echanisms.
• 1'S
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~SrJA;':A ~9. The n'otor of the pivot po)int bet-?-t.,
CouDlers kCE and EF is of mnijo cov-.e-rl. Tht,

*. A ge'- ril a:,Droch for the kineatic couplers point, E, traces ane'.tily 11-
Snthsis of ;t triry-dioll i;echdnisris is sha,'e'i path. This path jenerailly hai hiqlh-or.er

.cr'~t.~. The relhod involves using the solu- curvature, and therefcre, its corresr wfir; rajius
ion of fir t-order dwell criterion as an initial is not a constant. Ho-mever, ill i'ci' Of the

*sti' ite ail the d- eleopent of a conmputer-aidx1 mechianis-s are so dej;;nei that the ra ;i,; of tr'e
proce-u A to s',hse sent ly readjust the mechriism curvature of the point E is e ui or clo,,* to a
nirci.,wt~cri 'or a closer r-atch to other dwell constirt during cert-ilo 3f~ the - ?n cvcle,
rite-ia by o;:tiaiizition. The proportions thus and if the link ler-t " I r6 'S d"- eq-IA to) this
btaine! prcidje an )pproxiration to high ord.- isi.aersrdu ofCrue h' t4r~tu

dw~ells an2 for r- st practical purposes, the crankI r6, has rcent .y d.l. In the following,
colutiji is useful and acceptable. we first begin with tt-2 -utio'ni of a fcerrb5r-

couoler point.
- P c; -t-ai~le s'inthesis oricediur is

bate~ on in e~ctv octim-Ization algorithir, 10. Referring to "i; 2, the position of thr
-i-elv, tile t-.CT co.!t (Hr.euristic Optimization coupler point E can be :c 2as
?chr.ia.,e of Lee ard Fre.denstein (51) to reach
-solution. r E (]-.)rB + C(l)

To illustrate this basic approach, the where
ne-atic synt .esis of a six-bar dwell linkagerr-r ane
presentei. in the following, we begin with an rE = r ~

analytical investigation on the motion charac- 3
'!ristics of tt~e rechanism. The kinemaitic
'nthesis of the mechanism with prescribed d-.,el C

..iaracteristics follows. It is found that the
first-order dwell criterion is a second-order - -

-3uation in ter~s of the half-tangent of the out-
t angle and its solution can be readily obtained Wi..:

..alytirally. As for the second- and high-order -

dwells, nurerical solution involving optimizationA
'-cor-es essential. This exam~ple, therefore, 0

-onstrates tt~e potential usefulness of the
..,proach. Fiq. 2

1:splaice..ent Anilysis Rearranqing eq. (1), 4ie hive tho position of the
-coupler point E in the Cartesiin coordinite system.

A SiA-bar dwell linkage [6], shown in its X ~ csche--atic view in Fig. 1, consists of six links XE X B +r CS-1( C i X48 ) + sin,(
A-noted as rl, r2. r3, r4. r5, and r6. The in- 33
t is usually a continuous rotary motion which
applied to link r2 and s 1 refers to as the X E = Y B + r E.Cos 3(yC YB) - ~r 2~ si (XC-XB)

inpA16 displace' ent an 'Ile. the output shaft, 3 3(2)
r ntered at the pivot G, would then provide a
: 7-ntary dwnell -ntion if the linkage is where

p..uix!rly prop-ort ion.l.
X = r Cos X=rCo
B 2 -l X r4Co 2  1

C G.YB = r 2sin *i C r 4sin -1 (3)

Li-~e The velocity, acceliraition and shock equations of
- -the coupler point E can be easily derived byE~ - differentiating equations (2) and (3).

0CUtfC.t 11. Two forms of the di spi a . tnt equat inn of
10) M- Uct~d aor , the six-bar linkage can be de-i,,Id. One which is

Ge ln derived from an inverted- neclinikm (Fig. 3) is
explicit in tertrns of th.' cooidinit-; of the' floatinq
pivot, F, of the outti A crtink; t~e othe~r is an

Fig. 1 angular displacerent eqliation r,!latinl the input
and output angular relation,,hfp. We iaive the

Ten de.ijn pare eters are re.~uired. These are results of derivation asfolzs
six link lencths, the coupler bent angle, a';
t !extendel rouioler lenuith, a; and the position A X * (4)
r a, e,@r, of th*' 'jit crank ,, Parely, the 0 f 0YF C0

n .lI Inti,e i in;le rl tne fixie distanre between where

the rvcker p;,c, a-1 the! rnit.' it pivot, a and h, I
~ ~ 0 * [R~t~(' 1 ).P, ~ .lea,



the fist-order i .ll s . . '
F vloci tv ratio whi(h r , . c 1. ,-o at an i,,st.rt
oG end the sa ti sfa( I ur. -" : e ,i T ALv,, nt eq. 5)

G i.e.,

,- A' sin V * ' CS. + C' 0 F
aX ', " A sin . * C (9)
Co

C where

R,
SA' YE AY= Y E rYrG

0 

R

, - B , B ' XE-XG 2 2

C -- AA' BFB) C .
B2 r

ar A r 6 r6  J

For the first-order dwell, eq. (8) and (9) should
Fig. 3 be satisfied sirultaneujsly. The ;olution is:

B0  2[RIsin(q 1 -u)-R 2sin(92-"3)]n = CE-B' C

C 2-R2 +r2 +r2  2 2R 
(10)

0 1 2 2 5-r6  21r2 cos( .1 -u) AC-C'A

and AB-BA'

A sin + B cos * 4 C = 0 (5) For the first-order d.ell I eq. (10) should alk.ays
be satisfied. It can he seen that the motion

where characteristics of the cou ,ler point, E and link

A Y Y lenth r and r play iP ,ortant roles in the first-
A •Y-G order dwell.

B = XE-XG KIAEMTIC SYNTHESIS

C -(A 2 +B2+r2-r2)/(2r6 ) 13. In the previous sections, motion equations
and criteria of dwell have been developed. These

Equation (5) can also be rewritten in terms of the equations are nonlinear and need to be solved
half-tangent form of q, simultaneously. Analytical solution is possible

only for the velocity dwell and cenerally is not
A+- -  possible for hiqher order dwell. Therefore the

+ -1[ kinematic synthesis with prescribed hich-order
2 B-C dwell characteristics becomes a rather tedious and

and (7) involved task in which nurerical approach is
essential. The synthesis procedure of the six-bar

-1 A-;A 2+B2 -C-2  linlage with prescribed dwell involves the
= 2 tan .....-- A.] determination of ten desicn paraeters, and the

satisfaction of specified dwell conditions. These
desiqn parameters include six link lengths,

These two solutions of eq. (6) correspond to two (rl, r2 , r3, r4 , r5 , and r6 ), two extended coupler
different configurations of a six-bar linkage. It lenqths (a and b), one coupler anole ('), and one
is worth noting that the displacement equations, position anale (s).
eq. (4) and eq. (5) have similar form. For the
study of high-order motion analysis, the latter is 14. Generally, in the case of first-, seto'cd-,
chosen, since algebraically, it is more convenient and third-order dwells, there are fewer equations
to handle. than the number of parar-eters to be deternnined.

For instance, for the third-order dwell, there
Dwell Criteria are four conditions including one displace-ent

equation and three dwell equations. Additional
12. In a r.o!entary dwell ruchanism, the dwell specifications from the desinner, therefcre, are
is definf-d wen the first or second derivative of ncressary. In the following. we first intro.ice
the output motion with respect to the input rotion a rotatability criterion of the six-bar linkae,
vanishes at an instant. The order of the cnseu- which will dcfine the feasible rance of design
tive derivatives which are zero at that instant parameters of the mechanism. Then, a riethod of
refers to the degree or order of dwell. In the analytical synthesis for the first-order dwell is

following the dwell criteria for the first-order introdu(ed. Two design -araPeters (r5 and r6 ) can
is derived. Criteria for higher orders can be be s.ecified throu,,hnuit the synthesis pr(,cedure..
derived in a similar manner. The definition of For higher oider dwell, solution of dwell eq a-



tions explicit in design parameters is difficult r r6  d15)
to ohtiin. Therefore, a numerical syntKsis proce-
dure up to the third-order dwell is presentei. and
The procedure corbines a method of analytical r & d • r (16)
synthesis with an optimum design technique, i.e., d 6

the HOT algorithm [5). In the following section Equations (13), (14), (15), and (16), therefore,
we begin with a discussion on the rotat'bility are the rotatability criteria of the outpu.

criteria of the six-bar dwe'l linkage. crank. Since the p.1ram',ter d depend, on the
irotion of the coupler point E. the coj'J1er curve

Rotatabilitv Criterion of point E plays an inportint rule on the
synthtesis of the output crir ks r5 and r6.

15. The rotatability study of a six-bar linkage o

uses the well-known Grashof criterion. Referring Transmission-Angle Characteristics
to Fig. 4, the six-bar linkage is a compound
linkage consisting of a four-bar linkage and a 16. The transnission angle of the six-bar
double-crank. It is desirable that the four-bar linkage is denoted as the sT3ller angle between
linkage is of the crank-rocker type. The rota- links r5 and r6 (Fi9. 3). The trans.-ission-angle
tability study involves the following two stages: behavior of the six-bar linkage differs fron *.hat

of the slider-crank and four-bar me-nism, there-
1) Rotatabilit of the input crank fore, it warrants an investination. The trans-

mission angle t is

Grashof criterion can be used directly, we have 2 2 2

Ss < (1 cos = (r 5+r6 -d )/(2r5 r6) (17)

where
ahere L and s represent the longest and the short-
est link, respectively; the inteniediate links d= JEGj /(XE.xG) -
are denoted as P and Q.

For a crank-rocker linkage, S must be the crank XE = R2 cos( 2-i)

and the frame being either one of the adjacent YE = R2 sin(t2-(links. (8

XG = RI cos(-) + r2

CFY G =  RI sin(pl' )

f3 or 2 2 2 2
(R +R2 r2-rs-r6 )-2R R2 cos(4 2-31-1+4)cos . 2 --=5 r6 .. .

a~ b6

A r, D r2[Rlcos(DI'A)- 2 cos('2-")] (19)

Fig. 4

Rottahili of the output crank Equation (19) gives the trdnsnission angle. It is
Rotat..i.i......the... ~ desirable that the maximum variation of this angle

This concerns the links r5 and rG and a from the right angle on the entire rootion beThscncrsth ik rs, minandG zedd.
3riable length rE which is Re distance between ized.
)ints 0 and E. Referring to eq.(9), we must have Analytical Synthesis

A2 + 82 > C2  (12) 17. The analytical synthesis of a six-bar

iere linkage with velocity dwell is introduced in this
section. The result provid;s explicit expression

C -"(A +B2 +r2 r 2)(2r6 of r5 and re in term, of othtr design par,'-etors.
6The velocity dwell equations are from eqs. (8)

-tting d = ,/AT+B we have and (9)

d - C A'sin + B'cos o + C' 0

A sin ,+ 48 cos , + C 0
(d+r6 ) -r5  (14) where

ation (14) obviously holds from the argumlent A E-YG
Viat r5 I r and d form a triangle. In addition,
we can wre X

-K- G



C -(A 7F4r6r?. !?r 6
?  2 r, z 3.0 cm, r 2  1.0 c-:, r3 6 .r r 4 - r-

a =  2.2 cm, b =  2.4 cf, 4- ,. , d -4 .
A' :YE'

Solution: The dhsi~in st ,';is ore given in teeB' -- x E I fCR1i;i~nq.

1. Analytical synU,'is [roor'd~re. Equations
C'=-(AA'+F.B')/r, (20) and (21) hive r,. = 1.75 (r. and r = 1.75 Cyr.

With this set of d~srsjr pcra ,'t rS, te first-

Solving for r5 and r6 , we have order dwell is cnu.d.
S2. The optim.un, synthi.sis p, o .r re usinc !iCOT

t2 2 A A--;-6 , A'A-B- B gives the solution set as fnllnws: r = 2.'8 cm,
r5 =-A B + - .. r = 0.98 cm, r3  3.62 cm. r4 = 2.31 cm,5 14 sin,* #Rco0sd,)tArsn,4B'co)si;)2

r 1.7 cm, r6  1.8 cm, a = 2.2 cm, b = ?.4 cm,
-(0) a = li4 and 41.40.

( 4n, #B This set of design , :.t, rs will irovide an
approxi:,,ite tl,ir rd el r 1 01eIl. V.ition & .,.rac-
teristics of the ai& , re sh ;-Kn in Fig. 5.

The Optieri-ation ProblemA nBs) 2

18. Using the analysis developed before, it is -UTZ

possible to optimize the kinematic design of the W 2 --flTUsix-bar linkage for higher-order dwell by a p,-oper... __.__._ - :,:.

choice of the gcometric parameters. The design
problem can now be converted to an optimization I
problem as follows for dwell up to the third order: ~ .

Minimize: f = WIE 1 + W2E2 + W3 E3  (22) "

Subject to: (a) diniensional constraints on--
design paraieters

(b) Constrains on entire-notion Fig. 5
characteristics, such as
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rechanism d-ells when the input crank angle is
!,etween 3 to 5 radians, and the following four-
tar proportions hive been specified:

Il



Automated Dynamic Analysis of
Chain-Driven Mechanical Systems
A general approach to anal vze the dYnamics of chain-d,-u en sstems subjec ted to
tran sient loads is dev eloped and applied. The method suitable for manw automated
dynamic analysis techniques involv'es the simulation of the dynamic effect of chain
by a displacement function and the introduction of thisefunction as a kinematic

Ting W. Lee constraint to couple with the svstem equations of motion. .Agene'ral purpose
Assciae Pofesor ds'numic analYsis algorithm, the DAD)S code tflvnamtzic Analvsis and D)esignAssooat Profetso eqain an to pro IiIse aDeaema f ehaiaVad Ssterps), is then emiploved to generate the set fyineuto ad

erospntac Enieeian computer-aided dy1namnic analysis of the overall chain-driven stystent. Two tvaisV (of
Rutgers University, formulating the chain displacement functions are described. One prot ide% the

New Brunswick. N J 08903 displacement of the chain based on the pitch circles of chain sprockets, the other
includes a consideration of the polYgonal effect of the chain which continhues
essentiall - to the dvnamics of the chain. The latter involves the use of the principle'
of kinematic equivalency, i.e., modeling the chain divnainic effect b '% a four-bar
linkage. Using the proposed displacement function, the kinemnatic motion o~f the
chain can be taken into account. This procedure, therefore. makes the system
adaptable to conventional dynamic anal iis code in which the c'hain is usuallY not
includesdas one of the standard elements. Moreover. p~ulsation and di-namnic load (if
the chain as well as the stystemn di-namic response dhue to chain effect maY Ise,
estimnated. A typical large-scale chain-dri Len sYstem which is an externallvs poWerc'd
machine gun is investigated to illustrate the potential usefulness of thre approach.

I Infroduclion

Dynamic analysis of any mechanical system of realistic kinematic and dynamic analysis codes such as ADAMS,
complexity is not a simple task. These systems usually involve D)ADS, DRAM, DYMAC, INMP, KINSYN. LINCAGES. and
a large number of mechanical components, such as gears, others have significantly facilitated the implementation of
shafts, springs, cams, linkages, etc., and the interactions modern analytical developments in mechanism% to the
between components are nonlinear. In addition, loading and solution of realistic problem% which may be otlier-Ais tit(-
operational speed may impose additional complexities, i.e.. ficult to obtain.
the presence of dis;continuous forces, mass, velocities, and Of particular intercsl and concern in this inietigation is the
polelital cenergil's. which characteric tife iorte initiew imotio %itstady ott Ills: clyt~iic s of tiia01i.liii c'tt ialictl slsiyii
anid inertia loadinig iconi thie high speedc. life prob~lemi of I here are several reaitshs tittvcsaeing this study. luirsily. ibirc
analyzing the dynamics of a large mechanical system is. is a real riced for the dynamic antalysis of'systemns of this kind.
therefore, complicated. fIn recent times, primarily because of low cost, high ellficiencv.

There have been significant contributions recently on the arid capability ito operate at high loads, chain drises hase I
study of dynamic response of mechanisms and mechanical become one of the most popular and economic mean,, of'
systems involving computer-aided techniques.' Most of them power transmission. Second and most importantly, methods
take an approach which is general, involving thre treatment of and approaches are not available to treat chain-driv etl systemls
Lagrangian formulation of the system equations of' motion and there is not much work reported in the literature recgard-
and the use of numerical methods to yield solution. This is ing chain drives. Moreover, modern kinematic and dynamic
useful in many applications concerned particularly with large codes, to the author's knowledge, have not yet included chaitn
and complicated mechanical systems. System components as a basic element in the codes, and consequently, these codes
may have various degrees of freedom and the generation of are not directly applicable to chain-driven sys-tems. The
system equations in this case is not simple. Large-scale problem, therefore, warrants our investigation.

We begin with a dynamic analysis of the chain drie. A
I he work of L~ 1. ltaug and his Co-workers; the work ot KI. A, ( hace. N. dynamic model of the chain is presented and it is basic to the

Ortandea. J. J. Uicker, etc.; Rt. E. Bleckett. K. C. Pan and S. ( Shu. ASMF determination of the dynamic response, such as dynamic load
Joumnuioff'n~inerencjortnpdusIv. Aug. 1977.pp. 666-673. and motion characteristics of the chain. A typical large-scale

Coitribuied hy the Design Automation Ccomittee and rireserced at the mechanical system, an externally powered modern machine
t Demin and Proiluctin tinpltneering Techical Conferenc'e. washinition. tD.C..

septemise. 12 1,;. 19112. of THIt AmFRheAN w(X*TY (01 M4IIIANK Al gun involving chain drive, is then investigated. It is used a\ an
I wetrw %..nor~v esrsei t S~ tea~j~aicu. un '. va t.tcr illustration of' fhe proposed approach. t'he kinemiatic

N,. $21)1t 1 1modeling and dynamic imodelitng using atn effctive code,
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)Al)S, ate giscit. I it;all., tuiumical results it te pi ectcd and FOUR-BAR LNKA(,L
conc~lusionis ate drawl).

2 The 1)ynamicsof Chain rives

In the following, we give, first, a discussion on the chain
polygonal action which affects the velocits fluctuation of
chain based on a dynamic model. Secondly, we give the
derivation of the position, velocity and acceleration equations 'TCH CIRCLE -
of chain drive. A chain displacement lunction %hich
reprecnt, es sntiall) the motion characteristics ot the chain is PITCH POLYGON
presented and is used in our study of the dynamics of the Fig. I Equivalent tour-barlinkageofthechaindrive
chain-drien system.

2.1 Polygonal Action. The action of a chain as it runs oser
a sprocket can be compared to a nonslipping thread running
over a regular polygon prism. When the chain engages a
sprocket, each link falls on a chord of tle sprocket pitch
polygon rather than the true pitch circle. Therefore, the active
pitch diameter of the sprocket varies between the limits of a
circle inscribed in the pitch polygon and a circle cir-
cumscribing the pitch polygon. The chain lying on the
sprocket forms a polygon rather than a circle resulting in the
"polygonal action" of the chain dri,,e.

The speed of the chain, therefore, fluctuates ecen with the
constant driving speed of the sprocket due to this "polygonal O
action." Impact occurs because of the difference in the d
,elocities of the point on the roller and the point which conies Fig.2 Positionvectorforforbarinkage
into contact with the sprocket. This results in cyclic ac-
celeration and deceleration which creates dynamic loads in the
chain and often causes excessive noise and vibration. the
effects of impact become complex and significant at higher equivalent mechanism of a four-bar linkage. The position,
speeds. Especially if the frequency of the velocity fluctuation velocity, and acceleration of any point in the chain can,
coincides with a resonant frequency of the chain systel, large therefore, be expressed mathenatically ti terms of the four
stresses may occur which can cause fatigue failure, bar parameters and the driving crank angle. A consenien

Some aspects of polygonal action have been discussed in the method to derive these motion expressions is to use complex
literature I1 -5]. Several interesting approximations hase been numbers to express the vector loop-closure equation of tie
made t the driven shaft angtlar %clocity chatactciistic, equisalent linkage and to obtain its time dratises. Ilic
bccaiwus tl tile polygonal eftect ofI spi okcl,,. A Il o follow ing represcnts such air apptoach.

examination of the chain drive components shows that the lake a point. 11, for instance, in the chain link as shs ,n iii

motion of the system is actually transmitted through a scries Fig. 2. We are interested in dcri\ ing its motion expressions. In
of four-bar linkages (Fig. I). Using this concept, Morrison J31 particular, its linear velocit. and acceleration in the direction
analyed the variation of the angular speed of the driven of the chain path. The point, P. may be considered as a point
sprocket and found that by increasing the number of teeth in on the coupler of the equialent four-bar linkage. Referring to
the sprockets the difference between pitch polygon and pitch Fig. 2 and denoting a, h. c. and d as the link length of tLe fout
circle will reduce and so does the polygonal effect. lirener 151 bars, we have the position sector of P in complex number
recommended that the sprocket should at least have 30 teeth. rotation.
I) the particular case that the drive sprockets have a one-to- = a'" + Ae'"2 (1)
one ratio of their pitch circles and their center distance equalst
a whole number of link pitches, the chain will transtit here the paratneters 0,, 0,, and 0, denothe angular

uniform angular motion through the driven sprocket. lhen, positons of he links as shoI in Fig. 2 the tectors a tI..
there is no speed fluctuation in the driven sprocket. The chain and k = AP.

links, however, are still subject to pulsatiots. There is a Differentiating equation I I) with respect to time, we obtain

polygonal effect on the connecting chain links, which is due it the velocity of the point. P. as

the speed fluctuation of each link along the linear direction of I"s ia,.e''
+ 

,ge,'e" 12)
its chain path. In this case, the motion of the chain links and The real and imaginary components are then,
their masses become significant in the design consideration of
the chain drives. R, = - a, sin O, - g,: sin 0.

In chain drives, there are two ways of trasrmitting the I, = u,cosol *gW2 cos'. (3)
power. In the common case, load is transriitted through the Further differentiating equation (1) sith respect to time, we
driven sprtoket. In other cases, tIre load May Ile carled by a obtain the acceleration of the point. P. )enoting the angular
stud on the chain which makes the driven sprockets serve accelerationsasd ,, dt = it, and dw./dt -- we hase
essentially as idlers. In the latter case, usually the Impact
effect between chain rollers aid sprocket teeth can be =(- + rla(' + (. 2 +l,:).t""" (4)
neglected. The masses of chain links arid the rirases attached The real and iniaginary parts are.
to the chain links, however, would still be subject to velocity R, = -a(wl-cos 0, + cr sin 0,)
fluctuation and, therefore, generate dynamic loads. The
motions characteristics of the chain links and dynamic loads -g( ,,'2cos 62 + Q .sin 6.)
are analyzed and presented in the next section.

2.2 Pullallon and I)Dnamlc Icads. As mentioned in the
previous section, the chain drive can be treated by an -(W: sin 0. - n,:cos0) (5)
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klerring to lig. 3, it is appatent that the real parts sil
equations (3) and (5) represent the linear velocity and ac-L
(cration of the point, P. parallel to the X-dircctlion of the :
chain path, and the imaginary parts are the velocity and
acceleration perpendicular to the i-direction.Chi

In the case that the driving and the driven sprockets having
a one-to-one ratio, the linear velocity (V", ) and acceleration
(a,1 ) equations along the direction of the chain path of the
contact point between the driving sprocket and the chain links
become very simple. They are

V', = - a, sin o C R

al= - a(wi'cos Of + asine1 (0,3 A

Furthermore, if the driving sprocket is running at constant*.-
speed, we haveu Ov =0and -

aw -aasinO 0

a, -aw,1-cos61  (7) Fig. 3 A schematic ofthe chain polygon
The chain pulsates with a period which is equal to

t = 60INn s (8)
where N denotes the speed of the driving sprocket, and n
denotes the number of teeth on the sprocket. Thus, the ------
frequency of this pulsation is

f= NnI6O pulses per s (9)
If this frequency is close to the natural frequency of the -4:

chain system, the amplitudes in the Y-direction can reach a-
dangerous magnitude.

Now, consider that one chain link engages with the driving 2
sprocket in the range of angle 90 deg -,d to 90 deg + jd (Fig. 3).6
By using equation (7), the acceleratiotns at the instants that a
particular link engages the sprocket while anl adjacent one
leaves the sprocket can be written as body i

a,,, -awlsin (10) 1: ICJN sOvV S: BUFFER SPRING

and 2: BOLT-CARRIER 6 SEAR

=awl 2sin 03(I 3: STRIKER 7 BOLT
4: STRIKER PLUGE AND RETAINER

where, w, denotes the angular velocity of the sprocket and it is L6U PIGDMRPI

wNrad/s MASS CAPTURE I RELEASE IIECMANI CAL STOP (IMPACT'

and2-41-3

The instantaneous increase in cltaill acceleration ; 1 aL fcheetw ot th

I inquesionexpressions similar to these can he dert, ed and
Aa =2a in tis illbe demonstrated in a later section.

fN 3 DnmcModeling of an Automatic Weapon
= L ( 0- (14) SsenT Model X Gun

In hi setinwe would like to illustrate the use of chainIt is this change of acceleration which results in an in- displacement function in connection osith an effective
stantaneous dynamic load. We have dynamic analysis code to study the dynamics of a complicated

[t,2a( N poweragesal ehaialsse matchaign hre.infte refrrdy
-- 30 ~ sin ai me xechnal systremawtchign dre.isfte sturrd

to as the Model X gun.
where L, W, denotes the sum of the weight of all chain links Before a description of the kinematics of the gun, it is
plus the equivalent weight of all the following cascaded essential to give a brief introduction of the dynamic computer
mechanical components. code, D)ADS. which is chosen in this investigation.

Equations (I) and (IS) which represent the general form of The DADS code (t~vnamic Analysis and tDesign System)
the chain displacement equation and the instantaneous developed by Haug. Wehage, atid their co-workers 16. 71 is a
dynamic toad, respectively, are useful in the dynamic study of powerful computational package tsor the analysis and design
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of mechanical systems,. IThe c~ode differs from ttter comnput er UNIT Ca

packages not only in its computational method, but also in its
approach to treat mechanisms or mechanical ssstenis with SAE9SAET 3 TG
intermittent motion. The code utifies logical spring and 254 5
damper% 19, 91 ito situulat e the jump cotid it ot '.shicl often
occur for such system%.. TIhis makes the code particularly S.30 I

attractive to the dynamic study of mechanical systems ss ith STGIintermittent motion, such as the automatic weapon system. In ET~

the following sections. the DADS code is applied ito sfudx the X 5.6 30
d) namics of the Miodel X gun. 

sThe kinematics of the Model X gun is determined essen-
tially by the motion characteristics of the boft-carrier
assembly (ie., bolt-carrier group) shown iti Fig. 4, which is a
mechanical system with intermittent motion. U,

'The motion of the bolt-carrier contains a sequence of esents 54STAGE 3 &W
inisolsing finite masses capture and release as well as Fig.S Operationaltcycle ofthe Model Xgun
mechanical stops. The bolt-carrier, driven by tile stud of' a
chain which moves along a definite necar-square path (F-ig. 5),
moves in a reciprocating motion. Various gun operational motion \.4hich are then sols ed siilt aneousl \ and iteratis clx
stages are performed as the chain undergoes a cycle. .. at each time increment ito matc.h the salue of state s ariable's

Let us consider now the modeling of the driving corresponding with the constrained displacements.
mechanism, in particular, the bolt-carrier and its. associated (3) Logical sptiigs and dampers ate used ito sitmutlate I the
Cotl]potlen IS. in order to be able to adapt tol the D AD S code. masdsotniyadt-upopeoin.Ilelio
We gise first a terminology of components. rhe basic ap- o h antdso hs aaeesadtepre
proach of modeling is presented next. Then, the kineai location matodlace thee ptenamhersi approah prter
motion cycle of the bolt-carrier assembly is outlined and to 1-ig. 4). LDetail%\kill be discussed latcr.
graphically displayed.

Terinoogy 'he oltcarie asemly on~N1 ti' te The Miltion ( ~ dc. thle motiotn cxce itco the bolt-cajrr icr
Termnohgy.Uheboltcarierassmblyconist ofthe assemnbly insolves t\%o rectilinear motion periods (lorward

following components (Fig. 4): and rearsward motions)I atd iso dwkell periods. T-he dwell
Mass No. Part Name and Funet iotn period, referring to Fig. 5. correspotnds escentiall\ to the inI

desing period of the ( enes a iihanisiti ('Iage 1). and the
I guin body;, taken as referettce 'rattie firing and thie gas escalittg period (stage 5). III this Itj udx otix
2 bolt-carrier; the part that carries the bolt, striker, the forward and rearwiard ttiot ots are of conc:ermt A detailed

buffer spring and retainter and pl ug in thle motion descript ion oft tes mtot ions is ICi' ttIn (lie to lossinc =
31 striker; striking the fire pin to start propellant 41) Fo~r Motion. I hie forwxard motion insols es the gLnu

ignition oeainlSae ,3 n f e .I eiso h
4 striker plug and retaitner; retaining tlte buffer poetinatges2 .t of litl,\% h~ .5. Iti~n ~ems: o h

spring in compression porsigo ie ehs leflo' t sns
5buf'fer sfihing; the lutmped mass of buffer spring (a) At 1 0, the bolt -caitnei is ready , tote t ghtissard.

hat functions as buffer and supplies the energy' arid bodies 3. 4. initd ' are itt (lie emti etne letI posit iotns I lie
for striking s elocity atid displacenrent of each body ate at its init ial s alne.

6 seair; the portion of the mechanism which controls The sear :s stationary agaitist the utu bodx (bod\ 1)I (Fig. 6).
the firing of the gun (h') At t= , >1). t 1e bolt-carfier starts to mote rightmsard

7 bolt; the body that locks the cartridge into atid with the bolt (body ') and the striker (hod\ 3); hloseser. the
extracts it from tile chantber through camtnitig striker plug and retai ner Ibodh 4) rema ints statiiotta rs (Hei. -).
action relative to file bolt-carrier (c) At t:, tlie bolt-carrier captures the striker plug atid

retainer (body. 4) and both mtttse tow ard thIe right. At thIis
In thle ds iaimic mnodel, ithe frict ion lot ce bemt a ll mioticittt. all Itle cotioieits ecpt seat .1 Alk ill0% rlgiy it il

liatislattotial foitils aie asitii to ftc iet 0. Mass s 5iiii Speed anid dii cci otl (I g 10.
correspotids to tfie lutmped mass of the btiffer spring. It is (d) At r,. the striker (bodt\ 3) makes contact \%[Ilt the sear
assumed to be located, initially, at the center of bodies 3 antd 4 (body 6). and the buffer spritng is tinder compiession dLIe to
and is precomprcssed to the length of 6.045 cm or 2.38 in this effect. The rest (if the miasses (bodies 2. ". anid 41 con-

tintie to thosec rigltsaid (Hig. 9).
Basic Approach. I lie driving mechanism of tlte Model X (e) At t, the bolt (body I) is locked on the gunl (sat te. and

gun is a typical example of a large-scale. cotiple\ ti- the bolt-carrier (bod\ 2) is in cotitact ssiti sear (body 6) 1 lie
termit tent -mnotion mechanismv. ft is difficult to model. 'The spring between ithe sear anid the gun both (bodx' IiI% is i
application of DAD)S to analyze its dynattic response is niot at Compression (Fig. 10).
simple task. In the following, the basic aipproach of modeling (P) At t,, the striker is read,% for firing. All oither com-
is gisen. pontents (bodies 2. 4, 6. and 7) are stopped atid are goting into

(1) The model includes only the bolt-carrier assembly, the dwell stage (Fig. 11).
Other components of the power train are not taken into The time events described abosec are graphicallN displayed
consideration, in Figs. 6 through 11. I lie logical spti itw-damper pairs

(2) rhte i iniat ic mti ion off lie bolt -Cart icr c yevs asitIpUt (refer ring to fig. 4) are used ito simniul ate I le fnit ni ma-sse
of the code, which is supplied as ait externally user-supplied capture and release, which are def'ined bet~keeti body 2 atd
constraint function. bodies 3, 4, 6, and 7. In addition. they are used tol simulate the

The displacement futiction oif the bolt-carrier obtaitied mechanical stop (i.e., itmpact)I. '4 hich are defined betwkeeti
from the kinematic analysis comtputer code of tile Model X body I and bodies 2. 3. 4. 6, atid 7.
gun 1101 is applied ito D)ADS as at constraint. Fie code in-
corporrifes this coitstritl with i le systerin etqualo toi f i s,'.t.Il ilovi~,,.., ~,p.r ~i ,f~il I
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F19.6 Initial Position of the bolt-carfier in forward motion Fig. 10 The position that the bolt-carrier contacts the sear

Fig.? 7 ollcarrlifr assembly starts to move in the rightward position Fig. 11 The position of gun tiring

--------------------------------------------- U

Fig. 8 The position that the bolt-carrier capt urea masses Fig. 12 Initial positionaof the bolt-carrier in rearward motion

2 
/

F19.9 Th. position thsat the alrtkei contacts the sear Fig9.13 Bolt-carrier assembly starts to move In the letftward position
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42) Retarw~ard Motion. ilhe rearward motion rretsp)Onds, Table I Time events representing the motion cycle ot the gun
to the gun operational stages 6, 7. and 8 (Fig. 5). 1This part of mechanism
thle motion escle is simulated with the consideration that the ?sv-

bolt (body 7) attd tile striker (body 3) arc keyed together as a rF N r.S. * -- NSc
sinlgle body, denoted as body 3. 1 his is because: there is no vei .f

relative m lotionl beiween them during the period of motion.ie

(a) At 1 -0, tile bolt-carrier (body 2) attd its, associated
comiponets are ready, to make leftw ard ittotioti wile the d P

buffer spring is compressed. The velocities and displacement.,,
of all tttembers are at their ittitial coniditionts iWig. 12).

(b) At t =11 >0. the bolt-carrier starts to tilme leftssard
with the striker-plug and retainer (body 4). Itt tile meianttimte, Extre-r rl;ht
tile bolt anld striker (body 3) rettaint stat otarv. 'Tis is -*

because the bolt is locked on the guti barrel and the ,triker
sustains a spritng force. Tite hufler spring is gradually released -Refer to Seetior. 3.

to it,, precotopressed length. I-ie sear ntos Cs at thle same speed _

as the bolt-carrier (Fig. 13).
(0) At t., tue bolt-carrier captures mass 3 (striker atid bolt). C 5

and together they move toward thle left. Thle sear is Uj
mechanically stopped by the gun body (body I ) 11g. 8).

(dl) At i,. the striker-plug and retainer (body 4) contact thle -

gun body (body I) and they are stopped mechatnically (t e.,
impact). The buffer spring is then compressed. The bolt-
carrier, the striker, and thle bolt continue to nmoxe lefiward.
The sear renmains motionless against the body I (Fig. 7).

(e') At t,,, the niosemeni of tile bolt-carrier is ceased attd
goes into the dwell stage. In the meantime, all other iticillbers 1i
are also in dwell (Fig. 6).

L.ogical spritig-damper pairs are defitned betwseen body 2
attd bodies 3. 4. and 6 to simtulate tile nmass captue~ atid
release. In addition, they are defined betweetn body I atid
bodies 21,4, and 6 to simulate the mechanical stop.

The dynanmic response during the~ dwell stages is tlot of 0 5 0 15 20 25 K M0 4'

con1cern ill tile mlodeling. This is because at thle dwell stages ofl DI)STANCE A-ONG THE CHAIN . S ,

tile intio cy ecle, te driving chtain i std ios d atlotng tile Fig. 14 Displfacement curve of the bolt-carrier in kinematic mnton
Nertictal direction (ilt fite chain pathI atid there is ito, t dat is
mttttiont in thle A.di reel ion.

A stnittmary tlf thle tille csd115 and thle cot respotiding 2. Stage 2 (buffering), 3.91 -5 S < 6. A5 tt

graphical rep~resenitationt of the systemtl are gusc i CI iiable 1. S5 = 3.81 1r, ( 0 - (1~, Vi. 135 d,-L
N=r, +6.35 + rc-(-.

3. Stage 3. 6.35< 5 S 12.7 111i
S 2.7 +r(0 - )., -225 deg

4 Chain D~isplacement F'unction X' r, + 6.35 - r, (0- 0,)

TFie expression of the chtaitn displacetntt futnctiotn depends 4. Stage J, 12.7 :5 S !s 15.24cmIl
upnteparticular chain derived system itt question. Ini the S I . r (-i v =450dep

10111w iitg, chain displacemtent funtitoins ate formuilated for 5A r ~i~;t
tile Model N gunl. I lie approacht, bo%%es ct, I, getitr aind can 5.Sttge 5. I5.24 < S* - 19.05 ii

be extentded to atty citain-drisen system. S I 15.4 (0 r - fl,),It, 54( deg
Denoting the mnIotion parameter of thle bolt -carrier along the X=

longitudinal coordinate as A'. and thle displacemrent of the 6. Stage 6, 191 C .5 S < 21.59 ciii
chain stud along tile chain path as S referenlce positiotts of S= 19.05 + r, (0-9)1 675 deg
both A' and S are shown in Fig. S.lihe chain path can be A' -r, -r, cos( - 0,)
specified by eight positions or stations which divide tile path 7. Stage 7, 21.59 :5 S -_ 27.94 cm
into four straightt atid four curved portion%. I here are two S= 21.59 4 r, (0 -. I- ' 65 deg
ways to fo~rm ulate tile chtai n displacemtentt funtct iotn: 1) the X' = , + r, (9) - 9.,
k inietatic di splacemtent futtct ion: and 2) th l~ lnic S . St age 8,27.1)4 ~ 5 1.49 cnl
displacetmenlt funtti on. 5=27.94 + r, (0) - 01.tO, =9"I dev.

A'= 8(1 4 r, sitt(( - (k,
(1) 'the kinematic isplacemettt Function. (in thlis all- Byseiyn h rakage i ieloaino iehi

prulach thle chain sprocket is phtysically replaced by the spcfigte rnnl, Itt oato t1 ,a
sprocket pitch circle. Polygonal effect, or thle dytnatmic effect stud and the displacement of the bolt-carrier along thle N-sIs
of the chain is, therefore, neglected. Thle displacetnetlt finc- can he calculated. The calculated displacemeti curse, shownj

tion formulated with this assumption is called the kinematic in Fig. 14, nmatches %er \ closely to the esperimeittal result I111
displacement function atid it is described for each operationial whchl is shlown ill Fig. IS. using an Optron ds tlamtc tratcket.
st age as follow s: (2) The Dinamic IDisphacemeni Function. [he d~tmnic

I. Staye I, 0) .5 1 .81 cml (lspaclln intiotl i11tip1t1s tlt11 thle dvnatttI Of tileIitt
S r ((/ 01 . 0, 1 ldcg tI v fl tti.-'- ...... . - --I ...., .. Xk
A' - 5. 1, 2r, Iti tF'..
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NEW LAbi.E, NC, ROUNDS, SAFETY ON
165 HZ FILTER ROUND'47 -~"w 10

NE 1CHWARL tVC3 IC4

~0 .\

I \ ~0 0' 002 5

Ttt.IuE WMS) Fig. 16 The displacement curves of the bolt-carrier
Fig. 15 The experimental displacement curve of the bolt-carrier

5.1 The Initial Phase. -Ihe initial stda'i retel'l to tile

ntamely, the polygonal effect is itncorporated in the asserrrbs phase of (tic 's'.rent equations of mion mi tile
displacementI function using a nmodel of tour -bar linkage. DAD\I S program. Ti s imoi' Cs the forit iiat on o! .1aci biani
Coniderntg (hat the inot ion tit chi ,l tid Ill Ilie forkisard anrd mat i\ of part al den is at s C for both thle forsi ard and
rearward direction canl he dis ided info three operational rcar\\ard motionrs. Ilhe following intortuation IusVb
st ages a% sho is it i g. 5. thle displacemrent etl rat rols can be supplied: the position I i lanid 5 oc:i I (%, o) r tit hoste is'.

defined as follos throughC l 7; the con ii r;n nIt i lri'. 104J jJT ' I. I tL Ill
mrainitain thlese int l conuditin r lfor bodics at precitied

Forward Motion and Rearward Motion' positions; irtloriat iOn onl tle spritus-datilper pair, (suchI as

,1 .Sttt't 2, 0< I< 90) ig ( Stage 6 bor Reaorwarud Moin I. \ elocit v , spring length, t onc ti \.>direct tori aitd I orc inl )
In I Iis% stage, thle chain stud mtes along tile pitc dr crcle of Ite drirection:) arnd tiles pring at d dji ittpi tre ci icien? t Imu tile

sprocketl. Vs C Ila% c II.l '.pri)1)g-dJ.urrrpcr' P.J11.i \b rispiSVl 101o 11t: ditld the i'.er

lk r,(I cos ill 16 supplied colls~i %airrl ali

%ihere r, dernoies the pitch circle olt spi ocket anrd It detiotes the 5.2 T1) ' I)njini- Ana)'s siN Ph1ase. Hic Js' rnanric airil 5 ss

crank angle. phiaIse is irnitiated %%heni thre staitic intiial cortditron is retiil-ed.
llh~sically, tis itleats tile illail stud begins ito drise lhe bolt-

B. Slaie' 3. 901 de'g <() <.15 dleg ( Staige 7 1,, Ncorvvrd carrier to iros e .lottc! tire chan pathi. Certauin c-.lui in
,Itt)loiI. ThIe c haiti stusd in this stage is it tile span tit'o cirainr be made as follo% %:
links. As rmenrtioned it Sectiont 2, (tic citait drtii soil hI' r(te dlie p~c i stltCN of tit. bolt -1cl (hIlod\ 2) aire
miodeled as art equi talertt four hat lintkage. til~e dl~ill st rd. plotfted itt Iig. Il oi itsard arid rtsad- tiltoit.r. I tesec
herefore, cart be considered as a poiint Thrat nmoses alonrg rte curses represeti tire conrstrained mrotio jot t ire bolt -cal tier

coupler lin1k aird is subject to period ic motion . Ithis cart he along thle .X-ditrect iont. tilre\ iiiati i \Ith thle displ acertleir
seen by referring to Fig. 3. We irase. tlrerefoi cur'ke reported it (101. thIis is elpected bcause rite

(i) I f 01 >22.5 deg displacemtent ftlin sen SCs asl tile estertta csitraiirit

x=r\ + (N + 1 )L - r, sin(45 deg - 11ll1) eqluat ion of the rntro t of tie bolt -catrier.
(2) Ihe s clocitlk ciii ses oft thre bolt-carrict are sitoss riit

60i It tit <22. deg, lig.. l7 atd 18. I iresecurses represett tre soltition of s% titi
Vr, +N L +r, sin 0, (I g) equatiott,, of rrtit oit at each tl ite intcreint uttlsinrg di ifen ciii

is eret~t 1) 1) eg 5 dg N N s tliei it eer ittt i f Chairn displacerment Iutirior,,.
whee i, 090 eg 5 el;-NN i tie nteer ailkit () Thie selocit ll kii oter ci un porreirt s ksan ic r en is oh -

fi0 9(1 deg 415 tfegl andi I. is tile h14i letil-if. fo i'ii ck'l 22S 161L 111[l 011IIollil l N.1 .tl
degr, ti o t ( . tile clotiri stud alds arcs Ir a1 dslsaiisc til onte mrotion tof thre striker is slioss rit Hi g. I19. Hite stirs i' re'presents

chiIrik.te cftaract eristic (Sit' ittlr nitteni- not iotr. lhre sklcill rit o

C. .Stagee 4. 315 deg <01< 405 deg (.Stage S for RearwardI body 3 initialls is thre sane as bird% 2 because oft tire tlia"'
NMotion ). lit this stage. tile pah It (ttlie chin tu rid coinitsides captuore effect.- Alt er a ser\ shrort tlriittl e~Irs .l., urnti I - 0.1025

iih the pitch circle again, and is rnosiil along thre pitcht s, body 3 is stopped. rltis is donre throughr rle logical spriuig-
circle. We hrave, therefotre damrper pair to simtulate (lrc impact. The sud.dert chrange oft

, efocity giskes rise ito a jiumrp condition aird deiorstrates rthe
x ,+ 6.35 + r,sirn (0 --315 di'g) (19) behliroof intermittentn-motiont,

The displacemenrt function of tlre chain is used as it The effect of chtaint dvnartics otn tire contact forces betisceir
ktiematic Constraint whrich serves as the input to tire D)ADS Corl) poilenr Is is si it ifica i. Iliis calln be seeni b\ a cou iii p11 s01i
code aird it is coupled vwitit the systirt equatlitiof (it itio i t) of tile logical spnie-damper forces bcets eirthe bol. :ait rer
represent the dynamic statecof tlIechaitr-driseit %sstei. (body 21 and fire striker pltig (body 4), tire sear (body 6) arid

the htld (body 7) usirrg different displactierit functions.
5 The D~ynamic Response of the Model X (,iin Numerical results artd some typical conrpatisons are sito\\n

[Ire ou put (if (he V A I S code prt isidcs ittfortiaf i gritphtically in) Figs, 2(0 antd 2 I. I-or inrstante, I lie cotitact I or se
concerning essentially two phases of study: tire intitial phase bersscett bodies 2 arid 4 (refer to Fig. .5, during the cftalir
and the dynamic analysis phase. operationtal stage 3 antd a portiont of stage 4) des iates conr-

Sider~ably for botht approaches. This is because thle IlucLton~tt
AIli -is~tuisic tiip~siiiiiiliiiii, .....- .. tIt \ slocit v is tirtally ieglected itt fire titl\tivs oli tile

It,-t,4cuil ii 'ct lii-dcii, iccci,, cilici k itellirit is displacctiiitt I llIts ilW
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S ~-WITH CHAIN DYNAMIC E,-FT
U *.WTUTCHIiJN 17fNAMIC EFFECT

WIL

003l0 004 X cn
TIME ,sec Fig. 20 Contact force between the bolt-carrier (biody 2) and the striker

plugeand-retainer (body 4) in forward motion
Fig. 111 The velocity of the bolt-carrier in rearward motion

(4) The present chain drive of the Model X gun is a good -WITH CHIN DYNAMIC EFFECT A 92

design. It apparently has already Utilj7ed some of the design ----WITHOUT CHAIN DYNAMIC EFFECT
criteria discussed and found in this investigation. The driving 901
and driven sprockets are of the same size. In addition, the

chain link lenigt h to pitch rat io i% even. I here tote, it major 1
partI ofthie pols -goual effect is essentlially eliminated.

(5) Thle dvrtlttili loatd of the chain is eqtittiated inl the next
section. It canl he reduced by increasinig the tutribei oft teeth in
the sprocket. Such design should ininimite noise and
%ibralton, and prolong the life of the chain. Moreover, the
vibration transmitted through thle bolt-carrier assenibly can
also be reduced.

5.3 iynnmic Load. One of' the important pieces of in- 0.
formation is the dynamic load generated by the chain links 0 2 4 96S 5
arid tINs can be easily estinmated based upon the theory XCm
developed before. Fig. 21 Contact force between the bolt-carrier (body 2) end the striker

In the Mlodel X gun, the chain has 24 links and it is .10.58 (body 3) In rearward motion
cm or 12 in. in length and has a mass of 214.32 gin (or weighs
0.4725 Ib). The dynamic load at an operational speed of the
gun, say 6(X) shots per minuite. niay be predicted with the help F,= 352.74 N.
of equation (I5). We ba% e the following: The niagnitude of this dynamik: load is large. Therefore, its

Let N 1875 rpml effect is significant. It is tisl, load % hicli generates part oif the
1- 1.27 cnm (0.5 itt.) nise, vibration arid stresses,

L(1 1 I(K 1g 720.4 gin 6 Conclusions

I lie.ual nin IdIyI c nannt l lillck load. A general apiptoa~ch utliing thIe D)AD S code to anali I / the
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dynamics of chain-driveit Nystems has been presented. A Rutgers Lniversit); and to Mr. lht-lHsing Ma lor :otm-
model of the chain is formulated. It uses the equivalent four- putational assistance.
bar linkage to derive a displacement function which represents Referenes~
the polygonal effect of chain. This function, in turn, toerves as
the kinematic constraint which is used as an input into the I Kainok. H -imm~aiimg Iulslnt,s In ( h.1,11 r~ /~d.

D)ADS to he coupled uith the system equations. Using this I if et-ifnfx. SdIl 26. No ". Jul) lN". prolit 1-
.%ahahingrarn. s . -ol~ sonal %,tjou's on chim jwu

approach, the dynamic analysis of a complicated chain-driven franklin jnstirulf % to] 265. No, 1. 144(. pp, 2; 'N
mechanical system is made possible. As an illustration, an .1 iorrison. R. A.. t'okiosnal Aoridis in koink, ( train isc-."Wti.
automatic weapon system (i.e.. the Model X gun) is modeled Dtrign. Vol. 24,.!SNrr9. Sept 195:.pro. 1'4-159
and analyzed. 4 ttsnluin, Gi.. and I ssrdin, (; % , I*n %'nl ,,n tw~rnui Role H iIn i

The dynamic responses of the Model X gun are given. t remer, AN. Duttia (4 ham~Sifk Drit" loouI,.t %rin 4pl-2um

Forces between components as well as motion characteristics Scr5ic." rons. ASNIL. Vtl 69.1W. p 441 -452
of this %eapon system are fully explored. especially those for 6 Haug. E. J.. S%hagc. k A . and Banrman. % ( D I~ninu, An,.hns and
the impact forces between various components and the chain Dc5igni ol Consiraincd %iechaical Nssnsvos.- le thmil Ri'irr %,, lii.

dynamic load%, which are difficult to estimate. Information Material Division, cllege~r of I ngsncrin. t ni. irnirW lt-ra. 1Im t at.
t oaa. Nons. 1,,8.

such as this can be utilized to provide a durability study and 7 liaug. E. J.. Wehage. R. %., and B~arman, N tig . ).Sn,li -its

design optimization of the gun. Analyst% of Planar Mechanismn and Nla~hinc tMnamis." ASSIMI hJurnul W,
The result of this investigation, it is believed, has extended meconhincaIsign. Vol. 103. No 3. Jul% 19S1. Vp

capbilty n te atomteddynmicanaysi toa lrge 8 Hlaul., E. J., Barmoan. N C and HeflAotnr, 11 1) . "Arpnl-tson of ihc
our cpbltonteatmtddnmcaayitoalre t ogir.al Function Miethod for 0% narm% ofisi i I Jtec scaic NS-icnrs %ah
class of mechanical systems involving chain drives. Intermittent %lotnion." I sia Rcpinr. rroic~t 1)55K ino.S 'q% i. Sinall

Cjliber Ssr snn 1i .,rxns . I. S -Srt mrs Sr imnu. k anid 1) ( omanrand. 1'

7 Acnweget 9 B~armanr. N C ~ Srn un. sr Anals sr, anti tI irmitatior )I
(nirrairedf inan c Nssrcnr.* Ph, 1) rhc-,. i , er'so ,? loa.j 1,,.a( i,
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0. C. H. Yang On the Workspace of Mechanical
GrdaeStudent Manipulators

T. W. Lee
Associate Professor This paper presents an analia al inUO-estgalion oftnmilator isorklpace. T he first

Mem.ASME part presents the deritaaion of a se 01 recursire eq4uationsA ti ti'rfy of inotion and
destgn parame ters representing the w-orkspace. These Iorinuld:, arL' hasic 'for the

Deprtmnt f Mchaica an deterinination of the characteristics as %ell as the shape of workspace. The
Aerospace Engineering, remainder fhpae -nenthInetgtooftet.1el .o oeadtod

Rutgers University, In workspiacec. A1 set o~f criteria is iormidatel. A leoiirthps Jo i njilencntinel I/It-st'
New Brunswick N J 08903 Aftfd ,ed'i(l)Inl ipi/IJatorsiwti/9hlnilJtliil iiitdr'-hi'~ ii

ares!tudtiitl in this i,,t'cctigation.

I Introduction

One of the basic questions encountered in manipulator be represented stchennaticall%. a,, hosmn in I ig. 1. 1here .ie a
design is the determnination of' the shape of' workspace. Utsei coordinate frates to specit% the confieniation. I or aii
the structure 01' a manipulator, can one specify the shape of its coordinate frame. say A-. the '/,-a-is is .ilx%,i .i the joint as

irk spatc and stutdy its characteristics atialvsticallys? The antd the X, -a six is tin thle di redci fcion 11' liarii l e eIt
problern is a diff ictult one, primarily because oi the large axes /,, and Z, , 1 I fie /I -ass is attached ito a filsed f ine -
number of degrees of' freedom involved in the manipulator The last link, link n. is associated ssith the hand or the end
systemn and the inheretnt complexity on spatial geometry. effector of' the manipulator. \itnsv link. sac link A-. is alttas
Therefore, very few investigations of the subject are on the considered to be connected it) Joint A-. Three parameters are
record 11 -61. Roth 1l1 presented a pioneer study in 1975 ott the
relationship between the kinematic geometry and manipulator
performance including workspace. Kumar and Waldron 12, 31

presented a thoughtful investigation oti %orkspace and Z
dev-eloped the theory and algorithm for tracing the hounding/
surfaces of manipulator workspace. Sugimoto and Duffy 141 4~ .

manipulator's hatnd. Tsai and Soni 151 studied the accessive-,c-
region oif manipulator with two and three resolute joints in 0 1
planar motion. Recently. Gupta and Roth 161' in their
illuminating paper. further extended the w~ork of Roth and
inv estigated certain design considerations on ssorkspace.
including the effect on hand size. Basic concepts and some
ins estigations of primary (or dextrous) and secondary Fig. I A manipulator with n revotute joints In series
workspace haie been presented 12. 3. 61.

rhis paper and a companion paper 171 represetit ati attenipt
to treat the foregoing questio~n. The objectives of the present
Parer are: I ) ito derive a set of rectirsisce q1iitioii5 to represent n-
the workspace analytically; 2) to formulate a set oft criteria to
ins~estigate certain characteristics of this lworkspace. namely-,
the existence of' hole and void; 3) to develop an ef'fective
algorithm for implemetiting these criteria; and 4) to extetnd the 4 HAND
a foremient ioned stuidies to the pract ital case it li mit ed -Of

revolute joint.j

2 Manipulalor Description - ,

A manipulator with of unlimited revolute joints in series can NI

(ontiri'ued i'v the Mechannis Committiee and pre~enieda tihe t)esign and
Pic,du..iion I iiginecing Technical (onterente. %a~ihmiiilon,. 1) ( . 'plrnher
12 IS. I'.1 t Ii liti I l 1 AN %dX Itl I l 41 %114 11 1 41 1 %4.1%1 1i F~g. 2 Geomenitrical relationships between joints n and n -I1. (a,,~
%Siisniss llg l',iii Il A5%tIl Il,'sdtipiati's litiiei 1 . t9' ilw N.- s' III Ii common normal~. e xial distance,,,,- twIi angle and hand
127 H
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needed to specify the geometrical relation of tsso consecutise homogeneous transformation [.J. B first turing the
joints: Referring to Fig. 2, they are aA, the common normal coordinate frame n - I an angle - a, I with respect to the
between twoconsecutive axes Z, and Z,. 1; ie, the twist angle axis .A , then followed by two pure translations along the
of these two axes; and bi, the axial offset of joint k + I on the axes X, and Z, with magnitudes a, , and h . respec-
axis ZA. For convenience, the hand twist angle, a., is tively, we have
sometimes considered to be zero. In this investigation,
however, it is included as one of the design parameters. In the [A] =
following, theory and criteria on manipulator workspace with
unlimited resolute joint are first developed; they are then I 0 0 a., l 0 0 0
extended to the limited case which is of practical concern. 0 cosv, sin, 0 !0 1 0 0

3 Analytical Representation of Workspace

The workspace of a manipulator is defined as the region 0 sin(,, cos¢l, t 0 t 0 0I h ,

which can be reached by the center of the manipulator's hand, 0 O I 0 0 0 I
Ui. Following the notion used in 161. let IWA (11) denote the
workspace generated by the point i by turning all the
revolute joints k, k + I, n with complete rotations while I 0 01
holding the axis k as fixed. Referring to Fig. 2, if the revolute
joint n makes a complete rotation, the locus of the center of 0 cosa, in,,. smi.,
the hand H(x., y., z) is a circle with respect to the coor- (-
dinate frame n. The circle can be expressed in a parametric 0 -sina,, co,,, b, +coso.,
form by 0 0 0

x,=r, cost9.,
y,= r. sinO,, (I) Let space k be the space that all its point% ai c pecit ted bN the

z = b, cosx, coordinate frame k. Using equation (4), the krde rcprcl.cnted
where by equation (1) in space n can then be formulated in spa.c

r,- .+ l sis,, ) (2) n- I as follows:

and 0, denotes the rotation angle of the joint n. In the case
that the hand axis is parallel to the Z-axis of joint n, i.e. V,, x r. O).

0. equation (1) then reduces to

x, = a, coso1.,

V., = a, sinv9. (3)

z. = b" ,, I ,

The geometrical relationship between any two consecutise
coordinate frames, say n and n - I, can be represented by a and

Nomenclature

Circular projection: It is the cross-section made by tie
physical profile of a rotating body on a screen containing the K", (!1), Wi' (11) the circular projections of t', . (II)
rotating axis; it depends on the shape of the body and the on the left- and right-hand side of the
geometrical configuration of the rotating link, such as the plane X, Z,,. They represent also left-
twist angle, etc. and right-hand side cross-sect ions on

I 1I) cut by the plate X, Z, (Fig.
Coordinate frame k: (artesian coordinate wsith origin at joint 5(a)).
k, the Z-axis aligning along the joint axis, and the X-axis AL, AR = distances between the axis Z, arid
being the common normal between the axes k and k + I points on 14', (1t) and W' (1f) (Fig.

Space k: the space in which all points are specified by the 6)
coordinate frame k X,. Y,,Z, = the coordinate axes of the frame k. Z,

is also the axis of joint k (Fig. I).
(A1, = a homogeneous transformation which (xA,y . zi) = the coordinate of a point in

represents the geometrical relation- %orkspace WA (if) %.r.t. the
ship between the coordinate frames k coordinate frame k JFig. 3)
and k + I (X4 ., 0*) the coordinate of a point in

a, = the common normal between the axes workspace W, (lI) w.r.t. the
Z1 and Z , (Fig. 2) coordinate frame A (Fig. 3)

b, = the axial offset distance of the joint ( = the twist angle betseen the axes Z,
k + I on link k (Fig. 2) and Z., (Fig. 2)

PL. PR = the distances between the axis Z, and d: the location angle of the link k + I
points on W', (If) and Wl', ,(I) w.r.t. the link k; the angle betseen
(Fig. 7) the axes X, and X,.I in case of

Wk (H) = workspace with respect to (w.r.t.) the limited joint k + I (Fig. 14)
joint k; or the set of reachable points 6, rotating angle of the joint k (Fig. 12)
of manipulator's hand, II, w.r.i, the x/2 n,.; an angular quantity (Fig. 6)
joint k (lig. 1) I lotal tnal raive ot the ioint A
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* r, Cos E9. +a.n-

y: = r,sinO~cosa, 1  6

+bcosu,,sinay, -I-b. isina. (6

z, - tsilt,si(. 
4

+ h, Cosas, Cosa, I+ b, 1 cosax, IWH)!1C
The workspace W$, 1(11) can be obtained by turning the circle WN Y jL
now represented by equation (6) with respect to the Z, 1-axis. H
The shape of W, I (M is a torus, as showsn in Fig. 3, and can Ap(H): TORUS
be represented by

r, cost?,

where Fig. 3 The evolution of workspace

I n +Y. circular projections of the %korkspace 11', . () on the plane
Equations (1). (6), and (7) completely specify the evolution X4 'A. The term ''circulat projection- mecans the projection
process of generating a workspace from the space n to the obtained on the plane X, Z, as the Asorkspace Hl', IM(
%pace n -I. rotates with the link k and %iih respect to the axis Z,4

A general recursive formula for workspace W, (/i can fIn the lolloi ing sections, citleia are estaiblished ito esainne
therefore be formulated as follows: cross-sections with regard to hole and %oid.

= rA osi~4 5 Hole its liorkspace

=A r, sin 0, (8) A work space t hat has a hole nteans there c~i sis a( least one
ZA = ZA*straight line wshich is surrounded by tile \orkspace 'vet

where %,ithout making contact to it. For a manipulator %ith resolute
+*- joints. its workspace 1W, (H) has a hole if" and only it' the

AX preceding workspace H' I)does not contact the axis 2
This implies that 11 (11) does not contact tlie axsk/and The mathematical criteria for the hole in --korkspace can be

.5 X established based ott the minimum distance bet\%cen W,"
and the axis A/. denoted b% AR?,, as folloss s

V JAI J Y (9) I. W~ithout hole
ZZ XR,?,,, o li

I A A'2. With hole
XR,, >0 (12

Equations (8) and (9) form the analytical representation of the F~igures 4(a) arid 4(h) illust rate these cases.
manipulator workspace and are the basic formulas for the
investigation of the existence of hole and void in workspace, 6 Void in Workspace
and for the determination of the shape of workspace 171. A void is defined as a region buried wsithin a reachable

4 CossSfttio ofWorspae Ciffby Z Paneworkspace, %hich howcser. is niot itself reachable by rthe
4 ('ossSee io ofWorspac ('lf ~' '? hin tmanipulator*, hand. ront a practical poiint oft ess-. it is

Having the analytical representation of a workspace. it is always desirable to %hiurt a soid itt the workspacc. except in the
now possible to investigate its characteristics. In this paper we case where a ooid contains a fixed part of the mnanipulator.
are concerned with characteristics such as hole and void. In a The necessary condition for %%orkspace. 111' (11). conttainintg a
companion paper (71, the investigations on the shape of the void is that the preceding ssorkspace 111, .(/I) has a hole.
workspace including boundary and volume are reported. A However, it is by no means a sufficient condition, as sho\%n itt
basic approach to investigate these characteristics involves a Fig. 5. It is found in this study that the shape of It', (If) anti
close examination of cross-sections of a workspace. An the design of link k also play important rules in determining
important and convenient cross-section for this purpose is the the existence of void in workspace WA (11).
cross-section of Wk (H) cut by the plane X, Z,. This cross- Depending upon the relative position of the axis Z, Asith
section can be obtained by setting y, equal to zero, or respect to W, I(//), three distinct and exclusise cases are
equivalently, 6A4 = 0 or 180 deg, from equation (8). considered. First, the workspace is apart front the axis/4
Mathematically, the cross-section may be expressed as this means that the axis Z, neither contacts, nor passes

through the hole of the %%orkspace lit' . (II). Second, the
=A * "A workspace RWA. (1) contacts the axis Z,. Third, the axis 74

Zk = Zk*(10) passes through the hole of workspace H', .. The criteria are
different for these three situations and thes are discujssed

When x5 = + rk. it means that the cross-section is on the right- separately as follows:
hand side of the axis Zk, and is denoted as 1W'(11).
Similarity, the cross-scction formed by x4 = - r and zAZi
is denoted as W1, (11). It is worth noting that 141 (Hi) and 6.1 Void in Workspace: When Alds Z, 1% Apart from
W1, (11) are nmirror images of each other and represent the Workspace 111',.10II). ie contditiotn of' havinig void ini
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ZK Zk

WK(H)
W(H)

ZKZl XK71

Wv(H)W haH)oi

XKK

Fig. Still The existence of void In workspace: Wk l (H) has hole and
Wk(H) has nvoid

crssscto of1W , H.By'ein rm lnep

twist(s angl sandusullyinceass icresin

Fiherb e exist cernce, thf thrvsn oid in wokpce k.i(1).hln

or othe sae rtei istrationie, le thoe uing plane X4.
forl otannge vidicularpjetin 14 (11) adH H
b. p.ierniuaon thse pne wis Angl. Rerrin to Fig.e6.iby

(H oagthe axistec fvi in .1 , 11th b an exalenation2- fthee
pros-tion of shoul the bI paralleli tom plane p 1le

relteeaisance between the cican project(ins. amly
are shwnIsf), and L, (H. esece dees hon nhig

ZK~6 tis cnlearly sal ifnhediree etwnc hese twoI
quanteits vnishlearnee there oldb no soid inl 11' (H).We

rthee have o lutine the follo ing criterion: Z,

for hobtigthccla projections of W(M, and N1 .,(H)rsec
toaae perpendicular to the XY. asferin oeFi. Morey

W4~~~~~~~ (I)i hscsa hw nFg .cnb nlzdfo rtand the,~ ais les . th an orngul to =x, 2 i,,h e
two aspects: rirAy fo gie shaped ofe the workspace to~, Xe plan XY, Ifi

(H),to dtermne he efectot te tist ngle45~and sahematially itanisXn.t,,ecespthat thescuttin ln Fi.

secondly.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~6 tt ise thcfl ftedpho wrsaeH*,U , eal erencua tf the plarne betwen thisi ease the

alog is xis Citeia oreac cse reestblihe. I ethe wrkspeo 1:4 The) ispv lways snori void resec thxi
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characteristics o I the s nape of If',. I(/[). ItI a ffects the relatise
k distance of the WR, (Hn and I4~.I)with respect to thie

WwH)joint k, i.e. Z, -axis. hc ntr affects the existence of %oid
on WA (H). These relative distance% are discussed as foliow s.

Referring ito Fig. 7, let the axis X, be perpendicular to thre
X~A 4, 1  pln A' /A and I'R (p) and I'1 (q) be the distances ot the

XR ~ axis Z, with respect to points p and q on 11,". ,(1/) and
Y Wd (Mrespectively. tDenoting PR,,, =PR (a) and PL,,,

and4 (b) as the minimum and maximum %value% of PR (p)
adPL(q), respectively, we, therefore. hase the following

Ni/;,H criterion:

Criterion 2: The workspace Wk'(H) has no roid if the'I circular projections of A*., and Wi .,(H), on any plane
containing the rotating asxis Zk, overlap. M~ore specifically.
the difference between thec extrene distance's P'R ,,;,. and PL,,
is less than or equal to zero. i. e.,

Th itnePR~x,.0i and PL 0-, .0 can be formulated a,
follows:

Xk 1'1. (x, v) A (ue VA.I r, (161
Fig. S Ilustration of the ettfOct of the twist angle on void

Zkwhere4

tA W)

PL- "I# I I

/ ~ ~6.2 Void in Workspace: hen Axs Z, Contact% to
/ ~ bWorkspace 4 ,, (I/). I'liete are Iwo ty pe,, 01 contact between

~ the axis ZA and workspace U A I(//): single-portion contact
(Fig. 9) and double-portion contact fl-ig. I1)). Thre ter-
minology '"double-potion contact" means that the contact
between the axis Z, and the workspace IVA . (H) has a range
of discontinuity.

X k In the case of single-portion contact, the criteria of no % oid
Fig.?7 Ilustraton othe fct ofthe workpac dpth. on void in workspace 11' (11) are the same as the previous case of no

contact. Therefore when either equation (12) or equation 0I5)[
is true, there is no void in WA (H). In thre ease of double-

Z. , . The criterion is true whenever the cutting plane contains portion contact, it is obvious that a void alssays exists in the
the axis Z, , . workspace WA (11) regardless of whether the criteria of

Analytical expression for XR.i,,, and XL,, can be derived equations (12) and (15) are satisfied or not.
as follows: 6.3 Void in Workspace: % hen Axis ZA Passes Through

XR_= Minik . cosp - zA* . sinp, I The Hole of Workspace 11A,. 101l). An example of t his case is

XL,,,, Max( - r, . Icosw - cA , Isinok 1 (13) shown in Fig. It. Apparently there is always a hole in
workspace ', (11). however, there is no possibility of has ing

where a void.

Ix cosipA - sin-p1h 7 An Algorithm for D~etecting Void in Workspace
[ZI- 1stnp COS~$k ~zsiThere are three distinctive geometrical relationships be-

tween the axis ZA and the workspace 11 A ,. (Mf as described
previously. Consequently, corresponding to each category.

Icosspk - sinok *rk. Ithe cross-section of R~, I(M) cut by the plane X, 7, areK ](14) different, as shown in Figs. 8. 9(a) 9(b), 10. and 11.
IsinoA COS-RA JL Z*I Given the structure of a manipulator, the question.

therefore, is how to classify' it according to these categories. A
6.2. Crteron ase ontheDept ofWorspae ~ , (H) mapping technique is presented in this investigation for this6.2. Crteron ase ontheDept ofWorspae Wk I(H) purpose and an effective algorithm is developed to implement

Alongi its Axis. The depth of the workspace 14 .(I) along tetcnqe
the A. , -axis is defined as d, as shown in Fig. 7. This
quantity represent%. however, only one aspect of the 7.1 A Mapping Technique. Reali7ing that the circular
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Zk Zk

A7

A*

L. fl
7

00_
Xk

- 0Xk
Secton. A-ASeto A-

Fig.$ Axis Zk is &part from workspace Wx 14M)Se to -
Fig. 10 Axis Zk contacts toWINA 1(H): double-portion contact

7'

Wk (HH

Xk
II. Ax~s 4 contacts to WY5, 1(H): singlo-portion contact

Zk

SECTION A-A SECTION B-B

XxX Fig. 11 Axis Zk passed through the hole of workspace Wk., 1H)
Fig. 91[8) Fig. 9(b)

Section A.A; cul-thmugh slid Section 0-8; cut-through hole

*projection. either Wk, I(Mf or Wk (11), can be readily X*, I Zk. 1-plane to the plane X, Z,. Referring to Fig. 12. all
obtained (equation (10)), the problem now is to find the points on II'~ (If) are mapped ointo the plane X, Z, through
appropriate procedure to map this cross-section from the a rotation of link A- + I at v arious angles denoted by 6A .
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ZK+1

XK4

Fig. 13 A special condition that there is no mapping

Xk Signtmax(.v. )l w Sit!inI Iini A, )I

Fig.112 Illustration of the concept of the Mapping Process or

Signlma.vlx )1; signiminxc )l
Signhrnax(x2 )I: Signlniin(.s :)1 (211

This angle can be derived using a homogeneous trans- 2B. Double-portion contact:
formation formula, equation (9). and then setting yv equal to
zero, we have, Signltnax(xi )I Signinlil(x

Z.I iu,+ bksinYA5  
Signfmax(.%-., J Sign~ntin(. ,

04, sin 5tL )(18) 3.- Axis Z, passes through ttfi hole:

and os Signlmax(_t1 )J Signlmintx

= r~ 1coO5, 1a; SignJma.x(x2 ) =: Sigtinn(.x.)J (23)

y*= rk. Isin~ 5 . COSak +Z zA Isinak +blisina, 0 (19) '7.3 Special Conditions. There are t%%o special conditions ot

z - r,,I in0k I sifla + ZA I I CS(V + "ACOS(~, equation (18): 1) When the numerator i% greater than the
denominator, there will be no solution: and 2) %%hen co,

Equation (18) shows that different points (r4. 1 . ) on equals 7ero.
114k., (HM have different mapping angles 0, . Knowing This first contdition implies that mapping does not exis!t.

19 ,the corresponding point on XA ZA -plane in space k can Physically this mecans that the point in consideration does not
be calculated from equation (19). come in contact with the plane N, Z, wheni link 4 I makes a

complete rotation. such as the point, t n I-ig. 9.
7.2 A Numerical Algorithm. An algorithm is developed to The second condition refers to the case %%hen the twist angle

analyze data obtained from the mapping function, equations between the axes Zk and Z,. is of a right angle. Con-
(18) and (19). It is worth noting that equation (18) is niot single sequently the mapping is tneaningless. Referring Io Fig. 13.
valued; lor each point of (rA . , 0,~) there correspond two the points a. b. and c cannot be mapped onto the planieN, /

values of ell.. , namely. t9* and it% complementary angle, In thts case equation (I5) should be- used as a crtterion.
r- tOk, I. Consequently, two Values Of Xk are obtained from
equation (19). This results in two groups of points: UrA (191 , I)

ZhI and Ix -- 7 .zk]. From the sign of the extreme 8 Manipulator With Limited Revolule Joint.-
values of x4 for each group denoted by Imax.vs). min(s1 )I h icsin n eeopets a eebsduo

ad onx~) genera l laiiations of d .Iffen ca ee unlimited revolute joints, in which case three parameters,
ebshed ngeal elatoshi:fZ n 5  I)cnb namely. ak, b,, and a,, are sufficient to specify the

estblihedas ollws:geometrical relationship of two consecutise joints. Ho%%eser.
1. Axis Zk is apart from W,l( in practice, most manipulators has-e limited joints. In this

section. formulas and modifications are presented which take
Sign jmax(x1 )j = Signimin(x, )I into account this effect. It is found that an additional angular

=Sign~max(x 2)J=-Sign(min(x 2)1 (20) parameter must be introduced. In the following, the
justification of an additional parameter is presented, followed

2A. Single-portion contact: by a discussion on how to define this parameter; then at
Sign Jmax(x 1 )I = Signlmin(x1 )I formula for the modified homogeneous transformation is
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/Char acti ei is o:s of k~paac Iv.., J,.i, tI c and old for
k ~limited joint become rclatively simple. For a manipulator with

a limited joint, say joint k' + 1, there wkill be no hole fin
workspace IV, (11); consequently, there wkill be no void in
wvorkspace It', (H).

,.0.,9 C'onclusion
2 ~This study, provides some basic theories and formulations

)D concerning the manipulator workspace. Analytical
representation of Aorkspace is presented. The difficult

oil problem of the existence of hole and ,oid in workspace call be
treated with a set of procedures and criteria established in this
investigation. Practical consideration% are also included.

X Specific examples illustrating the basic theory presented here
X are reported in a companion paper 171, together with an in-

k vest igaf on of' the boundary and volume of workspace. The
Fig. 14 Geometrical configuration fo a limited joint result of this research, it is hloped. %kill contribute toward the

basic understanding and design of mechanical manipulators.

derived; and finally, thle characteristics of' hole and s~oid are 10 AckrnoIledgments
discussed.

For an unlimited joint, the Cartesian coordinate frame The authors are grateful to the Army Research Offic:e for
associated with this joint is defined by aligning thle [-axis thle support of this research through contract l)AAG29-8I -K-
along the joint axis, and by specifying the X-axis as the 0016 to Rutgers Universit\. Daiel Yang gratefull>
common normal between two consecutive axes. Since the joint acknowledges, thle support of RC A Laboratories, Princeton,
can perform unlimited rotations, the location of N-axis on the N.J., w here lie is eniplo-.ed.
plane Xk . I A. Ican be arbitrary. This is not true, however, References
for a limited joint. Since there is a portion of turning range,
physically it cannot he reached by the link; the location t Roth. B , t'eoHncc I-,aluat,onl ot 51.nipul.tiom tron a kem.,!n.

S'ie~poini. NtIS SteoaI i'uhIhcainr .. ,,, 419, Pe,f,,maric, f~harr
defining this link therefore becomes important. Additional Pr(Pgrarrmalde Rtilkilian,

1 
%fanq'u/war' - . p,p 14 IsI

constraint on the SCICLtonl of the X, -axis must he itntroduced. .1kurnrr. A., andi~ \%5 dwn,. K. J . "I tie5 o , dt \Ieo4fl-

Considering a particular joint which is limited, say, the klanipulaim,. *5Stf J,,,nai w~ AhoiSniwl 1)e,s,. %,, ulo . so ?,

joint A 4 , it is now relevant to define thle Cartesian coon- t'f.p.6 :kI I iur, 5.' L..Sst
II Kumar. N. anLI 55 uldtn. K I." ieD 111 1I'.1, Adinate traffic associated with this joint. Referring to Fig. 14, ae 80 StI-t - Wito. 19NO

by specifying the link k + I which is atvwa>s in the mid-range of 4 Suiioo K .,a itt I -. oriiiiiui oI fs\rcni i,ian,c .1

the joint rotation, and consequently the X, -axis ts also Roboi Iland--f'art t .e nclat ,1c-..' ..sStt I'uwrlal ,,' if,-.h,,n-!.

defined. A new parameter, 13 is introduced and is defined as Dpwgm. Voi. )W3. No. iut, t981. pr, 61 -636.
5 isai. Y, C.. and Son, N HI., -Sc,,ht,, Ke-riun anda Svnihe,s,I ut HO

the angle between the X, -axis and the X, - -axis in the same Atms. ASstfftc ,urna/, Me~harn~a Dettkir. Stot 1101. N,i 4. tie )9S). p
direction as the right-handed screw with respect to thle axts w3-si I.

/ , ,. I his param eter specifies the physical loca ion of' thle #r Inil. I. , md Ro,h It ....... -t.,,,, , I", 1 .

link k + I w th reference to the link k and, therefore, is called \"\I -fStt .,," It h i,, W1 \Ao S 04. No 4 (1

The hontogeneous transformation between the coordinate ss" k"I ~~.- of \"% 1r 1t It Nr I l4\tt',, I P
frames A t, I atid k can nlow be represented by ANII \ -Skil -'s t~ '1' .I'll

11 0 0 U~ co, -sin3, 0 0

0 cos(V Sin, 1 , s in,v, sitii, cos'l 0

() itt(T COSIS, IP, cots, 0 I I

0 0 0 0 0)1

cosd, - sinj3, 0 a

cosci, snS~ COS(A cosd, sin~x, b, sina,
(24)

-stfin, siflld sinaw, c054A, COSts, h, costs,

0 0 0 1
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T. W1. Lee On the Evaluation of Manipulator
Associate Professor W orksp cMenASMILp c

This p ape rowt a rcor rettaro' uiia pritfuiIior t, )il, */a 'Ii unit, hwasi'cj OffII I
0. C. H. Yang theorem a mniplao petwa, rimdr' i, wr,,,,luced It i lunpil fln , I

Graduate Studtent give n inanq ulutor structure the ratio of th', oi/irh I, e(/ic it OH. /)'a( (i0 f/'Vt Il!'e o.
its total linA length is a constan t. .1 h~irh 1i, , i i: ii.' ~'r r the N'tid art ;iri4' of

Department of Mechanical and H'0rAkl('e and/o~r quapilitafir' evaluatio 14 " it' o/u',rc arerenifled. -1 1 I'M1.,f4''
Aerospace Engineering. pacAaec' KII is (kt~lC/(jhd. sthih 0!c .'~.,' y thiie tii' d ahi, ir/;r'r',

Rutgers University. dev/pdi hsiv~uainuI * i wam ac e rlstIi,New Brunswick IN J 08903 £'t('/O/ii'd ar, ghive t ifthAlectrf U It/ '' , ki.jii t"r, !';( j 1'rl

1 Introduction
There are a few basic problems on manipulator ssorkspace

remaining unsolved or only partially solved 11-41. For in- z
stance, what criterion on workspace can one use onl the
evaluation of' the kincimatic performance of maanipulators, ort
more t'undamentally. how can the shape of a manipulator'% .

workspace be determined?
This paper deals with these problems. In particular. tire ~

objectives are: firstly to develop an algorithm to outline the Lo
boundary of' the workspace and to evaluate its %olumec

quantitatively, and secondly. to present a manipulator per- I
formance: index which is based onl %orkspace anid cmii c --
esaluaned efficientily.

2 Maniptilalor With Revolule Jouints
An anali t ical investigation of' rmaipulatror tsr k pal e r, t i I hkL fist . ,'\I"

gisert byv Yanp and Lee Ill. The folhoinrg. talkeii Hrnr 11) . , %', /. I , . .

represent a descript ion of' miani pulat or ge0is~citir anrd a rotat(irnalI Iiir ii. ia, ~
summary 01. the results oltt le anrclvnical irep-reiratii otit f a ig ic otl 1111 1, 1 1 01"A
workspace. I It! 20/s1

A mniipulator with ni unlimitied resolute ioritit ics 'Cair I ire ssoi klsm', I i.'',.' ' .1 111 I, h
bet represented schematically, as ;ho\%ni int Fig. I. I hrere are 11 sstrl~ih :arl te teaJirdJ t\ i f,, - ,icr'I fi& () 11.rr1ij'l.1i1r
coordinate franes to specify the coirfigurttfiori. I tor an Iii and it , (11 L100) C dci 1' \ic , 'r k , J'.I, ecI' C , . Id f', i0, 1
coordinate framei, say k, the Z, axis is alwa\s thre joint asis 11, holding thre aixi I, ti~cdj i c illi r ciesflureic'
and the X,' axis is, icr the direction of the commni riornial A * .1 r ti ak, io~ns

between axe% /, and Z, ,. T he Z, axis is attached ft a fited -\ genieral rcutiri foriniriil 1,,rsis L'itt i/fio
frame. The last link. link ny, is assciated with)tire hiaild or thre thL'retisrt' bc lorirril.ire , io
end effector of the manipulator. The fitnk A I\ ciiiutected it)
joint k. Three parameters are needed ito spccify the
geometrical relation of two consecutive unilimrited joints (joint i, , r, i to,
being capable of making a complete rotatiotn). Referring to -

Fig. 2(a). these parameters are a,. the comminon inormal
between two consecutive axes ZA and Z, . ir m, the twist angle w here r, =\~.x: + arid

(.~nfrihuied hit ihe. Meshanisn (oimnrirre and prcewni's at ilic e tin anrut
Prt i i ,, Isu t ss's' isgt lcs rsu ( isuuie tite ssii i i ( . s'nitsr
1i1 1%, 19ti2. M III* Amftlti AN S1It (It 'i t i N11 SiA 1 M ~ I (5 I
%4ansssi,vii re- ism i' tt t 11tej uumi rs'. lime i I. ti t '.f Ni
D11 I 1211 where IV reptesviris [tie Iolt i ori aunle of Joint A arid
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plaric A/, It all le oh~ !1_ . N ... tii. 0, II
n-1 v tiialcilIN 8, = (0 in lll s d L.L!, lOI " (1al il0 I

%Nl hitl ezati~ll.s, t his cfoss-vit It)I IWIi\ ihe Vest 1- L 11,i

t r-

SHAND

%N hll , + r. ifirn,hles that the ,o !
tighit-liand Ide ) 'Ile d\11 /f ,~ I. !t~ i I

a, Similarly, the cross-sectio 101 111Cd hs , hI. _.,
denloted as It", (1ll. It I, siouti not mm It it lf
If 111) are muirror imuages of eac:h otheri mdn~ :tptsci: tIc

Fig. 21af Geometrical relationships between unlimited revotute joints ~,1 h mcircular ptoelol o i i o tc ;l. (/I oflit S' S

projection obtained on thle 1,1ia!lc A. . k'cs s'~

k.,. (11) rotate %\fih thle link k and %iith lopt t , ive s

h Ie ai'% . If I l oi tIii all h tic !OIt f1.cl 1it I I 'tH . t W
-regarding the shaple oi lie \% of kspakc I kw Ini~if htic it&.

~~e.. e~Xpression 0 Of' l CL'LlitiI I (I, C3a1 hC 11 1 I
paramttetric form as.

13 s,.l'" W(Ivr~ II til it"" Xlg( 1'r knd. .

1,1ac:cording to their rFotationlls Ji a I C.itil'. s1I..tl1

i nter'. al1. most of I'Ihe poinft , o I If cit ncai h Ils, he o hi aI iid

.3.1 houndoo . AI) JIlgrilln to11)T deteL 11.tsI- lie 0 11.

1k- 1 tIhe \ ork space is die% eloped It isv i \ en as i I lloss

Fig. 2qbt Geometrical relationships betweentlimited revolute joints 1. 1)ividing the platte .\/ In oto /I tiali of:ai~s
%iidth Av and hreight A_. \%Ihere / and J ate hei ,;ultihc, ot
isisionls along fie '. IS .u1It !hc / I"i.C ;O\IS~tI 1 .

dlenote' Ilit- likinliogeiteoiis tasirtatot s1clt pios ides tile rctanigle is denlold as P'1. I \%11 Ic is"" uscd i.~'lo.d. .1
ecoiet al I cllonsIlluicl het let io cotis~clit ise toolkidiah' Oinar\ imiagine oft It (ItI. I c..
tt ijins 4 . 1 a111d k. l)cpcnlding upon \%hcthcr the rcsolnie I.i/'i p orlto iN.1010 t,1I (1/
oll Is 1t1ittlteil or lititet. there are dlt Icit c\spre-rloti

fill I. It unlimnitedl resolute joint, it is gisei *I,. P', -0. othei%issis.

1 0 0 a, I. flnitilali~at oll. set all /' (l., I

3. Scanning process;
0 eos~v, sii t sWI)Scannline all ish~tlle'~t l

(3)I (b') I-or an> 19. sa> 14 , scatting lip to 0.. \\Ithslpl) .r

0 -sna, cosii, /t, co~t, 4. (onistruction ot tile hinar\ tinage of It l.

0 0 0 I P,~ (X5Z I:V it i111% poillt 0 Z) ill eqUati it (6) lt IIt:,,tile
following range Jit, - Ai 2.sx Ax 21 ind:l A, 2.:

I-or I lim itIed re'. olIut I coirtt I a c -_'. 21 %\ heCreC. A% V,. andt Az

[All Recorti[the e'trei a;tie, 1 lit tiim each I e, itelc. P

cosi. Isul; ,1111, ( [hs givesC z ,, "( %) Il d " :. I .

cosnv, s~t~ COsii cOsi); %ilv h, sill, (0 ito step 3 unltil thle scatliti l,0Ces is suit1pltitY A\ 'Lila
(4) hase for W41 (if) is not)\% st ored.

%iflirA W.i, 5Ifi5v c0if cosn., 1), cOso, 5. Constructiotn of the botindar\ oft It Ill,

Thle extreme poinits of those rct cge'llig,%it hi 111\
w&here p3, referred to as the location angle, detrote' thle angle = , I and art' adjacent to the ietctangles \%ith
between thre axes A'5 and t'5  %%ile thre joint A + I is located P, (xv,.z,) = 0, define the houndar\ of li' ' ( 11) freferrinL! to
at the center of its. rotational range. Fig. .3). This construction is done fly a seannintg piro,%css %kiltch

3 Boundatry and Volume of Workspace searches all I x J rectattgles %\ 'tenaticall\
This aslgori thim is capable Ill I etct tni nitig the hon da r\ oI

flaving an analytical representation of aI workspace, if is w orkspace %%ith irregular shltae having cons exit v an~d soid If
itomw possible to insesligate thle boundary and s olumei of 11' 1(//) is co.ncas e or it has a oid as itIt respet ito fite / as ,Is at
manipulator wvorkspace qjuantitativ.ely. The basic approach ceranvle ln teAat.ssv. hntbtei
Invokse% the construction of a proper crossi-section of (he tliscottinuitv of the value oIt* 1' . i.e.. 1) chaneles troill I to It
\%orkspace. and front which numerical methods are deseloped and returns to 1. Thtis characteristic canl also be s elt) I rot Fig
to determine itM boundary and subsequently thre solumc ofl the
workspace.

Following I I I an important and consetietiirsetot 3.2 Volume. Knoi% ig tile boundar% tit 111" fli he
foir tis piir 1.1s is thle cros.'-'.Cctiiitlflit It' (11 cIll ciii firte aohumo %%o 'sispacc If /1 Ill tI ti he Ill' li ti'd I,\.
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7

JI

3.2

X Fg. xamle -bo'iaIotfre yKA

~Fig. 3 Construction of th bondr of IN~2I by(H)

-2

a 'a * 'S 2 z
Fig. 6 Examptle 1 - workspace -ih void

due to thle undeter mined end shape %%il i rckl he :aaiscd h%
tile last tcs% short linik uLld shall ntl Ibe etl siL!'nitic:it Inl
practice.

X ~4 Computer Program and Examples for lhe Houndar%
XUA X k and Volume of Workspace

A comnput er progratu called K A N kin K uic Ae.\nal\Is s

Manipulators) andl written it) lORI RAN is deseloped I hie
FIg. 4 An Illustration of the Integration of workuspace volume code impletments the thieories attd ciiltia presented it thins

patper as well as in thle companion paper 1ll. I-or a go. en
A,,,,, 2 I () ))*~J manipulat or st ruet ure, t(lie prop ai ft rst de tinteN ana it lk

V,(7) t he workspace, then explores thle existetice ot hole and s oid.
'311 2 tx[i (z (.v) Z11,,, (W >,,Jt z I outlines thle boundary, and fi nai , calc ulat es tilie tot al \ol utte

I of the wvorkspace. The inputs of' the program are the
referring ito Fig. 4. %here X,,,.,, arid A',denote lie mia siu u geometrical paramteters specifying tile tmatnipultor structure
and mininiun of the x %value of WA8 (11); .%I) atid z ") These are, the tiumber of res6olute joints, the commoni nti-
are extreme values of z at x; zi Wr and z ,,(.v) are local mals. twist angles, and the axial offset distaticeN. For a litititeJ

extems o ~vale t he isontnuty~hic $~ Il A joint, tmo additional paramieters. the locatiott attgle 3. arid the
concave or has, void at x; and 1Y represents the "~idth of* tile physical turnuing range 0, of thle joint are tieeded. At present,
dividing rectangle. For a certaini %aluC Of A, if II'k (I1) has no KAM can handle manipulators tp to six resolute joint,,:
discontinuity, the upper equatiotn of equatioti (7) is used; if however, the extensioni of a higher number of joints does not
there exists discontinuity, the lower one should he used. If the present a problem. It can be easily done if it is needed.
joint k is a limited revolute joint, then the anigle 21r in Three problems which ate believed It) he represetitatise are
equatioin (7) shotild be replaced by the physical turtning range chosen to demonstrate the effectiveness as \%ell as the
0, of the joint. However, in this situation, error ma) occur it capability of KAMt.
equation (7) from the undetermined end shape of the
workspace. Fortunately. for most commuercially as ailah'le Fsanylp' /. 1 his example gis es sonc ,ttfical)ioiis of li,
robots the first twoi or three links, %hIich usually dternugne tile well thie predictioni of' KAM comupares x ith (tice theoretical
volutme of the workspace, are coplanlar 'heit or e thec error result oin a specia:l case. I lie probletm, taken fron ( itipta an d
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EXAMPLI 2 7,P.

0a . -. 1 1.so7

Fig. Exaple2 -bundry otlied b KA

Roh 11 eesi)a %rSs m l i m ui o .I a h e 3

ig. forEamp 2-r bolundarng [uline bylrn KaM dteA 3

Condition of existentce of1 Noid in terms of tlte attglc can he I 8 .
derised and hae been gisel 151. A cotuparatise studN1 t, t515Ct Fig.84at PUMA 600- real case
;IN follow~s: fQP, 3'

7

%oluitte Jitt. ;I angle It I. -

antalytical 151 1202.7 or > 14.4475 deg

INANI 1215.7 ,1~ > 14.479 deg

I lie cotnparison looks very good. The predicted %aIlte of 2
%olune is " ithitt I percent of the analytical value, and the
difference oni the atngle It, which is the angle that the
%orkspace starts to have void, is less than 0.004 percent.
ligure 5 sho\%s the boundary of the workspace of this
CsatIlple.
I igure 6 shims a workspace w~hich has at oid it it. A\ll

design parameters are the same for this case, except for thie
twist angle It %hich equals 20 degrees. The soltuc of this
sorkspace equals 2309.9 in'.

11 ati/l' 2. In this example, a coniparativ e study is given
w~ith the method of Kumtar attd Waldrotn 161..A manipulator
has six unlimited revolute joints % itli the following
geometrical configuratiotn: a, - 32. u. 16, u, - 8. a, 4. -38

I, 2. a,, l t, h. 5. h, <0, to, 0, to, I , /), 0,
a 26.7 deg, 123.5 deg, It, 24.5 (leg, (r, 86.0)K

dleg. It, 143 deg, v. - 0 (leg. I1 l oindarv I of \&orkspacc .40r --
oultlitted by KANI is shown in Fig. 7. attd tmatches with thie Ill 21 36 40 s
result of1 61. Furthermiore. KANI provides additional in- Fig. 8(b) PUMA 600 -ideal case
tormialion stich as, no \oid in sorkspace atnd ait liantilaiise
salue of the volume ot workspace ~hich equals 436753 itt . 600 is fotutd to hie 1 8388S.6 itt., and its boundary is shto% tt itt

Fig. 8(a).
E , uillple 3. In this example, a comimercially available robot To make a conmparison wtth an tdeal case, that ts. if all the

PUNIA 6WK is used as an illustration. Of particular interest ts ons onl the PUMIA 600 were utnlimtited, the volume oit the
that this is a practical example, like any~ intdulst r i al obot. wokpc thetn eqttals ito 216410 in.', antd its boundari. is
usually has log lintited revoluile joitnts. lDesigtt paranteters of show~n in Fig. 8(h). It is worth noting that in this example'the
this mnitpulator are: aI - 0. a, - 18, a, -0. a, - ), a, 0, workspace of the real manipulator is about 17.6 percent less
u,, -0. to, - 10. ) . 4, h, = 17. 1, -0, to, 2. 1), 0. hnteida ae

o,- 90 deg, a. 180 deg, (Y, = 90) deg, it, =90 deg, It, 1X)
deg. it, - 0 deg-, il = - 9(0 deg. (I., -~ - 901 deg. il, 30 deg, 5 A Performance Index Based on Workspace Volume

i3 180 deg, 3, = 0 deg; 01 = 320 deg, 0. 250 deg,
0, 27(0 deg. 0, = 280 deg. 0,= 200 deg, 0, = 532 deg. Since (Given a manipulator we are tiow capable of evaluating its

the hand of a manipulator is interchangeable, dependitng on workspace volume quantitatively. The question remaining in
applications, it is best to exclude it from our evaluation of the this investigation is the development of a performance index
workspace. The maniptulator is. therefore, eqtuivalent ito a based on workspace volute. In this section, stuch index is
l ive loint mnanttr u Ia or. U sting K A NI. filue wi k space of lot NIMA presented. A I htot et cal proof ts, gi vett wich shtows flls n tdex
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hs a consiju1t auid remains to be the 'alnec tot '1iuuulat
manipulator sti Lctures. 4

1he length of' link-, of' manipulator with n rosolute Joint%
are a,. a., . .. ., a,, and h, , h.. ,. . . .. hid) correspondZ
[t their cotitlinot normal% and asial oh Iset s. I-or culti etictile Z5
in ouir discussion, they are renamed a% 111 , ,. ...,. I.,~

1.,_ Based oil the concept of dimensional analssts. the
%oluic oft lbis man iPu [at or's wor kspace can he r epr een teid

by a general fortnula.

%%here i. j. and A can be any integer from I ito 2n, and is 270: 0
the corresponding coefficient of' the term 1, 1,1I, . I hie coef- Z3
ficients, eu,, can he an\ real value depending on the structure \,
of a manipulator.

It is fouind in this investigation that there is a definite
relationship hetween the %olume of workspace and the total
length of at manipulator. This is gisen in the follo\%ing
theorem: X

Theore'm. I-or a gis en mnanipulator, (i.e.. thie ts' ist atngles.
rot atiotIn tiit . location angles, and the proportioils of lintk
length are givetil. the ratio bets~een the solutni tfit te
workspace and the cube of the total letngth is a conistant, i.e.. Z

(I~ + 1 = conitant )

Proof:
Since the proportions of link length are fixed. the length of'

any link can be represented by the length of another litnk %kith Fig. 9(a 1)
the given proportion. Now let every link be in terms of the
axial of fset distance of the last lintk. %%C h ase,

1, P:~

* . ..(10)

where p,'s are known proportions.
Conmbi ninlg equat ins 18) and (It)), 2

where [I =.. ~p 4  constant.

Let I. representii the total Ilitnk length. t hen.

where II1), + p., + + pz, I + I) conlstanlt. 3
1-rom equattons (11) and (12). we have

I' - =VI (13) . --

Since jPJ and IQ) are constants, VI is also a constanlt. Thbis e 1@ A 4 4 4
proves the t heorem. Fig. 9(a2)

The notation VI stands for the Volume Itndex of
nmanipulator workspace, which gives anr itdicatio o tt' the Fig. 9(a) Structure and boundary ot PUMA 600
effectiveness of link length on the creation of. reachable
workspace. The index can be normalized by dividing its
possible maximum value. L~etting the total length of a Using this value as a normalizing factor, a normalized volume
manipulator equal L. the maximum workspace that this index, denoted as NVI, can be obtained, and its value is
manipulator can possibly have is a sphere with radius I. and between 0and I.
centered at the joint 1. Therefore, the tmaximum VI a This index is a kinematic performance index which can be
manipulator can possibly have is, used in practice for quantitative evaluation of manipulators

based on workspace. Ulsitng the algovithtn deseloped in this
4/'3= 4r- 4. 1 88N (14) investigation, this performnce index can lie es ,luitd l

jl ficienitly.
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Fig. 9fbl) 
Fig. 91cl)
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i30

S\

.21

S/

I .

0 7 1 "ia I n"

Fig. 90b2) -

Fig. 9Bb) Structure and boundary of Cincinnati Milacron T3

Fig 9c2)

Fig. 9(c) Structure and boundary of Pana Robo

6 (ase Studies: The Evalualiont o' Manipulalors
Baed on Volume Index aw( 3: Pana-Robo 19). The design parameters ot" thi,manipulator are: a, =0. a., 23.622, a 1 31.496, a4 0.

ive commercially available manipulators. as ,ho% nin Fig. a, 0; 1, =0. h, 0. h, :- 0. h, - 4.724. h, O; ,k 90 deg,
9, are evaluated in terms of VI and NVI. These manipulators , -0 deg. a, = 0 deg. ,w, 9 1X) deg. a, = 0 deg: , - 82.5
are: deg. i. =97.5 deg. l, = 90 deg; 01 - 3(Y deg. 0.,- 105 deg,

i0, =.75 deg, 04 = 180 deg, 0, 0 360 deg. The structure ot this(u.e I: PUMA 600 171. The design parameters ot this manipulator and the boundary 0f the w~orkpace front KA\M

manipulator are given in example 3 of Section 4. 1ie structure gipe r in Fig. 9( "f.

of this manipulator and the boundary of the workpace from given

KAM are gisen in Fig. 9(a). Cse 4: All) 800 1101. The design parameters of this
manipulator are: a, 0, a,. 23.622., at 3.496, a, 0,('al~ e : ( firi'nnali Milacrji 'l. The de ign para et esit , ;1,-0 r, 0 1 , ) .,1. W ldp
a.i 0: 6 O, 0, O, ar e, h 9 0a,: t)Oa 'MI (X) (1.,

ol this iilnilii. l .i re:a 1  (I,., 40., 40. ba, , 0 .(Odeg, Or, -0 deg. , 90 deg, w, de'g; a, - 92 5
,, ;,, II. 6., O,b , -0, h 0, , - 2, h ; .,, 9) *" 

"

deg, fr, Odeg, (r, = 0 deg. i =90 dcg w, 90) deg, a 0 deg. = IOU deg. d,= 90 deg; 01 = 3o0 deg, 0. -95 deg.

deg; d, - 60 deg, =90 deg. jU, =9 0 deg, 3-, 90 deg; 0 =70deg.0 4 =SOdeg,0, =360deg. The structure of ihi%
d0; 2 deg, , 90 deg0, 12=0 deg, 0, 1290 deg. manipulator and the boundary of the workspace from KAM
0, - 24Odeg 0, O120 deg. 0, =120deg h, t -120 deg. are given in Fig. 9(d).0, - 18Odeg. 1, 2"7Odeg, 0, = 360de. 1h c trUCtu~re of

hi, ma niptilofr id i liate boundary of lite %ork space tie gisven ('ow 5: (')bulech V.W liI J. I he desigin p.1 inelel.t it thi ,

ill I ig 'i/i) iainllpiilatol ate a, 4,1: 11.4 
'  

, 19. 11 ' , 0, . ),
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Fig29dl g i.911
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Y

4.J

7, Z0rT

-4

I-28

Fig. 9(d2) Fig. 9(s21

1 1 91(d) Structure and boundary of Automat),. AID F00 1 99e) Structure and boundary ofCybotecti V30

h,0. h,= . h, =0. h,=23.622, h,0. n =90 deg, o. 0
deg. o,0 deg, v, 1X) deg, t, - 0 deg, 1, 1) Jeg.,
11, 80 deg. d~, =- 90deg. 01 = 240 deg, .( -80 deg, 0I,=
90deg. t). 240 deg. ()z36i0deg. [ he structure tit this
mninpulator and the boundary of' (tic %orkspace front KANI 7 k+1
are given in Fig. 9(e). oz. ,

It is worth noting that there is a link structurc which is k dz
common to all the abovernentioned manipulators. Thlat is a
joint, say joint k + 1. located on the Z axis of thc previous
joint. joint k (for instance, joints I and 2 of cases 2, 3. 4. and
5; and joints 4 and S of case I belong to this kind of struc-
ture). Consequently. the distance between these two joints
with respect to the axis Z, does not affect the shape and
characteristics of workspace Wk (H). Referring to 1-ig. 10. it
is obvious that the distance d. only affects the relatise height
of the workspace W, (11) with respect to the coordlinate frame
k. Therefore d, is considered to be iero in this comparative Fig. 10 Antillustration ofthe link structure: the joint h + Iison the axis

study. ojoint k
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The evaluation of these manipulators based on V I and NV I The upotof this research throughi contract DAAG 29-81 -K-
is given in the following table: WX16 to Rutgers Untsersity. tDaniel Yang gratefully

acknowledges the support of RCA I ahoratorics. Princeton.
Fable I P'erformance evaluat ion or industrial robots based NJ, where hec is employed.

on voume ndexReferences
D.-. I-en th Voum V N I ang, 1) I. Ii. a.nd I c.. I 5% -O(n Inc V.N I..~i nn...

4N I':N , IA 6AII sI I ,I
1N. 6 101(1 290 3 2.23 0t.512 2 Rtlh, ., PromneIaktto lMHPllr rmaIivn

- vie'wpointI. NBS SrX:CIUI Pii,4101,,,r 45Y: I5,lwrnnunce .ialiutn )
l'ana~ kost.. 5 59. A4 355937 1 .66 1t. 19", i'-ro,amal,,r e Rotnu. 1n.tin*d ,1' 5, vp 19 h i

AIDt~ Jx -1 3 U c . J, "Sone Una,t-scd Q -Iw ll ([tc KIIicinal IIC t i l
i) (I 5 59.02z 26735 1t.I30 1). A 1o Robot% and Slantplaitns." I',.. fne or th %attlfufal .5. ntv, llfudalwn

%Ilwkshop on (he Inti,. o IN- 5...tdetii (0111111110k 0 Rr..jtred Ree, h(-1*V( 94.49 1299251 1154 (23t8 Aocrtsnv for G.envr.,ited Rot 1, MaIlaw~or.. Untn~ers of 1-otda. I ch
1978, pp. 248-21t1.

7 Conclusion 4 Roth, It., "K itetnilic I )eign I , ks.nput loll.- NSF- Workshor im the
research needed to a.diane the i~jlvol ino... eJdi. in k ohoit c. I he I ns ci 'lh1

The result of this instisfauion has demonstrated that it is of Rhode isand. Aprit 15 -t 1 1S. pp I Ill I I,(, % I IN No 1't101 1
Possible to analytically evaluate the manipulator workspace 5 Outpta. N. C.. and R"'l. WI. 'Iksl nI..'rld.rallrl'. hr \I.tlpblt

Workspace.' ASSIF Jbt,,nal or %lthani~ol \~on ,Y 01 14, St, 4. 00II n ot motnty tpesnsakieai eromne 9( .index f'or manipulators. It is the ratio of [the volume of a 6 Kumar. A.. and \iialdronl. I, I . 1he 5% ork'.pac oI a SMc~hanl
manipulator's workspace to the cube of its total link length. Manipulator.'' ASSMI Journal w ,t htaninal I5"...n. %,i 1013. %,1 3. Jul%

Biased on this index. fiv'e commecrcially available robots can be 2(. P1,1.11 66 0 El o.Uuamlt lclc ~kIIn.Dnlf
compared a45d ratedl fo thenlib' first (ln accordin to. their'.tdltl 061(110,ssorkspace. This study, it is believed, provides one of the very 8 Oictnati %la.roribP ,A'hot. ( ll.lInall %fila~ron. ( incinnati, ((iw.

basic tools necessary for the evaluation of manipulator 45209,
performance. 9 Arc Welding H,,hobt t':,na RA-I, \l.t,hli tIe. mv1c trading

I 10.. P'.0 Bitt' 2SS.' lsta~p..n
IO) Att) rotn'i. Al..inrn N ll. 'I .' I t ddje'. O\ Illipik. Iti bli.on \I S8 Acknowledgments OW (0.
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OPTIMIZATION OF MANIPULATOR WOPKSPACE

0. C. H. Yang. Asistiant Proftesce
Departmenti of Mechanics anrd Structume
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ABSTRACT

This papr presents an analytical and computer-aided pro-
cedures on the design of manipulators for optimum workspasce
The subject is treated in two parts In part 1, a performance index
is derived (or evaluating the workspace and detrm,ng the
dimensions of manipulators The effects of geometry on the .ne-
maic characteristics of manipulators and the design paranivttr
are investigated B~ased on this analysis an algorittni for the
design of manipulator workspace is described in the* second p.~rt
The effects of the design parameters on manipulator workspace
are then investigated and design considerations are price-it~ed
Using this procedure, the "computer-designed model" is demon-
strated. in examples, to be capable of obtaining better werkspa~e
than the conventional models available commerciallu at the
present time In addition, an optimized model of the lNl-lS robot is
found and compared with the proportions of a human armn

1. Introduction
The subject of optimum design of manipulators is an arva of practical

interest in which little has been done and reported This is prim~trity due to e
difficulty in establishing performance criteria for robots and manipulators Onip
way to evaluate performance is from the kinematic viewpoint F'or instance.
given the kinematic structure of a manipulator. what is its %orkspace' Iflow rain
we design the proportionF of the structure in order to opuinhll its %orkspasce"

There haive been a number of investigatIons on manipulator A%orkspacc
51 Recently, Yang and !.cc :2 developed an arnlytical representation of mani-
pulator worksnpave and presented the first performance index on a ntienip ulator
based on workspace A Lomputer program called K-W !Klrematic Analysis of
YIanipulastor%) wai developed which implemented the theories and critcria
Presented in ;'I or a given manipulator structure. KW~ first deflnes anal " ti-
cally the workispace. then explores the existance of hole and void outlinn" the
t oitndary. and ilnallv calculates the toIAl volume of the worl<5p~re

In the present study, a new approach is introducerd Nn effective, aliorith'il
is developed called KAI)OV which combines the Hleuristic lOptinniatimn Technviti.-
(1101) with the KVV. to provide a systematic procedure to optimi~le the manipu-
lator structure based on workspace Two problems are investig.'tci- The fIrst.
problem deals with the optimization of the RRRzi manipulatcr and ther n
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I

deals with the optimization of some commercially available robots A compara-
Live stutiy between the human arm proportions and the optimized RHRS struc-

I tkLure is also investigated.

2. Manipulator with Revolute Joints

An analytical invebigaition of manipwiator workspace is given by )an and
I'Ae "o . The following, taken from ']. represents a description of manipulator
geonmetry and a Susmmary of the results on the analytical representation of
workspace

A manipulator with n unlimited revolute joints in series can be represented
schematically. as shown in Fig.1. There are n coordinate frames to specify the
configuration. For any coordinate frame, say k. the 24 axis is always the joint
axis and the X axis is in the direction of the common normal between axes .4
and 7,?. The Z, axis is attached to a fixed frame. The last link. link n. is associ-
ated with the hand or the end effector of the manipulator. The link k is con-
nected to joint k. Three parameters are needed to specify the geometrical rela-
tion of two consecutive unlimited joints (joint being a capable making a com-
plite rotation) Referring to Fig 2a. these parameters are a&. the common nor-
mal between two consecutive axes Z4 and Z,,; ai. the twist angle of these two
axes, and bi. the axial offset of joint k-l on the axis Za,.. For hmite revolute
joint (joint with physical rotational limit), an additional parameter ft', the loca-
tion angle of link k-. with respect to link k. is needed as shown in Fig 2b A
position angle PI is defined as the angle between the X', axis and the Ak,i axis
whie both the link k and the link k-I being in the mid-range of their joint rota-
tion.

The workspace of a manipulator is defined as the region which can be
reached by the center of the manipulator's hand. H. and 11k(1/) denotes the
workspace generated by the point H. holding the axis k as fixed while all the
revolute joints k. k - .,. . n make rotations

A general recursive formule for workspace 1tH) can therefore be formu-
lated as follows

Z1  = 2;5S
I/* = 

T5sin ,(

tehee r. Vx+y. and

Y. 'A Y'

where A ,,deniotes the homogeneous transformation wtch provides the
georm triCdl relationship between two consecutive coordinate frames k- I and k
Depending upon whether the revolute joint is unlimited or limited, there are
different expressions for A].,. For unlimited revolute joint, it is given as.

1_[ 0 0 a

A,]k = cosnk sina, bk sin.,
0 -s-in cose b~cosak (3)

o 0 a

For limited revolute joint 'I], we have

c o s p i, - s i n5 0, o L
= cosai"inpk cosacosb sinac bti 5si, 4)

0 -shin&9h -smaacosp, cosa b cosoa
0 0 0

Having an analytical representation, the boundary and the volume of the
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workspace can stibsequently be iletcrmined by the construction of the rro-s-
secton on WC/II eut by the plane Xk? :2] Mathematically this cru.'-scltinn

miy be expresed as (1it
Because the W&(1II) is sym1metric with respect to the axis Zk. therefore, L~q

contlains a geomnerical information regarding the shape of the workspace By
scanning sequentially the joint angles 0S,13S, -. 3. I in Eq ' 5) acrordin. to
their rotation limits, at a reasonably small interval, most of points of Wa ' 1) ca
thus be obtained

MAPerformance Index Hased on Workspace Volume
Given a manipulator we %re now capable of evaluating~ its works.pice vuhlnie

quantitatively. Furthermore, the development of a performnance index based on
workspace volume is presented 21 A detlnite relationship between the volumeII of workspace and the total length or a manipulator is found This oz given
For a given inanipulatoe. (i e the twist angles. rotatirn limits, location arigir
and the proportions of link length are, qiven), the rat'o between I he volumne of
the workspace and the cube of the total length is a constant," i e.

V
V romsluint

The notation %,I stands for the %Volume Index of manupulatur %,orkspice %0hich
gives an indication of the il'fectivencss of link len,,th on the creation of rveich-
able workspace The index can be normalized by dividing its pos ,zbic maiunium
value [21. Let the total length of a manipulator equal L. the inaximium
workspace that this manipulator cdn possibly have is a sphere %i rnuiuis 14, Ind
centered at the joint Therefore, the maximum %I a manipulator E.,n ;ur"-' uv
hAvo iq

4nf3/3 I ~ 41r 6

Using this value as a normaluiing fartor a normalized vVlume 1n-di-\ d(i ntVi us
NAI. can be obtained, arid its; value is between 0Oto

Five conimericaliv avasi~able manipulators. namely I't:.%A CCO ,t.narnalnn
Inc) ). 7'% Cincinnati YMilacron). iPana-robo '\%tsushita LTD),. AID LICO Autcmatix
Inc.). and V30 (Cyboterh Corp )I art evaluated based on %I and \VThe resull.,
are given in the follow uri, table

&)uff T LenthL lblumo 17 Vtl

Nii, 600O 6 b'.0 :b3Tll6 : 39 0 33:

CM 7"' 6 :01 0 2291 Z33 221 0.52

Plari -H96)o b 59 8i4 3ofh937 6~6 0 397

/V0AQ B0 5902 267350 .30 0 3:C

CT10 5 9" 49 :'19925: .54- 0 IF; 1

Tab~le 14.s-f rtnanra stnitialsen of inti'ftiaui r-.,fur~

4. Optimization Algorithm b~f "llm ne

In the prevous utions a performance index based on mAnipulator
workspace. 'IAI, is pit-, ted. This index provides ant objective function in the
optimization of manipuiator design In this Rection a computer program named
Kinematic Analvsis and D~esign of M~anipulators 1,KAI0Ml) iR developed which
searches for the optimal deign of manipulators based on the v.olume of
workspace It combines the Heuristic optimization Technique (HCJ1 of lee and
Freudenstemin tl and the nianipulator analysis program ',KAY.) Of 14,0 and 'lang
',* The design Ckrtnivlvrs for the optimization are those basic kinenmatical
properties of a nuaniptilatvir which includes the common normals twist angles.
Offset distances. nd r loll aiigles among joints The cbjectivr function of the

optiiiation is the nermalied volume index '%%%I) The remainder of this secton
gives a brief introduction to the Hleuristic Optimization Technique
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The heuristic Algorithm. If OT proararn, developed es:pecially for the pur-
pose of mechanism optimization, differ from miost of the convuitio'.,s opt nm-
Lion methods in many ways First, it is a non-numierical. effective discrete optim-
ization technique. so designed to integratcd well with the mathemnatcdl str-uc-
ture of a general mechanism design problem, which is usuall1Y rharactvri, cd h.%
long iterative procedures And nonlinearities Thc Algorithm is builit with the spe-
cial capabilityV Of by-pdssing the usual obstavles of nonlinvaric -t nutitued in
mechanism dc~sign problems The method is therefore not an ers:,wuit,vc secsrcn
method, rather it is a systemnatic. intelligent guessing technique ard is proba-
bilislic in noiture Seconidly, the algorithm is very efficient and si,nrpk- to use-
the attainability of a 'solution does not deipend en c'OntinuitV and
diffcrentiub.iity. 'and it is essentially independent of the starti-; potit of the
search

The method is a discrete one and therefore requires the discruct .ation of a
problem In a mechanical system, this would naturally refer to the eons ersion 0f
a continuous parameter variation into a disecte variation, that is. tne co'nver-
si00 of the solution space into a finite number of states of combiriations. calloed
the selection space The parameters are allowed only on certcii prescribed
discrete values or States, chosen in accordance with what seemi to be reasonilsile
ranges or proportions This is advantageous, since the desi.~n crigineer gvenia vA
knows reasonable upper and lower bounds on key parameters The scilecticin
space can e represented mathematically by a matrix .NxL) in which there are N
rows and 1. columns corresponding to N discrete states of each of thi 1. design
parameters

To apply the H~ t T. algorithm, the designer needs to suppil niilv I oi i;uhrou-
tines, one defines the feasibility criteria, the other specific,, thb Ohje tice fuic -
tion Once the designer selects S and provides the lower and upper bounds of
each pamaters. the solution space is defined bY the iiiput 0(-(U- n-c pare
matrix. ',xzL) The algorithm then generates as nissnv loc al: optr,.t Solutions
as computation time permits The best of the locally eptimium 5okitions may be
chosen as a solution to the problem The underiying principles of the combina-
torial heuristics are given in '6,7]

In the following sections K.%)UV. is employed to eptirni?e tsc special mnir-
puiAt or structurt s and some, ' m rnerc-aly dv~jilablv irobots to den *s l ,rate its
capability and potential

b. Optimum Desgn of Manipulators with lG.RIC Structure
Two manipulator structures which are commonty adopted in industry are

optimized throuiph the K-NDOM program The result is then compared with An
analytical solution It is clear that usually for a limited revolute joint the
greater the rotation ranige the larger the corresponding woricspace It is there-
fore reasonable to consider all revolute joints be unlimited in a gencral study

The first structure, as shown in Fig 3. is a manipulator with six revolute
Fjoints and with design parameters a4  0. a, 0. as 0. It = 0 bz. 0. 6s3 0,

al. a2 and as axe dimensions not equal to zero If th! axes of the last three
joints intersect at one point. say' point K. and two pairs of them are orthogonal.
then these three revolute joints are equvalent to a spherical joint at prsict If
Therefore, this manipulator will have a RRRS structure, as show~n in Fig 4 The
Avantage of this structure is that its entire workspace is primiary workspace

1.51 The primary %orkspace is that every point in ths workspace is rrachable
by the manipulator s hand from all directions Contrarily, A workspace contains
points which can not be reached by the manipulator hand from all directions is
named as secondary workspace

R~eferring to 1i& 4, let design parameters a,. a, and *3 be variables. and all
other part of the structure be fixed. the task is then to find the optimal propor-
tions between az. a2 and as in order to obtain maximum workspace volume The
result from KADOV shows that the optimal proportion between a,, a2 Anid as is
0 1.1 anti the manipulator corresponding to this proportion is given in FIg S
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The second structure ctudied in this section is shown in Piz 6 1lhe diia.
parameters of thits niasnipuldlor are' a, 0. a3 = 0, . 4  0. a, 0 am 0. b2z
b 4 =0 b3 =0. 0 r 1 l= 90-a 2 =0'.L3o g'0 4 =0' n-5= )J "6 U' "i
CIZ. b 1.And b.j arc iliniensions not equal to zero Tbis is also a K~l tril, t ..r
The parameters for optimi.!ation are now b 1. az And b3 The rt ,ult !rcrm A)KAV
shows the optimal proportion among b I. n2 and b3 is also 0 PThe re s .i t
exactly the same as the previous example

The question then raised is whether the structure obtained fromi KDu'iA
really a global optimal or Just a local extreme In order to answe-r it the hiO
ing concept is introduced Referring to Fig 7. The workspace vri-ated b,, thes
manipulator equals a sphr-re with radius I. arid centered at joint *. ec,iu-P the
hand of a manipulator can reach any point heyond its total link lnt.tht re-
tore, theoretically, the possible maximumn workspace -ill be t -phc'-c with
radius the total link ictngth and centered at the first joint joint I Iis pr1%vt,
that a RRRS manipulator with a, 0. a2 =L12. a, =1/1. b, z: Cb 0. b, = 0
and a, = 900, C12 = 0*. a,1 01, is the giobal optimumn based on th., .XieOf
workspace It is worth noting that the structure will remain the sonic whcii th e
design parameters a3 =0. b, =L /2 and o3 = 9O*

The optimal design of the MIRS manipulator discussed in thil -"rtic ,
kinematically equivalent to a TIIS structure ',her,- T denotes *i heoke joint)
Since at = 6, = 0 and a, = IM, the first two revolute joirts rain therefore be
replaced by a hooke joint

8. CompeismtAve Study of the l'roportions or lluman Arms 'with the Optimum
RRS Structure

Perhaps it is intvresting and noteworth . to consirier hr nrniumim !
structure of human Arms Is the human arm an -Optimal I Is there r:'
similarity betwven A humnan Arm and the optima!l~h~ HIN Ini i ' i ii-
previously' There are apparent differences tbetween a liun!,'n arirrii mi
optinial -IHS structure For instance. usually anatoniical jnii . rn ar-1
have six degrees of freedom 18), they are designed' for two Arms croon rraton.
and all anatomical joints are limited, eOr However, kinematic i01v ti, -
sions are surprsiglY close

The dimensional comparison. between An average human wr-i 'Ii int! !ti
optimal TH-S manipulator is shown in Fig 13 The ratio butween the uppe r ,,r-i ind
the sorearm is 1-0 82 H~owever. if the size got the hand is int-ludre. in the rem-
sideration and the grasp position of the hand is estimated As ') 2 cus 20'
(referring to Fig II where 0.27 is the average length proportion vf the back of a
hand and 30' refers to the average grasp aingle) then the proportion btctw cv.
the upper arm and the distance between elbow and grasp point. bLCOn1CS .I
This ratio is very close to the dimensions of the optimal TWS? etru(-turi: =h.ch
equals - I. This Anding is interesting It suggests & surthcr analyti al invc-t!ia-
tion of the subject ot the workspace problem of human arms

7. A imensional AIudy of Sme Commtrcially Available Robatm;
In this section. numerical experimpnts of the link lengthe of lirnnn-

cially available robots discuscd in Chapter V are performed irnirlg the IK-\Ilh
program The purpose is to search tor the best proporticrns: of the link l n~t h,
for the existion rob~ots To avoid major redesign, all non-7cro link leni. are
allowed too vary onlY within t20%. of their original leni~th, ai-d ethr design
parameters, such as twist Angles, location angles and zero le-nzib links remrin
unchanged

The results or the optimal proportions found by K-Nl)OV arc stcwn in T~'
2 From a eonipArisnn --f thei N11 values between the crigiril %nid nc w tdsi.:i~ ?1
is concluded that for a sniall variation of link length, the wnrkspace vnlure !,-
the robots CV 7". I'iina-Robo and AllD W00. do not show ignnlMrant incre-c s
However, for I'LVA 600 and CT V10 robots, relatively larize irniprovement (.All he
achieved Particularly in the PUMA 600 robot.. a better ratio n' irhimer to l:rk
length is obtained by reducing both design parameters h, ind~ 6,, where 61il
62 are offset distances of link *,and 2 respectively The parar-ntvr 61 lb, = :C
in). which is commonly referred to as the shouldier of the l'1VA airm. ai-tu ilv
does not contribute much to the trolurne ot the worlispare liv eliminating thc
shoulder the total link length in this case would be about 20- ls; ttan 'tie ori-
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ginal one However, the work' pace volume would be onlv 081 less and the NV]
value Auuldbe nearlY 9:: better tha~n the original one jTable 1) There may be
reaiscrs to ,rncludr the shou~dor in the PUMA structure However. !,-om a
kinernatic point of view. eltininatingz the shoulder would optimize the vcrkspace ~

Robot Voluni Link Length :s\1
'%in **3) oin

PUMA 600 1t36 b* 0 0 33:

PIUMA 600 :)4 9 4: 0 0632
(No shoulder)

C V. 73 229,)13 *:0! 0 0 5y12

rhLe .1 .4 cirnpasrxon of 11,'.14 A10 Hnh.t
sjjith and unthout shoulder

6. Concluion
An approach for the optimum design of manipulators based on workspace is

presented and it computer code KADOM is developed Sonme practical examplos
are giben and an interesting comparative stuaky with the human arm proportions
is provided. The study deals with only one of many objectives for the optimiza-
tion of manipulator design. Some other important engineering lipects such as
the accessibility (dexterity) of the workspace, dynamics and controls. etc reed
to Le considered also it is hope, however, this study provides a havic approach
and an algorithm for further research in this area
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Ic s th an ~i\. %tier as. Ili coritrast * t i rn iti 0 Ilci is, het seen the coordinate tt'rne I Il anid thle ti d coord inirait
r~ote 'T Ilii.r iriritd rpeut rtnrrutiarrr. ine ~i~call he represented I% .i 4 4rii Illitt

3 1iihplaccnt utalit kkik and ( Enfrllaliflil) COS, silt-' , i

ii ~ ~ ~ ,sit 1i l111 tr ' i I t 1,1111Cled t sI V t tcd i is I tslis)ll I it
pA,111 ii 1 .ilsirsetl 'iiI' 't Feneral Inaipuitrrrg tcic t le h n/

1hre iriii "11tpu1t reltoriship arid suibseqireItls ito dellisrir- i0 oi i I
A r lie thc '11 follhilit~k of ietiehriti

.1 Ih1iirplnnncl-lv Anallk%. lii anll4ahh I~ll odcl al I SI'S2
platril n IF i. 21, ste shall at thre beginiing defirre lte con- tastrrie thre errero in ie top plate tiokes irsa\ tisir I!,,
ii, l lihielercietti anrd (ic desired rtaipus o f thre tnrecharim5t. troti irla posit urn ,it,,i a nets desi redf positiurn , arid, hask trilt.
I irsi. let rite .iiitolhrrtg ofi tire poition kit file centert pit. 1t. Irarrsformhatiton I71- sth respect toi ltre fisd cosiditite
oI tire lol plait he tire desiet ohieciise. i.e.. rte point sy'stemi 1B), let
IC1Fp-i l ilt ha n r~id (titiltre end etI tectot I (it tire rttrttii ltirh .rtr
Ncuitid. let etch tit lite' lgs of' lte rlaffrt he adistahie arid (, I
rirdlit iilli otrrllahle . i.e.. fior each priiti ii'int for
,.Nliitdrikal tr .thitec associates wiuth it a et witiltillli tire dz d- ., I,
Ilk k? I firdl no si irphieri rit\1d siioir(II luiig steirlkAi. . let i,
iNOitlle tf i r ite bhinlrri p)ltes lire clircular ini sii ttilht din d/t di
ire top urll% issItlned tol be tios able and tire 1)otiorir1 one fixied 0t 0 0t i
arid hilli Ing its tier at Bi. Fuirthiermotire. let litie distri bittion tit
each pair tit hail jint oirilu the hoit t oi plate he slkninrietrical
ts ilt reSpeti to eacti tn tire trl radii located ;in 120) deg Where the (, u,.)are thre Cartesianr locanjoirs of tile pintr p
apart frontnline anotiher oin tire plate. I lie ball1 joi oilo tire topl , and Id, d,, jil.l. (4 d . ', ant]I .. A.(/,,) ate
plate has e stittr arrangcniert. I lie plat friri teeiiaiii is directiou euosinres f1 tlie aes %, v. arid us tliklt rspeter no tile~
their ir o1lcteron. I enorittig R antI r ;is filIe r aiii oft ltre fixeid coorrinrate 11111 Cetep0Irtditigls. I'leereLot C. thle l'catl r'rnr
huon anrd tire lopl pltecs. respectis eh: /, nhiorigl /,, as rte leg oft each ball joii n t~ r till 'sil Miing Trlp plalte %tlilir et ill (Ilk-
lenrgths; I. its tire nnuriial ltigi It liii all ltgs%; antI h' as tire coordinate Iraitre Ill) cart be obtainredl totti ciatiris (51, arid
istarie betweern tlite iso plates, whkien all leg lerglio Itsi equal (1). arid tires ire:
tit the troitial leigtli I_,

Ir isewio arti rical~te reltreseriatriiiiit tire litlivrilaire ott tile r 4j.
6l-SIS Inichanisin. thle fixsed ( arit eiart coot diniate Iratine is, (0~ .

selected al point 8 11ith1 tire / ax~is pointing serticall\ iipstart
tilt) tile \ asis passing thrught [rint BI, . IlIre locat ions ti tire 71,
ball tuin i till fiv Iil li ttull plalk: sain Own li.e t ll li l

it, I R.tt.(t III X
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3.2 ('nntroiahilit). The cont rollability tio' a mitan i pulator
could be qualitatively assessed by the degree tif ditficui li (d I R(tS4  .; 4.

invoksed inI the soltition of the inverse kinematic problem (',rl4 , + 445, .l .,.
which ts the detri c1nt ion of tile cotrrespotidinti coot di nat e
of' Ihe man ipulat or b% prescri hinrg the desi red pos irioin of' file + (rl, K 4 d,., 0/1~ .*C. 4

end -e (teetor In til he i ed C'artesitan coord mia ic liamte. I or U-quat ion (9) represcmtir t set tit e Sp1 ca In put .44)11pIii
rrianipttlaittrs iti artiettlaied ~oItigmt at oil. (thc equtatiotn% of thle 6-SI'S platform mechamnm. I oit a picstitici
cot resp.'ilding coot iatesv mc tile total ioti.l ari-lcs 441 tile id-el'tector posit ott. tile cor tespotidjin1q Icie w is , III h
res olutc ioitirs. l-ot traniptilaorss itIII plalltl ton Colt- readily obtained; ioe, t.ile direct kitiiitt,i contill
fivitrarion.* t Ito are thle corresporrdirtg leg lendi Its + pr oblent is a rather difficult task ,itie it itt'ols ifi I tos hit 44

Let flie desired posit ot of the end -ellIct or of ia plat form tit of set of' h igll notnlinear si nitilt antorts eq uartion,. I he'
muaniipulat or lie I III_ The absolutte Inca tolls (1' tile ball joint sit tuationt is fouttd to be esacthI cotrar% to thle case oft aI tolo
b,'- onl the top plate can be derised froni equationl (8 . 1 tic A itli open kirretnatie chain.
required leg lengths, can be obtained lik caicriamg the
distance between each corresponding pair of ball) ioitrt. /I '% 4 Rolabilily of Ball-and-Sockel Jotint%
arid Bt,'*s. Itotm eqiatiriis (4) antd (8), %ce lriise

A ball joinlit, theoretical is call nrose fie %el ilt respecct it)
lj I r .i> k) + (I, + , i (d~ r C, I' (901 all three ('artesian axes. tit prat ice. bosnes er. this is tiot filie.

I-: (dxC,- r ,, - R(*,' rhe mrotiotn of rthe ball joint is alItass restricted because ot its
phsical dinrensions. A ball joint usually include,;s three parts:

~ " ~I: rS.. v,. .S, .1 rte hail ))call, soc Le. mid t liecti riccriig leg. ROefertn i t, U41iv
4 r(u I, d,-r-S, + , I'M)) .. let the radii of tire ball hecad antd tire vomr ictwom leg ti' Rs

and 41/2, respecively. To physicallk hold tire hail he~ad ni the
I~ Id r(,.4 + It" R( %S.H ocket. flie htoldintg w it i v. its showns iiit tile rigtic lirettist be

~~3I~ ~ R%, "I 4 P.,., 1eater titan /ro I et I4 tlcli,'t fill- lota1tii .1iiglc ,ftie iItIIII
I'llii It/ Pllait)', ili'ittilt hunt1111.1 s 111,4 Of, litIMI' .4 .111 N~

W il, , ,i.,.4.'I detet miiledl as lo4il44s
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-Fig. 5 A Planar four-bar mechanism with two adjustable links

/ Irese buill'.

<A/
5 otrk%;)ace ant Manem abtilito

Urle probilenr ot alralirr11wl 'Irape tit flei o!r sp
6-SI'S plaitoinii maniptilatoris I, rattler dir tiltitl If, i

Fig. 3 The principal cross-section of a battesnd- socket joint addition it) tile irhierewr :omipIl idili ll Ocln \ihpati c
faconetr\, tile irrechiarrusni is dhaiacterii/d 1)\ Its ITILp1111

Z N sit tire aird ir rpaerttbeirasor '5 lrih irs olsesa clt
liiil\ 1riltrlirrea S11~lttireICOU Cqihir Iris. I Or 'ri~~i-
Conisidier t ire[lrer a spCial Cast: In m11ii11 ill all 1011i'11
t' errh dirIt bitve;t01o1! tle perilplICr mc it boil II e. blIi i

and tlire I op plat es (i.e., hoIt arif es I ) and 0a1rc o16let b I jem

If!.si iiie 4 1 lwe hasr' aploacll etri plr\ id 11 10 ill
N4 ~~ ~ ~ ~ u %etvl ie% kspace ofIll] I]i le, liaitisn I') 'ii Lsit)-

section oni thuee partmirrIltr plaies. ket err ing ( ti I i. 4 . Ilt- ese
\ Iare Ilire A / plrne I% liiiI eioyofain Ih ~lit-h l Joint ' B. /1, 1" B. 1i1m1

Ilire lkanes it[ ied b'., (tit 111Vn it' L ie \/ 1 pIr i% rIt 1 I I)I esr 1 1m lth

a- ais ilt Mir a i I Ofile ' (WOll id 1211 rlti. reqx Lirr Il

I suiieir rinp rli rr Ill liCII t 1 0111 dL ml
t  l i ) 711 i-irriiI--'

\iIm'e iiilltile 11011 t le It'l M ki'pe t lit-) .Lic1il'i. iI-
aiii, liii ks i l 01i1 %%lmil ,~ik*i'I i o 111ki m5 \nsm I ie rlit-

l it.111 1111. t/.l iii li .11 pe1d irii 4kt rel~i~sr

N's' sho Il l Iit'. 5)i l il adIkINiJI'lC irk1 ItIWItIIs. 1 0:id 1.,-

s4 ubmI( ietd tir s :rr,s colir'iarrrr' ir'ir a, (lie etrielirIli'

all Cle and [ire I oatbit s o\ all Off i 1011' Ill 111 oh11MI1 i e e
-displaceirlentl equiatl O f 0111Ni planarl adjrrsral'e .4-ha:

- rnechatusnrl is lifrs detrse.e I life iitleieriie cmridrrioiis ire
I lienr :olridel ed

Fig. 4 A 6.SPS platform mechanism with ball joints evenly distributed S.A Displaemnent Anal' %%is of A P131ur 4-11ar lillith ftAdu-
jtasltable in,~ks. I igu re 5 slimsk a plain ar 4-bar inedianisin t% it If
adjustable link lengilis. /, anld I, . N COOnrlare iramre, /dI, Is

Slit located at tile poitll It \41111 / am' I point ring 5 eriiciil ipsl'larm
R Ifl) and tle X all" piiituiin lioru/otrtall lefIt!r /1. in, 1), ,ard Ill

di lepieetrt imii bail joinits. I hie link lenrgrirs ofil le druie and
ar 2 tle liked lin~k ate thle drameters (it tire It'lp arid -'iC bortrr

i l) lI II) plates. i.e., 21- and 2R. respeotiseis I ICi Lootdii,- ,I Il
2 R. ixed ball joints. H, and B, . kill tire bitrirr pitre ire WIo milaid

I or free tmaioniiti P sfiolnld he less Iltlal it equal 11i 7T 2 ( R.),. respectirelh. arid coorydinate o? fire ins int' I,,ll oiiv

frot equations I1) Iatud 0ll). %% Va~ h ilto the top plate is (R 11os ,I sintiI pe io_ \C tile\

dI ot tle ipt parattiteers IV, , / . anid 1, . titert tire, oiri it il Ire

2 orlie thre eor responding Coordriates of poil rrbsm art 1).i anid ire

~ill I 2 sitl emitespititug anlgies kof I, Alld in c7anbloli 01I ti I oi r
2 R,,t2 pulose to derts e tile dlosed Ititl iltiri -mit pill iiilmete

or relFatlin tire distance betseet lre t\\o ball jorints. 1 atnd

IV~z:~lt _ Sil9 h, it tie eiatref heC~pet.lrejla

Ilcciil ai na trange rtsthe it [i X/ mImusats k m-m.nim~~m rim 11.. ....i.
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Fig. 6 Geometrical parameters of the platform mechanism

Extensibilit) of legs. For a 6-SPS mechanism, each leg is
limited by its extreme extensible length, i.e.. /, ,,,,n !5/, _ ......

b 4 h =(x 4 - R + 11 C,,] )2 + (z4 - 1 S, )z = 4r2  (14) Assuming all legs have the same limits of length, the motion
of the point p (equation (21)) is then constrained by the ex-

Equating the distance between the ball joints b4 and B4 to treme lengths of the legs. bB I B..hB, and 1,B 4. i.e..
link length I4, we obtain 1." 1_ I 1 1 1 _, .... (24)

(x4 + R)-2 + (Z4)' = 124 (!5) .i
Since the top plate is symmetric with respect to the XZ plane.

Subtracting equation (14) from equation (15), we have the legs b5B, and hB, are mirror images of the legs h,B, and

12 +/ - 4r- -2RC,,- 2R - 1 (C., 6 bB, respectively. Therefore they are not included in this
SSx4 (16) discussion.

For a given leg length / and 14. it is necessary to knos
Let whether the corresponding leg lengths 1, and 1, are within the

I1 + /4- 4r'-2R/, (7) extensible limits. Referring to Fig. 6 we have.
2 1 S ,, 1 1 2 = t, ' a , + ,a , (2 5 )

and where the a points represent the projectionts of the h point', on
the XY plane. The distances B,a,' and Ba, are given as

Q=2R--C (18) follows:

BIa 1
2  = (R-2rC-x 4,)

then we have

z4 =p-Qx4  
(19) B~a22_ = (0.5R - I.5rCo -x 4 ) +(RS,,- rS,)-

the coordinates of point b4(x 4 ,z) can be solved explicitly and B a" = (-0.5- 0.SrC, - + (RS., - rS4 , 1
Ba4 = (-R- 4 ) (26)

-(R - PQ) *. "4 R - PQ)7 - ( I +- Q')(p 2 + R 7 -I ) (M an
x= ( Q)(20) and

(0 +Q) h1a = z + 2rS.
Subsequently, the coordinate of the point p(x ,,.z,) is given by a, = + I.rS,

x 4 + R-1 1C,, ha = := 4 0.5rS
"r 2 b4a4  = Z (27)

and (21) where the tilt angle. 0. of the top plate is gisen by equatton
(23). The desired corresponding leg lengths. I. and I,. can then

Z4 + I S~t be calculated from equations (25)-(27).
2

5.3 Rostabilitf of the Ball Joint on the Bottom Plate. "I lie
The corresponding angle Nc can be obtained from workspace of the center point, p, of the top plate (equation

Z4 (21)) is the space hounded by all the constraints attributed to
4 =tan (22) the ball joints, as given by equation (13). in addition to the

x4 +R constraints due to the interferences of links. The
The corresponding tilt angle of the top plate, 0, is given by corresponding angles of the ball joints on the bottom plate

can easily be derived in terms of the known parameters. t,
OP = tan I _I. (23) /,. and 14. Referring to Fig. 6.

R -1 C,,i -x, 
ha,

Equations (19)-(23) represent a set of explicit equations B, =tan a --- (28)
defining the displacement of a planar 4-bar with adjustable B,a,
link lengths 1 and 14. *A here the angle i v can be cillculated frot equi tion (22).

5.2 Motion of the Top Plate With (;onqtiralntl fin the 5.4 Rollthilily (of the Ball Joint on the Top Plate.
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Fig. S The boundaries of workispace an the XZ piano

Referring to Fig. 6, the position angles of the hall joint% on thc
top plate, i.e., the O3's, are thc angles formed by each of the (J31%ll,1,. l
legs with the top plate. We haveSiial.(ieqaino h oto ngefihbllwt

11 ( + dk b, cdiil he olitaiitcsl a% lollo%%

04=A S((v4 - 0) (29)
%%here 0 is the tilt angle of the top plate. The position angles ,)3)
J., and 1, however, do not have a simple relationship. The whr
derivation of them first requires determining the distance whr
between the ball joint 81 (or B,) and the plante containing the D _ _

top plate, i.e., 8,D, (or BID,) (Fig. 7). One way to find the B _D 0.rJ +) ((t.5rC,, x,~ 4 (i5R)-sinX
distance H2' is to analyze the geometrical relationship of the Hiaving analytically developed the ncessary kinemnatic
project of the triangle B.b.D2 on the plane, denoted as plane
A, which is parallel to the XZ plane and contains the line relationship of this special 6-SPS mechanism, Ae are no" inl a

BD, Th ditanc Bz., an tereorebe otaied rom position to develop an algorithm to numerically outline the
8~ D. Te dstane BD 2 an tereorebe otaied rom reachable boundary of the mechanism on the.YZ planle.

8202 B~bj sin)X (30)
where

4"2 =8E 2 2+ b2E2 f f.- 4+ l.5rS) 2 +(l.5rC4X 4 -0.5R)-2 6 A Numerical Algorithm

and An algorithm for detecting the reachable boundai % of'li tu-
SPS mechanism on the AY plane is presented as llss

r BE~
X,~,-AHS tan +_ ts 1 . (a) Scan the angle (t, within the physical ta ional

I 2  limits of the given ball joint,
The position angle of the ball joint h, can then be calculated (b) - Stan the length% 1, and 1, within the sp~ecified

fro extensible limit% of the legs,%. -
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2. For a particular set of or,, 11 , and 1,: Steward platform appears to be the 0th) mechanism of' its
(a) -Check the limits of the corresponding leg lengths type that can possibly be adopted as a general nianeuserable

/, and /,, device. The analytical model and ins erse control equation% are
(b) - Check the limits of the corresponding ball joint derived. Although the complexity of the model, and the

angls, ie.,ci'sand 's.solvability of the inverse equations are more tasorable as
angles ite an nd ot tp1 tews otne compared to a six-joint articulated robot, .the workspace and

If ot o th rage ten o t Stp I othrwie cntiue. the maneuverability seem to be relafiselN restricted. This is,
3. Calculate the desired position of the center of tile top expected and due mainly to the multiloop structure and tile

plate, i.e., p(.v,,,,) and record the extreme% on a data itreec ewe h aljitlgadpae.ulk
base. Go to Step I until all scanning processes are some previous studies 15, 61 in which ball-and-socket joints of
complete. the platform mechanism were replaced by two res olute joints

4. Outline the workspace boundary from the recorded in their analytical model, this inv~estigation consider,, the
eslree~s.rotatability of the ball joint% and its formulation is belies Ld to

A computer program which is based on thle analytical be of new and practical ligtnificance. Thle result of the in-
formulations and criteria derived in this investigation, and vestigation on sorkspacc. perf'ormed in a special case.
which is written in FORTRAN, is developed. Given a 6-Sps represents an upper bound for our design considerations.
platform with evenly distributed ball joints, the program It should be rioted, ho"seser, thiat tisI irnsesigation onhl
outlines the boundary of the workspace on the XZ plane of concerns a kinematic viewpoint. An insestigation (it thle
the center point of the top plate. Inputs of this program are: statics and dynamics of this mechanism, %khich are currenth
the width of the hold of the ball joints (e), the radius of' tile underway, is essential for the practical application of this
ball head (Rh), the diameter of the connecting legs (it), the platfortm. The result of' this research. it is hoped. "Mil conl-
extenstble limits of the connecting legs ('i.and I), thle tribute toward a basic understatnding of thle limitations as \\ell
radii of the top atid the bottom plates (r and R), and the leg as the potential usefttlttcs of* this type of mnitiilator.
lengths /1, 14. The scanning interval of the joint angle cv, needs
to be specified. 8 Acknowledgments
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Case 1: A platform mechanism has the following design MEA-80-06783, respectively, to Rutgers UnisersitN,.I
parameters: I.,~ = 15 ", 1n = 10', r=2, R=5 ', and the ball
joint dimensions are e=0.1" R,, =0.5". and d=0.2". Usitig References
the algorithm, the cross section of the workspace on the XZ
plane is shown in Fig. 8(a). t Piepr, D. tI.. "th lr- incrrarrc, ,I %trrrpuli,- I ndi (omirc

Case 2: All design parameters remain the same as C'ase I Uvnitot," Sianfrt AIitc,,l t-ttrgenrrtr"r. r 5~iIr IBi.
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on the XZ plane is given in Fig. 8(c). 603 606.
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